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Resumen

Las Redes Neuronales Artificiales (RNAs) han sido clasificadas en tres generaciones. Cada una considera

las propiedades de la Neurona Artificial (NA) en la red. Conforme las generaciones avanzan, las NAs se

vuelven más realistas, potentes, costosas y complicadas de estudiar. Debido al dogma de la “neurona

punto”, las NAs comparten la característica de ser unidades indivisibles morfológica y funcionalmente. En

contraste, la neurociencia divide a una neurona en tres elementos subcelulares: espinas, dendritas y axón.

Cada uno está formado por varios micro compartimentos que llevan a cabo operaciones al nivel eléctrico,

bioquímico y molecular. Las NAs ignoran esos aspectos y, por lo tanto, los cálculos especializados en cada

compartimento. La distribución diferencial de la geometría y de las propiedades eléctricas dota a cada

compartimento con una característica única para procesar la información espacio-temporal. En paralelo

con el desarrollo de las RNAs, se han creado modelos compartimentales para estudiar teóricamente las

propiedades de las neuronas reales. Esos modelos asumen que la morfología de una neurona es un conjunto

de segmentos de cables o compartimentos interconectados. El problema es que se ha puesto muy poca

atención a si esos compartimentos pueden resolver problemas lógicos elementales al nivel eléctrico, es

decir, las funciones Booleanas AND, OR, y AND-NOT. Muy pocos trabajos indican que eso es posible en

modelos de espinas y dendritas, pero no en modelos de axones. Esta tesis muestra que un modelo axonal

resuelve esas operaciones. En ese sentido, se construyó una NA que resuelve problemas lógicos elementales

en cada compartimento. A ese modelo le llamamos NA de “cuarta generación”. Como consecuencia,

los principales aportes de ésta tesis son los siguientes. (1) Un modelo de cuarta generación resuelve

funciones Booleanas elementales en cada compartimento de manera local y global. (2) Las neuronas de

tercera generación se obtienen directamente de los modelos de cuarta generación. (3) Un modelo de

cuarta generación representa una red de NAs de tercera generación. (4) Mientras los modelos de tercera

generación funcionan en el dominio del tiempo, los de cuarta generación en el dominio del espacio-tiempo.

(5) El dogma de la neurona punto fue roto. Es decir, una NA se puede dividir computacionalmente. (6)

Un modelo de cuarta generación es más realista y pudiera ser computacionalmente más potente que los

modelos anteriores de NAs. Sin embargo, el nivel de realismo vuelve a las NAs de cuarta generación más

costosas computacionalmente y más complejas de estudiar. Esta disertación no es conclusiva, sino un

primer paso para iniciar una nueva área de investigación.



Abstract

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been classified into three categories or generations. Each holds

the properties of the single Artificial Neuron (AN) in the network. As the generations advance, ANs

become more realistic, powerful, costly, and complicated to study. Due to the prevailing “point neuron”

dogma, they share the characteristic of being morphologically and functionally indivisible units. On the

contrary, neuroscience divides a real neuron into three morphological and functional subcellular elements:

spines, dendrites, and axon. Each consists of several microcompartments carrying out compartmentalized

operations at the electrical, biochemical and molecular levels. Existing ANs ignore those facts and, thus,

specialized computations on each microcompartment. In real neurons, the differential distribution of

both geometry and electrical properties endows a microcompartment with a unique characteristic to

process spatiotemporal information. In parallel with the ANN development, neuroscientists have created

compartmental models to study the properties of real neurons theoretically. Compartmental models assume

the neuron morphology as a set of interconnected cable-like segments or compartments. The problem is

that little attention has been paid to whether each compartment performs elemental logic at the electrical

level, i.e., AND, OR, and AND-NOT Boolean functions. Few works have indicated that possibility in

spine and dendritic models, but not in axon models. This thesis shows an axon model solves elemental

logic. In that sense, this monograph constructs a compartmentalized neuron model performing elemental

logic on each subcellular domain or microcompartment. We called that the “fourth-generation” AN. As

a consequence, the main findings are the following. (1) A fourth-generation neuron solves elemental

Boolean logic on each subcellular microcompartment locally and globally. (2) Third-generation neurons

derive from fourth-generation models directly. (3) A fourth-generation neuron stands for a network of

third-generation ANs. (4) Whereas third-generation models work in the time domain, fourth-generation

ANs operate in the space-time domain. (5) The point neuron dogma was broken down. That is to say;

the AN is no longer a computationally indivisible unit. (6) A fourth-generation model is more realistic and

could be more powerful than models used currently in ANNs. However, the more realistic assumptions

make the fourth-generation ANs more expensive to be simulated in a computer and more complicated to

be studied. This dissertation is not a conclusive one but a first step to start a new research area of more

realistic and powerful ANNs.
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“The laws of the human intellect do not depend upon our will. We do not originate the constitution of

our own minds.” Boole, 1854

“Neuroscientists have been studying the brain very heavily for the last hundred years. But, we still do not

have a general theory of how the brain works. We still do not understand the basic logic.” Yuste, 2013

“Exploring the information processing capacities of the brain at the level of real dendritic systems...

presents one of the most exciting challenges for neuroscientists at present and into the future.” Shepherd,

2008a

“Let the future tell the truth and evaluate each one according to his work and accomplishments. The

present is theirs, the future, for which I really worked, is mine.” Tesla, 1927

“Science students accept theories on the authority of teacher and text, not because of evidence.” Kuhn,

1970

“The successive transition from one paradigm to another via revolution is the usual developmental pattern

of mature science.” Kuhn, 1970

“Novelty ordinarily emerges only for the man who, knowing with precision what he should expect, is able

to recognize that something has gone wrong.” Kuhn, 1970

“The new paradigm, or a sufficient hint to permit later articulation, emerges all at once, sometimes in the

middle of the night, in the mind of a man deeply immersed in crisis. Almost always the men who achieve

these fundamental inventions of a new paradigm have been either very young or very new to the field

whose paradigm they change.” Kuhn, 1970
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientific maturation is a successive process of repetitive stages (Kuhn, 1970). The most important

are (1) normal science, (2) crisis, and (3) revolution. Normal science is based on accepted theories

from past achievements whose purposes are to find new applications, to increase the precision of those

applications, or to find factual information of intrinsic value only for the accepted theory. On the other

hand, the crisis is the result of several anomalies detected during normal scientific practice. Anomalies

are violations of nature to the established theory. A response to the crisis emerges as a new theory

or paradigm that implies a change in the rules of the previous theory. That is a revolution in scientific terms.

There are three different notions about the levels of study in cognitive science, neuroscience, and Artificial

Intelligence (AI), namely, (1) levels of analysis, (2) levels of organization, and (3) levels of processing

(Churchland and Sejnowski, 1988). The levels of analysis consist of (i) the computational theory level,

(ii) the algorithmic level, and (iii) the physical implementation level (Marr and Poggio, 1977). The levels

of organization include (i) genes, (ii) molecules, (iii) synapses, (iv) neurons, (v) networks, (vi) layers,

(vii) maps, and (viii) systems (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992; Shepherd, 1994, 2004). The levels of

processing agree with the flow of information in different areas of the brain (Churchland and Sejnowski,

1988). Each level of organization may be studied by using the three levels of analysis (Churchland and

Sejnowski, 1988). Cognitive science, neuroscience, and AI have been related to each level of analysis

(Naselaris et al., 2018). Moreover, Marr (1982) stated each analysis level should be addressed separately

with no need for the others. Consequently, cognitive science, neuroscience, and AI are three disciplines

remaining separate (Naselaris et al., 2018).

Many researchers in the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) field think the biological knowledge is not

necessary to advance in the area. That kind of thinking is strongly influenced by the Marr’s (1982)

statement about the independence of analysis in neuroscience and cognitive science. ANN practitioners
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are right as their aim is not to find contact points between nature and theory but to make normal

science. ANN practitioners assume that they know what the real neuron is like. Otherwise, they would

stop practicing normal science. Notably, the correspondence between nature and theory is what has led

the most important advances in science (Kuhn, 1970). We have seen two general research approaches in

ANNs: (1) normal and (2) paradigmatic research. Whereas normal science regards refining the accepted

theory in the field, paradigmatic research relies on the new discoveries in neuroscience and cognitive

science to extend the ANN knowledge beyond the accepted theory. Although it has resisted the passing of

time, ANN theory no longer corresponds to the current knowledge about biological neurons. Seventy-five

years ago, that correspondence was the core nucleus for the ANN creation. The assumptions made by

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) created the ANN research area. Today, the knowledge about real neurons is

vastly greater than at that time. Despite this, the ANNs remain disconnected from neuroscience (Naselaris

et al., 2018).

As an inevitable process in search of scientific maturation, rather than a refinement of the accepted

theory or a continuation of the recent developments in the field, this thesis goes in parallel with those.

This monograph shows several anomalies between the single Artificial Neuron (AN), used in the first

three ANN generations, and the biological neuron that have been accumulated throughout the years, but

no one has pieced together. As an attempt to connect ANNs to neuroscience, this monograph introduces

a conceptual reform to ANNs. To achieve such an endeavor, it was necessary (1) to go back to the ANNs

origins and (2) to update the current knowledge about computation in real neurons.

This thesis is centered at the organization level of the single neuron, which is the lowest level of the

working ANN. From that level, we might go up, in the future, to the system and down to the gene levels.

Also, this thesis enters only to the macroscopic level of electricity and biochemistry within the single

neuron. This monograph focuses on the computational level of analysis, from which, we could go down

to the algorithmic and physical implementation levels. A single neuron can be abstracted in several levels:

(i) detailed compartmental models, (ii) reduced compartmental models, (iii) single-compartment models,

(iv) cascade models, and (v) black-box models (Herz et al., 2006). This dissertation shows that the AN

generations advance from the level v to the level i. Particularly, this thesis contains, as Kuhn (1970)

mentioned, a hint to a later articulation of a new generation of ANNs.
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 gives the background. Section 1.2 establishes the research

problem. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 focus on general and specific objectives. Section 1.5 enlists the contributions

and Section 1.6 mentions the organization of the remaining chapters.

1.1 Background

This section gives a brief background about origins, properties, operation, computational capacities, and

classification of ANs. Also, the compartmentalized capacities found in real neurons are reviewed.

1.1.1 The laws of thought

Over 150 years ago, Boole (1854) published his influential theory “An Investigation of the Laws of

Thought.” Under various assumptions, he proved the mind operations are subject to laws. He gave

concrete mathematical expressions to the deductive reasoning carried out by the mind and showed

mathematical laws regulate the operations of the mind. Nowadays, his theory is broadly known as Boolean

logic, Boolean algebra, or propositional logic and is the basis for several areas of science and technology.

Boolean philosophy has had an enormous impact on society in such a way that it has been possible to

develop our current technology. Today, since the pioneering work of Shannon (1936) on relay switches,

current devices process information coherently by using elemental Boolean logic. Both, Boole (1854) and

Shannon (1936) have led the world to the present digital and information eras (Nahin, 2012; MacHale,

2014). Using the laws of quantum mechanics, sophisticated versions of simple Boolean gates, so-called

quantum gates, were introduced theoretically by Feynman (1985) and Deutsch (1989). It is expected

future quantum machines, constructed from these gates, to be supreme (Harrow and Montanaro, 2017).

Importantly, their physical construction has already begun (Petta, 2017). In short, the impact of Boole’s

(1854) theory is beyond today’s current science and technology, including this dissertation.
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1.1.2 The laws of neural activity

Almost 90 years after the Boole’s (1854) original idea, McCulloch and Pitts (1943) presented their seminal

work “A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity.” In that work, several postulates

from the neuron doctrine were taken. The neuron doctrine is the conceptual foundation of neuroscience

(Zergeroğlu and Nalçacı, 2015; Yuste, 2015b; Shepherd, 2015; Hubbard and Binder, 2016) and, based

on the histological work of Ramón y Cajal (1899, 1904a,b, 1909, 1911), was established by Waldeyer

(1891). The objective of McCulloch and Pitts (1943) was to prove neural activity is subject to Boolean

laws (Seung and Yuste, 2013). In contrast to Boole’s (1854) work, McCulloch and Pitts’s (1943) work

goes more in-depth in the levels of the brain organization, from the mind (or system) operations to the

single neuron operations. In fact, a single McCulloch and Pitts model (MCP) performs elemental Boolean

logic from which a network of interconnected ANs can be constructed to solve any Boolean function.

Their work promoted the emergence of a new research area: the ANNs (Rosenblatt, 1961; Minsky, 1967;

Minsky and Papert, 1969). After almost 75 years of intense work, ANNs are at their best with the Deep

Learning (DL) paradigm (Schmidhuber, 2015; LeCun et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016). DL allows

learning data representations in an ANN, made up of several processing layers and AN units, to solve

complex practical problems (LeCun et al., 2015).

1.1.3 Classification of artificial neurons

ANNs have been classified into three categories or generations (Maass, 1997b). That division is the

standard classification and was made primarily on the properties of the single AN in the network (Ghosh-

Dastidar and Adeli, 2009; Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012; Grüning and Bohte, 2014). ANN classification

does not consider factors such as learning mechanisms, network structure, nor algorithmic precision. The

following are the central assumptions taken into account for ANN classification.

First generation

First-generation ANs assume neurons communicate through binary signals, so-called Action Potentials

(APs) or spikes (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943; Maass, 1997b). Those signals are produced if the incoming
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signals from other neurons cause the intracellular membrane potential to overpass a voltage limit.

They give a binary output to a weighted sum, and that binary coding does not encode any additional

information (Maass, 1997b; Tam, 2013; Grüning and Bohte, 2014). First-generation models are universal

for computations with digital input and output (Maass, 1997b).

Second generation

Second-generation neurons assume the communication between neurons is through a firing rate and

there exists a synaptic strength between connections. They use weighted sums with activation functions

giving an analog value, which represent the firing rate of a biological neuron (Maass, 1997b; Grüning and

Bohte, 2014). Among several activation functions, only the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) and derivatives

are realistic (Glorot et al., 2011; Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017). Second-generation ANNs are universal

for computations with analog input and output (Maass, 1997b).

Third generation

Third-generation neurons are best known as Spiking Neurons (SNs) and their networks as Spiking Neural

Networks (SNNs) (Maass, 1997b; Ghosh-Dastidar and Adeli, 2009; Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012). They

assume the precise AP timing as an essential feature for information processing and neural computation.

In fact, spike-timing precision is essential for several mechanisms in real neurons (Abbott, 1994; Bohte,

2004) and is underestimated in the previous generation models (Maass, 1997b; Ghosh-Dastidar and Adeli,

2009; Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012). Their output is a binary code storing precise spike times (Recce,

1999; Thorpe et al., 2001; Tam, 2013; Grüning and Bohte, 2014). Third-generation neurons simulate

the current dynamics in a membrane patch of a neuron. That consideration is more realistic than the

weighted sum in early neuron models. What is more, SNs support both the Rate-Based Coding (RBC)

and Spike-Based Coding (SBC) schemes (Tam, 2013; Grüning and Bohte, 2014). In other words, an SN

supports the encoding schemes of previous neuron generations. Contrary to earlier models, SNs assume

the synaptic strength consists of an increasing and decreasing function depending on time, so-called

Post-Synaptic Potential (PSP) (Maass, 1996, 1997b). That assumption is more realistic than the flat

or fixed synapses in the preceding models. Further, the increasing and decreasing segments of a PSP
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are necessary to increase the computational power of SNs (Maass and Ruf, 1995). SNs are universal

for computation with spike trains at the input and output (Maass, 1997b). Apart from being more

realistic, they have a higher computational power, coding capacity, and learning capacity, but a higher

computational cost and learning complexity (Maass, 1996, 1997b; Maass and Schmitt, 1997; Schmitt,

1998; Maass and Schmitt, 1999; Maass, 2001; Legenstein et al., 2005; Šíma and Sgall, 2005).

1.1.4 Compartmentalization

Before continuing with the research problem, it is necessary to speak about the compartmentalized

computational capacities of biological neurons. Since the pioneering work of Ramón y Cajal (1899, 1904a,b,

1909, 1911), modern neuroscience has been uncovering the actual computational power of individual

neurons in the brain of living beings. Now, it is known that a single neuron may be divided at least into

three distinct morphological and functional subelements, namely, spines, dendrites, and axon (Yuste,

2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Holt and Schuman, 2013; Stuart et al., 2016). Each is formed by several

microdomains or microcompartments. Theoretical and experimental studies have shown information

processing in neurons depends on space and time and that the spatial distribution of morphological

and electrical properties gives to the neuron a unique identity. Each sub-cellular component carries out

complex morphological and functional operations at the electrical, biochemical and molecular levels (Yuste,

2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Holt and Schuman, 2013; Stuart et al., 2016). Many of those functions

have been confirmed recently. The next subsections give a review of the most critical computational and

morphological functions of spines, dendrites, and axons.

Spines

Spines are the most intriguing subcellular elements in a neuron (Koch et al., 1992; Berry and Nedivi,

2017). They are small protrusions arising from dendritic branches and are morphologically constituted

by a head and a stalk (Harris and Kater, 1994; Yuste, 2010; Sala and Segal, 2014; Harris and Spacek,

2016). The head contains the Post-Synaptic Density (PSD), an electrodense band of proteins (Kennedy,

2000; MacGillavry et al., 2013; Sala and Segal, 2014; Harris and Spacek, 2016; Hussain and Huganir,

2016). Actually, a single spine is a complex molecular machine that is still not well understood (Kennedy,
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2000; Yuste, 2010; Sala and Segal, 2014; Harris and Spacek, 2016; Hussain and Huganir, 2016). Spines

are biochemical and electrical microcompartments (Müller and Connor, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1991;

Yuste and Denk, 1995; Araya et al., 2006b; Chen and Sabatini, 2012; Yuste, 2013; Kwon et al., 2017;

Beaulieu-Laroche and Harnett, 2018). Biochemical compartmentalization has permitted a single spine

to act as a coincidence detector (Yuste and Denk, 1995; Yuste et al., 1999). Coincidence detection is

performed as a timing-dependent non-linear sum of pre- and post-synaptic Calcium Ion (Ca2+) transients

of Excitatory Post-Synaptic Potentials (EPSPs). Indeed, Ca2+ integration is sub- or supra-linear (Yuste

and Denk, 1995; Yuste et al., 1999). Coincidence detection induces a Long-Term Potentiation (LTP)

(Bliss and Lømo, 1973). LTP induction changes the spine morphology that lasts for several minutes or

hours (Harreveld and Fifková, 1975; Fifková and Harreveld, 1977; Fifková and Anderson, 1981; Fifková,

1985; Desmond and Levy, 1986b; Trommald et al., 1990; Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Matsuzaki et al.,

2004; Tønnesen et al., 2014). That is, the spine is a plastic subcellular device. On the other hand, electrical

compartmentalization endows a single spine for integrating incoming EPSPs linearly (Araya et al., 2006a;

Yuste and Urban, 2004). That means the thousands of spines covering the neuron membrane represent an

ANN (Yuste, 2010). On the whole, a single spine is morphologically and functionally the elemental unit

for plasticity, learning, memory, and integration (Yuste and Denk, 1995; Shepherd, 1996; Yuste, 2010;

Sala and Segal, 2014; Yasuda, 2017).

Dendrites

Dendrites are the most studied subcellular elements in a biological neuron. Dendrites have biochemical

and electrical microcompartments distributed over the dendritic arbor. They integrate spatiotemporal

inputs in a linear, sub-linear, and supra-linear way (Cash and Yuste, 1999; Magee, 2000; Polsky et al.,

2004; London and Häusser, 2005; Gulledge et al., 2005; Branco and Häusser, 2011; Abrahamsson et al.,

2012; Vervaeke et al., 2012). The diverse integrating properties result in several capacities, such as

feature detection (Ko et al., 2013), motion detection (Borst and Helmstaedter, 2015), binocular disparity

(Archie and Mel, 2000), coincidence detection (Markram, 1997), and image velocity detection (Single,

1998). Those processing capabilities endow a dendritic arbor to work, in theory, as a two-layer ANN

(Poirazi et al., 2003; Häusser and Mel, 2003; Tzilivaki and Poirazi, 2018). The spike generation had been

deemed an exclusive property of the axon. Interestingly, dendrites generate at least three types of spikes

mediated by N-Methyl-D-Aspartate Receptors (NMDARs), Voltage-Gated Sodium Channels (Nav s), and
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Voltage-Gated Calcium Channels (Cav s) (Gulledge et al., 2005; London and Häusser, 2005; Sjöström

et al., 2008; Branco and Häusser, 2010; Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015). Single dendritic

branches execute different compartmentalized computations at the electrical, biochemical, and molecular

levels (Branco and Häusser, 2010). That gives each dendritic branch the capacity to act as an elemental

functional unit for electrical and biochemical integration, neurotransmitter and neuromodulator release,

local plasticity, and protein synthesis (Häusser and Mel, 2003; Williams, 2004; Polsky et al., 2004; Gordon

et al., 2006; Losonczy et al., 2008; Branco and Häusser, 2010; Govindarajan et al., 2011; Hanus and

Schuman, 2013; Urban and Margrie, 2016). Dendrites are a crucial factor to alter the input-output

function of the neuron. The input-output modification enables neurons to perform algebraic operations,

such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, ad division (Sjöström et al., 2008; Silver, 2010). Dendrites

express several kinds of Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) altering their morphology to produce

functional synapses (Abbott et al., 2000; Dan and ming Poo, 2004; Sjöström et al., 2008; Markram et al.,

2011; Feldman, 2012). They implement a type of metaplasticity, which is a temporary change of the

capacity to produce future synaptic changes (Abraham and Bear, 1996; Lee et al., 2010; Yger and Gilson,

2015). Furthermore, dendritic compartments serve to form memories that fuel the engram formation

(Govindarajan et al., 2011). Dendrites back-propagate, over the dendritic membrane, the AP generated

at the axon and filter the EPSPs produced at different dendritic inputs (Magee, 2000; Sjöström et al.,

2008; Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015).

Axons

The axon is the least studied subcellular element in a single neuron. That is because of the belief the

axon is only a simple cable-like structure transmitting digital signals from one neuron to others (Clark and

Häusser, 2006; Sasaki, 2013). Surprisingly, axon morphologies might be more complicated and extensive

than dendritic ones (Lübke and Feldmeyer, 2010; Ropireddy et al., 2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Narayanan

et al., 2015). Axons contain several microcompartments, i.e., the Axon Initial Segment (AIS), myelin,

Nodes of Ranvier (NoR), and boutons (Feldmeyer and Lübke, 2010; Rasband, 2010; Debanne et al.,

2011; Rockland, 2016). The AIS is a plastic region next to the soma and axon hillock (Palay et al.,

1968; Kole and Stuart, 2012). The AIS is where the AP is produced (Debanne et al., 2011; Bender and

Trussell, 2012; Kole and Stuart, 2012; Baranauskas et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2013; Sasaki, 2013; Hu and

Jonas, 2014; Muir and Kittler, 2014; Yoshimura and Rasband, 2014; Gulledge and Bravo, 2016). The
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axon performs complex operations, for instance, AP shaping, integration, AP filtering, AP reflection, and

synchronization (Debanne et al., 2011). Integration is a property attributable solely to dendrites. Some

of the axon qualities are the orthodromic, antidromic, back-propagated, and delayed conduction of the

AP (Debanne et al., 2011). The axon is a controlling device deciding how, where, and when the AP is

initiated and transmitted to other neurons (Debanne et al., 2011). Axons also express synaptic plasticity

and speed signals transmission in a saltatory manner by way of the myelin sheaths (Fields, 2014). In

addition, auxiliary cells (oligodendrocytes) regulate the AP conduction through myelin formation (Fields,

2014; Bercury and Macklin, 2015; Mensch et al., 2015; Wake et al., 2015; Hines et al., 2015; Fields,

2015; Purger et al., 2016). What is more, axons process analog, digital, and hybrid signals (Clark and

Häusser, 2006).

1.2 Research problem

It is evident that there are two main types of anomalies between ANs generations and real neurons. The

first has to do with the morphology and the second with the function.

1.2.1 Morphological anomalies

Real neurons are compartmentalized entities. They divide into three principal domains, namely, spines,

dendrites, and axon. Each has several specialized microcompartments. Rall (1964) was the first to suggest

the McCulloch and Pitts (1943), and Rosenblatt (1957, 1958, 1961) neuron models oversimplify the

neuron morphology. He mentioned “neural modelers have usually assumed that the synaptic input to a

neuron can be treated as input delivered to a single point or a single summing capacitor. There has also

been a tendency to assume that a combination of synaptic excitation and inhibition can be treated as

a simple arithmetic sum of positive and negative input components.” Astonishingly, those assumptions

remain until now (Kastellakis and Poirazi, 2013). Actually, the MCP performs a simple weighted sum of

input components, and the SNs are single summing capacitors.
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1.2.2 Functional anomalies

Real neurons perform several morphological and functional operations on each microcompartment at the

electrical, biochemical, and molecular levels. The three AN generations assume the biological neuron as a

simple and indivisible functional unit (Koch, 1997; Koch and Segev, 2000; Zador, 2000; Abbott et al.,

2016). That assumption has not changed since McCulloch and Pitts (1943) and is known as the “point

neuron dogma” in neuroscience (Koch and Segev, 2000; Zador, 2000; Poirazi et al., 2003; Häusser and

Mel, 2003; Kastellakis and Poirazi, 2013). The point neuron dogma dates back to Ramón y Cajal (1899,

1904a,b, 1909, 1911). That dogma has been broken down throughout the years in neuroscience, (Bullock,

1959; Shepherd, 1972; Poirazi et al., 2003; Bullock et al., 2005; Holt and Schuman, 2013; Tzilivaki and

Poirazi, 2018), but not in the ANN research area. Stimulation current on a single neuron propagates

toward spines, dendrites, and axon, the current is not contained at the whole nucleus (Rall, 1964).

Neuron models in the three generations neglect both neuron structure and compartmentalized functions.

The importance of compartmentalization is that a single neuron model may perform computations in

space and time. Both morphology and function are two interrelated properties. If one wants to develop

neuron models having actual computational capacities, morphology and compartmentalized functions of

real neuron have to be taken into account.

1.2.3 Compartmental models

Almost three years after McCulloch and Pitts (1943), Hodgkin and Rushton (1946) applied Thomson’s

(1854) cable theory to model the axonal structure as a cable-like cylinder. Based on that, Rall (1964)

began to study the information processing in dendritic structures as a set of interconnected cable-like

cylinders or compartments. In parallel with the ANN development, that framework has been used to

study the theoretical properties of real neurons (Segev et al., 1994; Herz et al., 2006; Shepherd, 2008b;

Plonsey and Barr, 2007; Ermentrout and Terman, 2010). The interconnected compartments produce a

multinodal system (Shepherd, 2008a). The compartmental modeling takes into account the geometrical

and electrotonic properties of real neurons on every restricted part. That makes compartmental models

even more realistic than third-generation neurons. Additionally, several neurobiological mechanisms might
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be added. In part, compartmental models solve the problems of the point neuron dogma and morphology

oversimplification in ANs.

1.2.4 The next generation

Ideas about the need for using experimental and theoretical knowledge in neuroscience to enhance ANs

are not new, see for example (Marr, 1982; McKenna et al., 1992; Shepherd, 2008b; Torres and Varona,

2012; Sasaki, 2013; Häusser et al., 2016; Churchland and Sejnowski, 2016; Titley et al., 2017; Hassabis

et al., 2017; Naselaris et al., 2018). Notwithstanding the knowledge of the author, no work shows how to

advance from current ANN generations to a new one gradually by using the knowledge in neuroscience.

It might be an expectation of how the fourth-generation of ANNs should be. In that respect, we think

that compartmental models are good candidates to be the next generation of ANNs.

In 1997, Maass (1997b) classified the ANNs using the neuron models commonly implemented at that

time. He did not consider compartmental models in his classification. That could be because there was not

enough information to ensure those models carry out logical tasks. Adding a morphological or a biological

mechanism to a neuron model does not imply elemental computations may be achieved. However, the

real neuron capacities are our motivating drivers to investigate such a possibility.

Boole (1854) used logic, probability, arithmetic, and calculus to propose his theory. McCulloch and Pitts

(1943) used the classical neuron doctrine of Waldeyer (1891) and Ramón y Cajal (1899, 1904a,b, 1909,

1911) in neuroscience, and the Boole’s (1854) logic to plant the seeds for ANNs creation. Rall (1964)

created the compartmental models for arbitrary neuron morphologies by extending the Hodgkin and

Rushton’s (1946) work. Hodgkin and Rushton (1946) defined several assumptions about electrical flow in

a neuron, used Thomson’s (1854) cable theory, and employed the current and voltage laws of Kirchhoff

(1845) and Ohm (1827) to initiate the modern and realistic neuron models. This thesis stands on those

works.
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1.2.5 A first step

It is not a trivial task to develop the fourth-generation ANNs as a new research area. It will need

many people and years of work to show a fourth-generation ANN perform complex computations in

the same way as SNNs do (we have been working on it for more than four years). For that reason and

as a first step, this document will consider the idea of McCulloch and Pitts (1943) of working just

with Boole’s (1854) logic. Demonstrating a fourth-generation neuron solves any Boolean function on

each subcellular component is a complicated endeavor. Indeed, studying the information processing in

a compartmental model is a challenging process because the number of parameters increases with the

number of compartments (Meunier and Segev, 2002; Herz et al., 2006; Shepherd, 2008b,a; Markram

et al., 2015). Moreover, the problem of solving elemental Boolean logic in third-generation ANNs is still

an open issue (Vogels, 2005; Reljan-Delaney and Wall, 2017). Hence, we must delimit the scope of this

document to the fundamental Boolean functions.

Boole’s (1854) logic uses the primary functions of disjunction (OR), conjunction (AND), and negation

(NOT) to construct any Boolean function. McCulloch and Pitts (1943) found that the building blocks to

construct any ANN solving any Boolean function are the OR, AND, and AND-NOT (conjoined negation).

Accordingly, a first step towards developing the fourth-generation ANN is to show a compartmental

neuron solves those three fundamental logic operations on every subcellular microcompartment. In other

words, the general aim of this monograph is to demonstrate each subcellular element is a computational

unit. Only a few studies using compartmental models have shown that computational capacity in dendrites

(Koch et al., 1982, 1983; Burger, 2013) and spines (Shepherd and Brayton, 1987). Conversely, there is

no theoretical nor experimental evidence whether an axon implements that kind of logic. According to

McCulloch and Pitts (1943), the OR is performed when an excitatory synaptic input makes the neuron

fire. The AND is implemented when only two excitatory synaptic inputs make the neuron fire. Both

excitatory and inhibitory inputs achieve the AND-NOT. When both inputs are active, firing is null because

of the inputs annihilation. Only when the excitatory input is active, and the inhibitory one is inactive,

a firing is produced. A single input in an AN cannot implement the NOT. However, the NOT can be

obtained from the AND-NOT if the excitatory input in an AN is active (Seung and Yuste, 2013). Besides,

the AND-NOT is the building block for the XOR (Boole, 1854), which is more challenging to be solved

by any single AN (Minsky and Papert, 1969). The XOR will not be treated in this dissertation. It will

be left for future works. Once a fourth-generation neuron is proved to solve elemental Boolean logic on
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each subcellular compartment, subsequent steps may be planned. Now, we are in a position to define the

objectives of this dissertation.

1.3 General objective

To demonstrate a fourth-generation neuron solves basic Boolean logic on each morphological and

functional microcompartment.

1.4 Specific objectives

The following specific objectives are proposed:

1. To construct an arbitrarily realistic fourth-generation neuron including spines, dendrites, and axon.

2. To give electrical and morphological properties to every subcellular microcompartment in the

fourth-generation model.

3. To perform computer simulations to prove each subcellular microcompartment solves the OR, AND,

and AND-NOT operations.

1.5 Contributions

This monograph has several contributions. The following three contributions are the result of getting

back to the ANN origins and updating the knowledge about computation in biological neurons.

1. This monograph reviews the computational operations performed by a single biological neuron.

There is no work piecing together the three neuron subdomains (spines, dendrites, and axon) in a

single monograph.

2. An extensive survey from first- to fourth-generation neuron models is given. Most of the current

bibliography does not include the four ANN generations. Generally, literature focuses on each ANN

generation separately.
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3. By comparing those surveys, this thesis shows a lack of correspondence or anomalies between

current AN theory and real neurons. As a consequence, a conceptual reform to ANNs is introduced.

The following contributions are a product of the thesis objectives.

1. A new methodology to construct arbitrary fourth-generation neurons is proposed.

2. It was found a fourth-generation model solves elemental Boolean functions on each subcellular

microcompartment in different ways according to its morphological and electrotonic properties.

3. A fourth-generation neuron solves elemental Boolean logic locally and globally.

4. We found the third-generation neurons are derived from fourth-generation ones directly.

5. Being a multinodal system, a fourth-generation neuron is an interconnected network of third-

generation neurons.

6. Apart from being more realistic, a fourth-generation neuron is computationally a divisible entity. To

put it another way, the point neuron dogma in ANN was broken down.

7. This monograph gives a hint of how to advance from the third- to the fourth-generation of ANNs.

8. A sufficient number of open issues to be resolved in the future are given.

The following are results from parallel research performed in the area of SNs.

1. We developed a procedure to find the numerical method and the time step producing an optimal

SN simulation.

2. By using that procedure, we rejected the statements made by Izhikevich (2004) in his often-cited

article concerning the SN simulation.

3. Two new metrics to describe the computational cost of SN simulation are given.

1.6 Thesis organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the most important morphological and functional

properties for computation that have been found in real neurons. Chapter 3 reviews the individual neuron

models, from the first to the fourth generation and their computational capability. Chapter 4 indicates the
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methodology to construct fourth-generation neurons and demonstrates how such models solve elemental

Boolean logic on each subcellular microcompartment. Chapter 5 presents the discussion, conclusions, and

future work. Lastly, the References section lists the bibliography used.



Chapter 2

Neurobiological computation

This chapter highlights the essential computational mechanisms that have been identified theoretically

and experimentally in biological neurons. It includes three sections; each refers to each subcellular domain.

Section 2.1 is devoted to the dendritic spines, Section 2.2 to the dendrites, and Section 2.3 to the axon.

As we want to give a general perspective, none of those sections is exhaustive. We shall omit to refer to

a particular neuron type and encourage the reader to consider the references within the text for further

and detailed information about a specific neuron type.

2.1 Spines

Dendritic spines are small protrusions arising from the dendritic shafts that cover a considerable surface

area in most neurons in the Central Nervous System (CNS) (Fig. 2.1; Harris and Kater, 1994; Yuste,

2010; Sala and Segal, 2014), for instance, 300; 000 in a Purkinje cell (Yuste and Urban, 2004; Harris and

Spacek, 2016). Those thorns are the primary synaptic sites in a neuron (90% of the synapses in a spiny

neuron) (Harris and Kater, 1994; Yuste, 2010; Harris and Spacek, 2016; Carter and Sabatini, 2016; Berry

and Nedivi, 2017). Since their identification by Ramón y Cajal (1888), spines have fascinated several

researchers for more than 125 years (Koch et al., 1992; Yuste, 2015a; Berry and Nedivi, 2017). Ramón y

Cajal (1888) suggested spines could have a central role in intelligence. In fact, spine malformation is

related to mental retardation (Marin-Padilla, 1972; Purpura, 1974; Kaufmann, 2000). Furthermore, a

single spine is a complex molecular machine (Kennedy, 2000; Yuste, 2010; Nishiyama and Yasuda, 2015).
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Fig. 2.1 Details of Purkinje cells dendritic spines. Reprinted from Ramón y Cajal (1909).

2.1.1 Morphology

Several researchers had thought spines as an artifact produced by the staining techniques (Yuste, 2015a).

It was Ramón y Cajal (1888) who insisted on spines as natural elements in a neuron. Despite this, spines

as natural components remained controversial for more than 70 years. It was until Gray (1959b,a) showed

spines containing synaptic connections. Now, it is well known that most spines contain a single excitatory

connection (Arellano et al., 2007), so-called Gray type 1 after Gray (1959b,a).

Spine head and spine neck

Spines consist of a head and a neck (Fig. 2.2; Yuste, 2010). The spine head is 0:5� 1:5 µm in diameter

and contains the PSD, an electro-dense band of proteins located on the head surface (Kennedy, 2000;

MacGillavry et al., 2013; Sala and Segal, 2014; Harris and Spacek, 2016; Hussain and Huganir, 2016).

The spine neck is less than 0:5 µm in diameter and up to 2 µm in length (Yuste, 2010; Harris and Spacek,

2016). The spine is a miniaturized appendage less than 3 µm length from the dendritic shaft to the PSD

(Yuste, 2015b). The spine morphology is highly variable (Fig. 2.3; Arellano et al., 2007).
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of a spine with basic nomenclature. Reprinted with permission from Yuste (2010).
Yuste, R., Dendritic Spines, Figure 3.1, p. 20, © 2010 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, published
by the MIT Press.

Fig. 2.3 Spines reconstruction showing their morphological variability. The PSD is shown in red. Scale bar=0:5 µm.
Reprinted from Arellano et al. (2007).

2.1.2 Ion channels

Electrical excitability in a neuron is possible in view of the opening and closing of nanometric pores

in the cell membrane (Zheng and Trudeau, 2015). Those pores are called ion channels and regulate

the ion movement towards the inside or outside of the membrane. Depending on the type of ions and

channels, the ionic movement generates a current flow through the membrane. Ion channels are the
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main responsible for information processing and computation in neurons. Most of the spines, dendrites,

and axons contain the two principal types of ion channels: Voltage-Gated Ion Channels (VGICs) and

Ligand-Gated Ion Channels (LGICs). VGIC opening depends on the transmembrane potential and voltage

gradient. Conversely, LGIC opening depends on the neurotransmitter released at the synaptic cleft.

Whereas current flow produced by VGICs is due to an internal factor, that of the LGICs is because of an

external one.

Ligand-Gated Ion Channels

Glutamate is the principal excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS (Watkins and Evans, 1981; Watkins and

Jane, 2006; Traynelis et al., 2010; Zheng and Trudeau, 2015; Nusser, 2016). Glutamate channels include

NMDARs, Alpha-Amino-3-Hydroxy-5-Methyl-4-Isoxazolepropionic Acid Receptors (AMPARs), Kainate

Receptors (KARs), and Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors (mGluRs) (Nusser, 2009, 2016; Silver et al.,

2016). NMDARs include several subunits, namely GluN1, GluN2, and GluN3 (Silver et al., 2016). As will

be seen, the NMDARs confer a neuron to perform complicated operations (Nusser, 2016). AMPARs are

formed from GluA1–GluA4 subunits and KARs from GluK1–GluK5 subunits (Silver et al., 2016).

Most spines contain NMDARs, AMPARs, KARs, and mGluRs channels (Yuste, 2010; Sala and Segal,

2014; Hussain and Huganir, 2016; Nusser, 2016). Those glutamate receptors are identified mainly at the

PSD (Yuste, 2010; Hussain and Huganir, 2016).

Voltage-Gated Ion Channels

VGICs include Nav , Cav , Voltage-Gated Potassium Channel (Kv ), and Hyperpolarization-Activated Cyclic

Nucleotide-Gated (HCN) channels (Migliore and Shepherd, 2002; Trimmer and Rhodes, 2004; Lai and

Jan, 2006; Vacher et al., 2008; Nusser, 2016; Magee, 2016). The Nav channel family is formed by 12

subunits (Nav1:1-1:12) (Trimmer and Rhodes, 2004; Lai and Jan, 2006; Nusser, 2009, 2016; Magee,

2016). Cav channels are classified into several subfamilies, that is, L-types (Cav1:2 and 1:3), P/Q-type

(Cav2:1), N-type (Cav2:2), R-type (Cav2:3), T-types (Cav3:1-3:3) (Johnston et al., 1996; Trimmer and

Rhodes, 2004; Lai and Jan, 2006; Vacher et al., 2008; Nusser, 2016; Magee, 2016). Several Kv channel
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subfamilies have been identified (Kv1-12) (Trimmer and Rhodes, 2004; Lai and Jan, 2006; Vacher et al.,

2008; Nusser, 2009, 2016; Magee, 2016). HCN channels are activated by a membrane hyperpolarization

of roughly �50mV and are regulated by cyclic nucleotides (Nusser, 2016). They are permeable to Sodium

Ion (Na+), Ca2+ and Potassium Ion (K+) and are constructed from four subunits (HCN1–4) (Lai and

Jan, 2006; Nusser, 2009, 2016). Those channels were found in spines (Nusser, 2016).

2.1.3 Compartmentalization

Two types of compartmentalization have been established in spines: biochemical and electrical (Yuste,

2010). Whereas biochemical compartmentalization has been corroborated experimentally, electrical

compartmentalization is still controversial (Koch et al., 1992; Koch and Zador, 1993). Nonetheless, recent

experiments have been consistent with its existence. Compartmentalization is crucial because it breaks

down the point neuron dogma in neuroscience (Poirazi et al., 2003; Bullock et al., 2005; Tzilivaki and

Poirazi, 2018; Holt and Schuman, 2013). That is, compartmentalization endows neurons with functional

microcompartments at the subcellular domain.

Biochemical compartmentalization

Müller and Connor (1991) and Guthrie et al. (1991) revealed experimentally for the first time the Ca2+

compartmentalization in spines. At resting state, Ca2+ concentration is the same for spines and adjacent

dendrites (Yuste et al., 2000; Carter and Sabatini, 2016). After stimulation, the Ca2+ concentration is

higher for spines than for adjacent dendrites. Figure 2.4 displays the Ca2+ accumulation in a spine (red)

and in a parent dendrite (black) under (a) synaptic stimulation and (b) following a Back-Propagated

Action Potential (bAP). That means the spine neck is not a physical barrier blocking the Ca2+ flux. On

the contrary, spine neck geometry regulates the Ca2+ flux (Noguchi et al., 2005). Ca2+ accumulation,

evoked by a bAP, is mediated by Cav channels and decreases with the distance from the spine to the

soma (Schiller et al., 1998; Nevian, 2004; Carter and Sabatini, 2016). Moreover, Ca2+ accumulation

evoked by a synaptic stimulation is mediated by several sources (Carter and Sabatini, 2016), including the

NMDARs (Schiller et al., 1998; Nevian, 2004). Compartmentalization is the basis of local modifications
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Fig. 2.4 Two regimes of Ca2+ accumulation in spines: (a) under synaptic stimulation and (b) under a bAP.
Reprinted from Yuste et al. (2000).

implementing thousands of independent microcompartments (spines) in a single neuron (Helmchen and

Nägerl, 2016; Carter and Sabatini, 2016).

Electrical compartmentalization

Apart from biochemical compartmentalization, a controversial role attributable to spines is electrical

compartmentalization (Koch and Zador, 1993; Tsay and Yuste, 2004; Sala and Segal, 2014; Carter and

Sabatini, 2016). Chang (1952), and Llinás and Hillman (1969) proposed that the spine neck could have

a high resistance. Recent experiments reveal the spine neck resistance to be 4 � 150M
 (Svoboda

et al., 1996; Carter and Sabatini, 2016) or even higher, up to 1:2G
 (Bloodgood, 2005; Grunditz et al.,

2008; Harnett et al., 2012; Tønnesen et al., 2014). The impedance mismatch between the spine head

and the parent dendrite would filter the EPSP from the spine head to the parent dendrite (Llinás and

Hillman, 1969; Koch and Poggio, 1983a,b). Conversely, the voltage from parent dendrite to the spine

would not be attenuated (Rall and Rinzel, 1971), as it was demonstrated experimentally (Jiang and

Yuste, 2008). A recent experimental study confirms that, in fact, the voltage from parent dendrite to

the spine is not filtered and, in the opposing direction, the potential is four-fold filtered (Kwon et al.,

2017). Other studies indicate that spine neck length filters the spine potentials to the parent dendrite

(Araya et al., 2006b) and that the spine neck resistance generates large local depolarizations (Harnett

et al., 2012). As the spine length increases, the peak amplitude becomes shorter. What is more, the spine

neck barriers are bidirectionally regulated by synaptic activity (Bloodgood, 2005). Surprisingly, Ca2+

compartmentalization is governed by electrical compartmentalization (Grunditz et al., 2008). That means

both types of compartmentalization coexist.
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2.1.4 Plasticity

Ramón y Cajal (1899) was the first to observe the spine plasticity. Notwithstanding, spines were considered

as passive elements for approximately 78 years until actin filaments were discovered at the PSD (Blomberg,

1977). Indeed, dendritic spines are morphologically plastic (Alvarez and Sabatini, 2007). Plasticity is

actin-dependent and is essential for spinogenesis, synaptogenesis, and memory formation (Fischer et al.,

1998; Lendvai et al., 2000; Yuste, 2010). Admittedly, their mechanisms are still unclear and, as a

consequence, several hypothesis or models have been proposed (Yuste, 2010). The geometry of dendritic

spines modulates the synaptic efficacy and molecular diffusion (Tønnesen et al., 2014; Araya et al., 2014).

Long-Term Potentiation

LTP is a long-lasting increase in the synaptic efficacy induced rapidly by tetanic stimulation (Bliss and

Lømo, 1973; Brown et al., 1988; Malenka, 1999; Sjöström et al., 2008; Nicoll, 2017). Tetanic stimulation

is a high-frequency repetitive stimulation (Bliss and Lømo, 1973). Synaptic efficacy is measured by the

amplitude variation of the EPSP or Excitatory Post-Synaptic Current (EPSC) over time (Bliss and Lømo,

1973). Tetanic stimulation increases the amplitude of the EPSPs in the hours after stimulation was

stopped. LTP duration is the time the EPSP amplitude remains more significant than the EPSP amplitude

before tetanic stimulation. The current influx produces LTP through the NMDARs and Cav channels

(Schiller et al., 1998). Extracellular Magnesium Ion (Mg2+) blocks NMDARs. When the membrane is

depolarized, the Mg2+ is removed, and Ca2+ is permitted to enter the membrane (Sjöström et al., 2008;

Silver et al., 2016; Helmchen and Nägerl, 2016). LTP is a Hebbian mechanism for synaptic strengthening

(Sjöström et al., 2008). Hebb (1949) postulated that “when an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a

cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change

takes place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.”

Morphological plasticity

Spines show a growth process after stimulation. Few minutes after a tetanic stimulus was applied, spines

swelled by several minutes (Harreveld and Fifková, 1975; Fifková and Harreveld, 1977). In particular, the
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size of the spine head, PSD, and neck varied considerably (Lee et al., 1979; Fifková and Anderson, 1981;

Desmond and Levy, 1983; Fifková, 1985; Desmond and Levy, 1986a,b; Trommald et al., 1996; Matsuzaki

et al., 2004; Holtmaat et al., 2009; Tønnesen et al., 2014). Those variations are the structural basis for

LTP owing to the synaptic efficacy is correlated with those structural plasticities (Fig. 2.5; Engert and

Bonhoeffer, 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Tønnesen et al., 2014). The structural plasticity in a single

spine is seen as a local learning rule (Yuste, 2010). Thus, spines are the basic units of both structural

and functional plasticity (Sala and Segal, 2014; Yasuda, 2017).

Fig. 2.5 Spine growth after LTP induction. The left-hand side picture shows the interest area in a dendritic tree
where the red dots are emerging spines. White arrows in the right-hand side pictures show emerging spines
in the dendritic shaft (green). Lower panel shows the EPSP amplitudes (blue dots) over a period of 70
minutes. The LTP induction was applied at the time indicated by the red bar. Reprinted with permission
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, Engert and Bonhoeffer (1999), copyright 1999.

2.1.5 Computation

Biochemical and electrical compartmentalizations are used to perform complex computational operations,

in particular, coincidence detection, memory formation, and linear and non-linear integration. Consequently,

spines not only serve to connect with other neurons, as suggested by Swindale (1981).

Biochemical coincidence detection

Yuste and Denk (1995), and Yuste et al. (1999, 2000) reported one of the most amazing and intriguing

spine functions: biochemical coincidence detection. Figure 2.6A displays the Ca2+ accumulation response

to a synaptic stimulation (syn) and the response to an induced bAP (ap). When both signals are summed

manually (syn+ap), a linear sum is obtained (stippled line). In contrast, when the resulting signal from
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simultaneous stimulation (syn+ap) is measured at the spine, a supra-linear sum is obtained (continuous

line). That is to say; spines detect whether two signals arrive at the same time through Ca2+ accumulation

(Sjöström et al., 2008). Something similar was described in other studies (Schiller et al., 1998).

Fig. 2.6 Non-linear integration and timing-dependent Ca2+ accumulation in spines. (A) Intensity changes in a
dendritic spine in response to a train of five EPSPs (syn) and in response to a train of five APs (ap).
Stippled line is the arithmetic sum of the responses to the EPSPs and APs and the continuous line is the
actual accumulation (syn+ap). (B) Stimulation protocol used to test the temporal dependency of the
supra-linearity. Three EPSPs were generated before (top) or after (bottom) 50mV depolarization that
triggered two or three APs. (C) First condition generates any significant Ca2+ accumulations. (D) The
supra-linearity and its temporal dependency are blocked by APV. Intensity changes (synaptic first minus
APs first) in a spine in control ACSF (solid line) and during perfusion of APV (stippled line). Arrows
indicate the stimulation time. Reprinted from Yuste et al. (1999).

The Ca2+ supra-linearity has a temporal dependence (Fig. 2.6B; Yuste et al., 1999). Only when the

synaptic stimulation (syn) was delivered before the induced bAP (ap), the Ca2+ accumulation was

substantial (continuous line in Fig. 2.6C). Figure 2.7 reveals that if a synaptic stimulation preceded the

induced AP (EPSP-AP), the sum was supra-linear. In another vein, if the induced AP was followed by

the synaptic stimulation (AP-EPSP), the summation was sub-linear.

Fig. 2.6D demonstrates that the NMDAR antagonist APV blocks the supra-linearity (stippled line)

(Emptage et al., 1999; Pozzo-Miller et al., 1999; Yuste et al., 1999; Kovalchuk et al., 2000). In

consequence, Cav channels are not responsible for the Ca2+ accumulation (Carter and Sabatini, 2016),
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Fig. 2.7 Sub-linear (AP-EPSP) and supra-linear (EPSP-AP) Ca2+ integration in spines. Ca2+ transients evoked
by single and paired EPSPs and induced AP. Reprinted from Koester and Sakmann (1998).

but the brief unblocking of NMDARs by the bAP in the spine (Nevian, 2004). For this reason, NMDARs

are necessary for timing-dependent Ca2+ accumulation and this last drives LTP induction (Schiller et al.,

1998; Malenka, 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Yuste, 2010; Huganir and Nicoll, 2013).

Linear integration

Electrical compartmentalization permits spines to integrate EPSPs linearly (Fig. 2.8; Araya et al., 2006a;

Gasparini, 2006). Figure 2.8a shows that the arithmetic and the actual sum of two PSPs is basically the

same. Figure 2.8b depicts the linear relation between the expected and actual PSP amplitudes. Spines

cover 50% of the membrane surface that imposes a significant resistance and capacitance (Yuste and

Urban, 2004). That slows down the neuron to allow signal integration (Yuste and Urban, 2004). Also,

spines contain slow NMDARs (Yuste and Urban, 2004). Apart from being the fundamental unit for

plasticity and memory formation, spines are also basic units for signal addition (Yuste and Denk, 1995).

2.2 Dendrites

Dendrites are branched projections emerging from the nucleus (soma) of the nerve cell. They are dedicated

processes to integrate incoming signals. Since the pioneering work of Ramón y Cajal (1899, 1904a,b,
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Fig. 2.8 Linear integration of EPSP in spines. (a) Testing individual spines (left panel). Red traces is the average
EPSP induced in spines 1 and 2 (right panel). The black trace is the expected linear sum of EPSP in
spines 1 and 2. (b) Linear sum of EPSPs where the abscissa shows the expected EPSPs amplitude and
the ordinate the actual amplitude. Reprinted from Araya et al. (2006a).

1909, 1911), dendrites have been the most studied part of a neuron and are more complicated to be

studied than spines.

2.2.1 Morphology

Dendrites are classified as spiny, sparsely spiny, and non-spiny and exhibit diverse geometrical patterns (Fig.

2.9; Harris and Spacek, 2016). Those include adendritic, spindle radiation, laminar radiation, cylindrical

radiation, conical radiation, biconical radiation, and fan radiation. Several indices are used to estimate the

density of a dendritic arbor, for example, counting the number of branching points (Harris and Spacek,

2016), the centrifugal index (Harris and Spacek, 2016), and the Sholl’s (1953) analysis. Other indices

measure the degree a dendritic arbor fills the space, for instance, the fractal dimension (Smith et al.,

1989; Kniffki et al., 1994). Dendrite morphology is measured by using topological and morphological

analyses (Torben-Nielsen and Cuntz, 2013). Importantly, dendritic morphology determines the firing

patterns and behavior of a neuron (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014). Moreover, a

dendritic tree can be divided morphologically into several regions (Wei, 2001).

2.2.2 Ion channels

Determining the quantitative ion channel distribution in dendrites is a complex task due to the technical

limitations to detect individual channels and receptors covering the membrane surface (Nusser, 2016).
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Fig. 2.9 Dendrite geometrical patterns. Adendritic: the cell body lacks dendrites. Spindle radiation: two dendrites
emerge from opposite poles of the cell body and have few branches. Cylindrical radiation: dendrites ramify
from a central soma or dendrite in a thick cylindrical (disk-shaped) domain. Stellate: dendrites radiate in
all directions from cell body. Partial: dendrites radiate from cell body in directions restricted to a part of a
sphere. Conical radiation: dendrites radiate from cell body or apical stem within a cone or paraboloid.
Planar: dendrites radiate from cell body in all directions within a thin domain. Offset: plane of radial
dendrites offset from cell body by one or more stems. Multi: cell has multiple layers of radial dendrites. Fan
radiation: one or a few dendrites radiate from cell body in a flat fan shape. Biconical radiation: dendrites
radiate in opposite directions from the cell body. Reprinted from Harris and Spacek (2016).
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Channel distribution depends on the neuron type and morphology in such a way it is impossible to define

a simple rule (Migliore and Shepherd, 2002; Nusser, 2009; Magee, 2016; Stuart and Spruston, 2015).

Ligand-Gated Ion Channels

AMPARs and NMDARs are also localized in the dendritic membrane of most cell types (Choquet

and Triller, 2003; Nusser, 2016; Silver et al., 2016). LGIC distribution depends on several pre- and

post-synaptic factors (Trigo et al., 2008; Nusser, 2016). Dendrites contain Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid

Receptors (GABARs) that respond to the inhibitory Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA) (Nusser, 2016;

Silver et al., 2016). GABARs are the central inhibitory receptors in the CNS in vertebrates (Trigo et al.,

2008). Many neurons receive inhibitory synapses (Nusser, 2016). Additionally, that kind of synapses may

inhibit every place in the neuron (Glickfeld et al., 2008). Their inhibitory effect is far away from the local

synaptic site (Gidon and Segev, 2012). Moreover, GABARs consist of five of 19 protein subunits (�1�6,

�1�3, 1�3, �, ", �, �, and �1�3) (Trigo et al., 2008; Nusser, 2016).

Voltage-Gated Ion Channels

VGICs regulate dendritic excitability, plasticity, and computation (Magee, 2016). Nav , Cav , Kv , and

HCN channels are found in dendrites (Llinas, 1988; Johnston et al., 1996; Migliore and Shepherd, 2002;

Trimmer and Rhodes, 2004; Lai and Jan, 2006; Vacher et al., 2008; Nusser, 2009; Harnett et al., 2015;

Stuart and Spruston, 2015; Nusser, 2016; Magee, 2016). Nav channels provide fast inward currents that

rapidly increase and decrease the membrane excitability to produce APs (Magee, 2016). Cav channels

offer a more prolonged inward flow allowing the neuron to produce extended APs and bursts of APs

(Magee, 2016). Apart from that, Cav channels give another pathway to Ca2+ influx (Magee, 2016).

Kv are the primary regulators of excitability (Magee, 2016). VGIC channels are differentially distributed

across the dendritic tree according to the cell type and distance from the soma (Migliore and Shepherd,

2002; Nusser, 2009, 2016; Magee, 2016).
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2.2.3 Compartmentalization

Dendritic branches contain biochemical and electrical compartments (Branco and Häusser, 2010). That

allows a single dendritic branch to act as morphologically and functionally independent subunit at

the electrical, biochemical and molecular levels. Ion channels are distributed deferentially in restricted

dendritic compartments to perform independent functional subunits (Fig. 2.10; Branco and Häusser, 2010;

Losonczy et al., 2008; Silver et al., 2016). Figure 2.10 shows that compartmentalized operations include

(a) electrical integration, (b) neurotransmitter and neuromodulator signaling, (c) biochemical integration,

(d) plasticity, and (e) protein synthesis (Williams, 2004; Polsky et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 2006; Losonczy

et al., 2008; Govindarajan et al., 2011; Hanus and Schuman, 2013). The level of compartmentalization

includes a microcompartment, a branchlet, or a dendritic region (Häusser and Mel, 2003).

Fig. 2.10 Functional compartmentalization in single dendritic branches. (a) Electrical integration of synaptic
inputs. (b) Neurotransmitter and neuromodulator signaling in a small cluster of spines. (c) Biochemical
integration restricted to a compartment. (d) Local plasticity. (e) Local protein synthesis. Reprinted from
Branco and Häusser (2010).

There are at least four degrees of Ca2+ compartmentalization in dendrites (Helmchen and Nägerl,

2016). First, Ca2+ is concentrated in the vicinity of a channel pore (Neher, 1998). Second, Ca2+ influx

concentrates radially (Hernandez-Cruz et al., 1990). Third, Ca2+ accumulation is restricted to individual

dendritic microcompartments where regenerative transients are produced to modify synapses locally

(Goldberg et al., 2003; Goldberg and Yuste, 2005). The Ca2+ spread is few micrometers from the synaptic

site (Goldberg et al., 2003; Biess et al., 2011). Fourth, Ca2+ is restricted to subunits o regions in a

dendritic tree (Fig. 2.11; Hill et al., 2013).
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Fig. 2.11 Ca2+ compartmentalization within a dendritic branch. Reprinted from Hill et al. (2013).

2.2.4 Plasticity and metaplasticity

Dendrites perform local functional and morphological plasticities. Furthermore, the distribution of particular

receptors modifies the mechanisms for plasticity (Silver et al., 2016). For example, AMPARs enable

plasticity in clustered synapses (Makino and Malinow, 2011).

Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity

Whereas LTP is a long-lasting increase of synaptic efficacy, Long-Term Depression (LTD) is a long-lasting

synaptic weakening (Abbott et al., 2000; Dan and ming Poo, 2004; Sjöström et al., 2008; Markram

et al., 2011; Feldman, 2012). Both, LTP and LTD are the two parts of a more general mechanism

of bidirectional synaptic modification, now broadly known as STDP (Abbott et al., 2000). STDP is a

timing-dependent form of Hebbian plasticity (Abbott et al., 2000; Sjöström et al., 2008; Markram et al.,

2011; Feldman, 2012). LTP is induced if the pre-synaptic activity precedes the post-synaptic activity,

whereas reversing that temporal order gives LTD (Fig. 2.12A; Abbott et al., 2000; Sjöström et al., 2008;

Markram et al., 2011; Feldman, 2012). That temporal order results in a canonical form of STDP (Fig.

2.12A). Moreover, the anti-STDP is achieved if the temporal order is opposite to the canonical STDP

(Fig. 2.12B). The magnitude and temporal specificity of the LTP and LTD depend on the neuron type

(Abbott et al., 2000; Feldman, 2012) and dendritic location (Froemke et al., 2005; Letzkus et al., 2006),

thus, leading to several forms of STDP and anti-STDP.
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Fig. 2.12 STDP. (A) Canonical form of STDP where the temporal order of pairing pre- and post-synaptic activity
results in LTP or LTD. (B) Anti-STDP where temporal order is opposite to canonical STDP. Reprinted
from Sjöström et al. (2008).

Memory

The dendritic branch, rather than the single synapse, is the elemental functional unit for memory storage

that fuels the Clustered Plasticity Hypothesis (CPH) for engram formation (Govindarajan et al., 2011).

Moreover, the compartmentalization and active conductances enhance the memory capacity of neurons

drastically (Poirazi and Mel, 2001).

Inhibition

Excitatory synapses had been thought exclusively to express synaptic plasticity. Notwithstanding, the

inhibitory synapses exhibit functionally and structurally several forms of synaptic changes in many neuron

types (Kullmann et al., 2012).
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Metaplasticity

Metaplasticity is a change in the capacity of inducing subsequent synaptic plasticity (Abraham and Bear,

1996; Lee et al., 2010; Yger and Gilson, 2015). That is to say; metaplasticity is the adaptation of plasticity

to its context (Yger and Gilson, 2015).

2.2.5 Post-synaptic potentials

The PSPs generated at different synaptic sites are considerably attenuated as they traverse the dendritic

arbor (Fig. 2.13; Spruston et al., 1994; Magee, 2000; Spruston, 2000; Williams, 2002; Williams and

Stuart, 2003; Sjöström et al., 2008; Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015). Figure 2.13 depicts

the EPSP amplitude as a function of the distance from the soma. The attenuation could be greater than

40-fold in distal synapses (Stuart and Spruston, 1998; Williams, 2002; Larkum et al., 2009; Nevian et al.,

2007). Moreover, the PSPs reaching the soma maintain the same amplitude (Magee and Cook, 2000).

That is to say; the somatic PSP is independent of synaptic location.

Fig. 2.13 Attenuation of PSPs across a dendritic tree. The EPSP amplitude is shown as a function of the distance
from the soma. Reprinted from Magee and Cook (2000).

2.2.6 Action potential back-propagation

One of the consequences of having VGICs is that the AP generated at the AIS is actively back-propagated

to invade the dendritic arbor (Fig. 2.14; Häusser, 2000a; Sjöström et al., 2008; Stuart and Spruston,
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2015). The bAP exhibits a small (Häusser et al., 1995; Bischofberger and Jonas, 1997; Chen, 1997;

Martina, 2000) or a varying decrease (Turner et al., 1991; Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Andreasen and

Lambert, 1995; Spruston et al., 1995; Stuart et al., 1997a; Williams and Stuart, 2000) as the bAP

traverse the dendritic arbor. Moreover, Purkinje cells display a null AP back-propagation (Llinás and

Sugimori, 1980; Stuart and Häusser, 1994). The efficacy of the AP back-propagation is because of the

differential distribution of VGICs (Häusser, 2000a; Sjöström et al., 2008).

Fig. 2.14 bAP in a cortical neuron. AP evoked by distal synaptic stimulation recorded simultaneously in the axon
(green trace), soma (blue trace), and apical dendrite 300mm from the soma (orange trace). The AP is
initiated at the axon and back-propagated into the soma and dendritic tree. Reprinted from Häusser
(2000a).

2.2.7 Dendritic spikes

Active membrane conductances produce regenerative potentials, so-called “dendritic spikes” (Fig. 2.15;

Häusser, 2000a; Gulledge et al., 2005; London and Häusser, 2005; Spruston, 2008; Sjöström et al., 2008;

Branco and Häusser, 2010; Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015). Nav , Cav , and NMDARs

mediate those spikes (Llinás et al., 1968; Llinás and Hess, 1976; Wong et al., 1979; Llinás and Sugimori,

1980; Benardo et al., 1982; Pockberger, 1991; Jaffe et al., 1992; Amitai et al., 1993; Stuart and Sakmann,

1994; Stuart and Häusser, 1994; Colling and Wheal, 1994; Schiller et al., 1997; Golding and Spruston,

1998; Golding et al., 1999; Schiller et al., 2000; Schiller and Schiller, 2001; Ariav et al., 2003; Larkum et al.,
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2003; Gasparini, 2004; Losonczy and Magee, 2006; Rhodes, 2006; Major et al., 2008; Polsky et al., 2009;

Larkum et al., 2009; Antic et al., 2010; Lavzin et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2013; Pérez-Garci et al., 2013;

Palmer et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2014; Grienberger et al., 2014). Generally, N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA)

and Ca2+ spikes are plateau-shaped waveforms (Major et al., 2013). Depending on the neuron type,

spikes propagate to the soma or remain at the site of generation (Häusser, 2000a). Spike diversity

is due to the ion channel distribution over the cell membrane and determines the level of electrical

compartmentalization of dendritic trees (Häusser, 2000a). Dendritic spikes influence the AP initiation

and are difficult to activate due to their high threshold (Häusser, 2000a; Nevian et al., 2007; Larkum

et al., 2009; Branco and Häusser, 2011; Major et al., 2013). Interestingly, NMDA spikes do not depend

on the membrane voltage but on the distribution of NMDARs (Major et al., 2013). Dendritic spikes are

sufficient to induce LTP (Golding et al., 2002) and LTD (Holthoff et al., 2004).

Fig. 2.15 Dendritic spikes mediated by Nav , Cav , and NMDARs. Reprinted from Stuart and Spruston (2015).
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2.2.8 Neurotransmission

Biochemical compartmentalization endows dendrites to release neurotransmitters and neuromodulators

(Hoffman and Johnston, 1999; Branco and Häusser, 2010; Urban and Margrie, 2016). Hence, dendrites

also are output devices, a property related only to axons.

2.2.9 Computation

Due to their spatial distribution, dendrites perform several spatiotemporal computations, such as

integration, inhibition, and arithmetic.

Integration

We can distinguish between two configurations for neuron integration, namely, dispersed and clustered

inputs (Major et al., 2013). Dispersed inputs consider a dendritic branch as a local computational unit

performing a linear or sub-linear integration. On the other hand, small clustered inputs distributed over

the dendritic tree perform a non-linear local integration. Clustered subunits are not fixed (Polsky et al.,

2004; Major et al., 2008; Larkum et al., 2009; Major et al., 2013). They can change according to the

input location.

The dendritic morphology and the synapse position are two factors affecting the dendritic summation

(Spruston et al., 2016). Distal synaptic inputs will produce higher summations than proximal synapses

because of the broader decay timing of distal EPSP (Rall, 1964). The slower NMDARs decay permits

a more efficient temporal summation (Schwartz et al., 2012). Synaptic signal summation depends on

the morphology, passive properties, and the repertoire of ion channels (Silver et al., 2016). VGICs and

LGICs facilitate dendrites to act as coincidence detectors at timescales faster than membrane timescales

(Softky, 1994; Williams, 2002; Nevian et al., 2007).
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Sub-linear integration

Sub-linear integration is shown in some types of neurons mediated by AMPAR synaptic input (Heck

et al., 2003; Abrahamsson et al., 2012; Vervaeke et al., 2012). Figure 2.16 demonstrates the sub-linear

summation. Individual EPSPs are measured in different positions in a dendritic shaft (Fig. 2.16A). Later,

the resulting signal from those EPSP is obtained and compared against the algebraic sum performed

manually. Figure 2.16B gives a sub-linear relation of the EPSP amplitude when the expected sum (manual

algebraic sum) is compared against the measured EPSPs at the dendritic shaft.

Fig. 2.16 Dendritic sub-linear integration. Reprinted from Abrahamsson et al. (2012).

Linear and supra-linear integration

Supra-linear integration is achieved when the synaptic inputs act on the same dendritic region (Golding

and Spruston, 1998; Schiller et al., 2000; Wei, 2001; Gasparini, 2004; Polsky et al., 2004; Nevian et al.,

2007; Major et al., 2008; Larkum et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012) Figure 2.17 depicts two configurations of

EPSP inputs (within branch and between branches) for three types of EPSP intensities (weak, medium,

and strong). Figure 2.17g-h demonstrates the linear and non-linear integration for a real neuron and a

model. Those figures depict the relationship between measured and expected EPSP peaks.

NMDAs enable dendritic branches to act as non-linear thresholding units (Schiller and Schiller, 2001;

Polsky et al., 2004). Dendritic integration endows neurons with several computational capacities: feature

detection (Branco et al., 2010; Ko et al., 2013), motion detection (Single, 1998), binocular disparity

(Archie and Mel, 2000), and coincidence detection (Softky, 1994; Markram, 1997; Schiller and Schiller,
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Fig. 2.17 Dendritic linear and supra-linear integration. Reprinted from Polsky et al. (2004).

2001; Williams, 2002; Gasparini et al., 2007; Nevian et al., 2007; Branco et al., 2010). NMDARs contribute

to linear addition and facilitates the integration of synaptic inputs (Chen, 1997; Cash and Yuste, 1999;

Häusser and Clark, 1997; Häusser, 2000a; Magee, 2000; Magee and Cook, 2000; Spruston, 2000; Williams,

2002; Williams and Stuart, 2003; Polsky et al., 2004; London and Häusser, 2005; Losonczy and Magee,

2006; Spruston, 2008; Branco and Häusser, 2011; Müller et al., 2012; Harnett et al., 2013; Schmidt-Hieber

and Nolan, 2017).

Inhibition

Inhibition is another factor affecting the spatial and temporal summation (Spruston et al., 2016). Inhibition

is more effective during the inhibitory conductance change. “Shunting” inhibition is a special case of

inhibition where no modification in membrane potential occurs (Spruston et al., 2016). The effect of

shunting inhibition is a temporary change in the membrane resistivity that shunts the synaptic potential
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without an alteration in membrane potential. Somatic inhibition reduces the EPSPs originated at different

locations in the dendritic tree. The somatic inhibition has a more significant attenuation for dendritic

EPSPs than for somatic EPSPs (Spruston et al., 2016). The synaptic inhibition is more effective when it is

placed “on-path” between the excitatory synaptic input and the soma (Spruston et al., 2016). “Off-path”

inhibition is effective only when the excitatory input and synaptic inhibition are close (Spruston et al.,

2016). Inhibition also expresses a functional and morphological change (Kullmann et al., 2012).

Arithmetic operations

The relationship between injected current (stimulation) and the produced firing pattern at the soma can

be defined as a function. The result is a frequency-current shaped by the active properties of the cell

membrane and the neuron morphology (Sjöström et al., 2008; Silver, 2010). Thus, there exist a plethora

of frequency-current curves (Sjöström et al., 2008). Whereas a shift in the frequency-current curve is an

addition or a subtraction, a change in the slope is a multiplication or a division (Sjöström et al., 2008;

Silver, 2010). The adjustment in the slope is termed gain modulation (Salinas and Thier, 2000). Several

mechanisms are involved in gain modulation, such as synaptic noise, active conductances, and shunting

inhibition (Salinas and Thier, 2000; Chance et al., 2002; Mitchell and Silver, 2003; Murphy and Miller,

2003; Rothman et al., 2009; Silver, 2010; Wilson et al., 2012; Silver et al., 2016). Gain determines the

timing properties of information transmission within a network (Diesmann et al., 1999). Gain control is

essential for computing processes in a neural system (Salinas and Thier, 2000).

2.3 Axons

The axon is the long process responsible for transmitting the processed information of a neuron to others

(Debanne et al., 2011). According to Debanne et al. (2011), its discovery is attributed to Deiters and

Schultze (1865), but it was Ramón y Cajal (1897) who suggested the functional role of an output device.

Today, the axon is the least studied component in a real neuron because of the belief it is a cable-like

segment transmitting information with no relevant role for the neuron operation (Clark and Häusser,

2006; Sasaki, 2013). As will be seen, axons perform complex functional and morphological operations.
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2.3.1 Morphology

Axonal arborizations might form a more complex and more extensive morphology than dendritic trees

(Fig. 2.18; Ropireddy et al., 2010; Lübke and Feldmeyer, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Narayanan et al.,

2015, 2016). The axonal morphology, including length, diameter, arborization, and terminals, is hugely

variable (Feldmeyer and Lübke, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Rockland, 2016). They may extend up to

1m and have diameters going from 0:08 µm to 1mm (Feldmeyer and Lübke, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011;

Rockland, 2016). Moreover, axons are constituted by several functional parts: the AIS, myelin, NoR

(Ranvier, 1878), and terminals, so-called boutons (Figs. 2.19 and 2.20; Rasband, 2010; Feldmeyer and

Lübke, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Rockland, 2016).

Fig. 2.18 Axonal arborizations. Semicoronal view of axo-dendritic cell types of the (A) supragranular layers and
(B) infragranular layers. Dendritic trees are in red and axonal arborizations in colors. Reprinted from
Narayanan et al. (2016).

Axon Initial Segment

The axon hillock is a region of transition between the soma and the AIS (Fig. 2.19; Palay et al., 1968;

Peters et al., 1968; Sloper and Powell, 1979; Kole and Stuart, 2012). Depending on the neuron type, the
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Fig. 2.19 Anatomy of the AIS. (A) Schematic depiction of an axon showing the hillock, AIS, myelin, and NoR. A
synaptic connection onto the AIS is shown in blue. (B) Electron micrograph of the AIS of a pyramidal
neuron showing the soma, hillock, and AIS (red). Blue areas are pre-synaptic terminals. Reprinted from
Kole and Stuart (2012).

AIS is 15 � 40 µm after the axon hillock. The AIS is a determinant factor to maintain the polarity of

signal processing in a neuron and cable properties determine the precise location of the AIS (Rasband,

2010; Baranauskas et al., 2013; Yoshimura and Rasband, 2014; Leterrier and Dargent, 2014).

Myelin and nodes of Ranvier

Myelin is a membrane formed by wrapped sheaths that surround the axon and is compared to an electrical

insulator repeatedly ending by the NoR along the axon (Fig. 2.20; Rasband, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011;

Fields, 2014; Tomassy et al., 2014; Hines et al., 2015; Fields, 2015; Bercury and Macklin, 2015; Mensch

et al., 2015; Wake et al., 2015; Purger et al., 2016). Axons are myelinated or unmyelinated, but only

myelinated axons contain NoR (Feldmeyer and Lübke, 2010; Debanne et al., 2011; Rockland, 2016).
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Fig. 2.20 Axon microdomains: the AIS, myelin, NoR, and axon terminal. Four functions are shown: AP initiation,
AP back-propagation, AP propagation, and excitation-release coupling. Reprinted from Debanne et al.
(2011).

Axonal boutons

Axonal boutons are varicosities at the axon terminals that varies from 1 µm to 5 µm in length (Debanne

et al., 2011). Figure 2.21 contains an axonal bouton reconstruction. Axonal boutons have several

neurotransmitters that are released to the synaptic cleft by Ca2+ concentration when an AP arrives

(Miledi, 1973). Neurotransmitter release is a quantal mechanism. That is to say; neurotransmitters are

released in packaged vesicles or “quanta” (Fatt and Katz, 1952; del Castillo and Katz, 1954). Interestingly,

axonal boutons make contact with the spines of other neurons (as seen in Fig. 2.21).

Fig. 2.21 Reconstruction of an axonal bouton (transparent gray). Spines are shown in brown and their PSD in
yellow. Scale bar=0:5 µm. Reprinted from Anderson and Martin (2016).
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2.3.2 Ion channels

The temporal aspect of synaptic efficacy and AP propagation are dictated by the axonal morphology

collectively with the distribution and kinetics of ion channels (Debanne et al., 2011). Axons also contain

the main types of ion channels, i.e., VGICs and LGICs.

Ligand-Gated Ion Channels

Three types of excitatory glutamate receptors are found in axons, i.e., NMDAR, AMPAR, and KAR

(Pinheiro and Mulle, 2008; Debanne et al., 2011). Alternatively, axons contain GABARs where the AIS

expresses the highest density (Debanne et al., 2011; Bender and Trussell, 2012). The significant number

of inhibitory synapses at the AIS produces a powerful GABAsergic (or inhibitory) control of the AP

initiation and transmission (Verdier et al., 2003; Trigo et al., 2008; Fernández-Alacid et al., 2009; Pugh

and Jahr, 2011; Wang et al., 2014; Muir and Kittler, 2014). Amazingly, these GABAergic synapses,

which were thought as only inhibitory, can excite the AIS (Szabadics et al., 2006; Khirug et al., 2008).

GABAR plasticity modulates GABAergic synapses at the AIS (Muir and Kittler, 2014). In the axon

proper, the activation of GABAergic receptors increases synaptic efficacy (Pugh and Jahr, 2011). The

GABAergic receptors in the axonal terminals regulate neurotransmitter release (Curtis and Lodge, 1982;

Debanne et al., 2011). The transmission of subthreshold synaptic potentials has a modulatory effect on

neurotransmitter release (Alle and Geiger, 2006; Shu et al., 2006; Clark and Häusser, 2006). Glycine,

glutamate and purine receptors regulate pre-synaptic release (Debanne et al., 2011). The Kv channels at

the AIS control the synaptic efficacy (Kole et al., 2007) and Ca2+ channels trigger transmitter release in

the axonal boutons (Llano et al., 1997).

Voltage-Gated Ion Channels

The Nav , Cav , Kv , and HCNs channels are also found in axons (Black et al., 1990; Trimmer and Rhodes,

2004; Lai and Jan, 2006; Vacher et al., 2008; Nusser, 2009; Debanne et al., 2011; Bender and Trussell,

2012; Kole and Stuart, 2012). Their concentration is higher at the AIS and NoR than in dendrites and

soma (Duflocq et al., 2008; Debanne et al., 2011; Kole and Stuart, 2012; Nusser, 2016). For example, the
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Nav channel density is 40-fold higher at the AIS than at the soma (Lörincz and Nusser, 2010). Dendritic

Nav channel density is 35 to 80-fold lower in dendrites than in the axon (Lörincz and Nusser, 2010).

The higher concentration of Nav channels influences the AP initiation. Cav channels at the AIS regulate

the AP initiation (Bender and Trussell, 2009; Bender et al., 2010).

2.3.3 Plasticity

Axons are functionally and morphologically plastic devices. The AIS, myelin, boutons, and branches are

modified through several mechanisms (Debanne et al., 2011). Axonal branches are highly motile. They

show a dynamic elongation and retraction (Nishiyama et al., 2007).

Axon Initial Segment

The AIS can be relocated several micrometers away from the soma when electrically stimulated (Fig.

2.22; Grubb and Burrone, 2010a; Grubb et al., 2011; Evans et al., 2013). After that, the movement is

reversed. Additionally, the AIS length is increased and maintained for several days after sensory input

deprivation (Kuba et al., 2010).

Fig. 2.22 AIS relocation and length modification. AIS relocation following repetitive activity (left). AIS length
augmentation following auditory pathway deprivation (right). Reprinted from Debanne et al. (2011).
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Boutons modification

Axonal terminals are subject to considerable changes in size by several stimulation mechanisms (Galimberti

et al., 2006; De Paola et al., 2006; Becker et al., 2008; Holtmaat et al., 2008; Gogolla et al., 2009;

Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Debanne et al., 2011; Chéreau et al., 2017). To illustrate, Figure 2.23

depicts a time-lapse image showing a bouton appearing and disappearing.

Fig. 2.23 Time-lapse image of a bouton (arrow) appearing and disappearing. Reprinted from Holtmaat et al.
(2008).

Myelination

Myelin sheaths had been though as static structures (Fields, 2015). In other words; they cannot be

modified once oligodendrocytes have created them. In contrast, myelination is an active and complex

mechanism where the axon electrical activity induces oligodendrocytes to adjust the myelin configuration

(Fields, 2014; Bercury and Macklin, 2015; Mensch et al., 2015; Wake et al., 2015; Hines et al., 2015;

Fields, 2015; Purger et al., 2016).

Functional plasticity

Functional plasticity in axons is Hebbian and homeostatic (Debanne et al., 2011). Hebbian plasticity or

(LTP or LTD) destabilize the activity of circuits (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004). Homeostatic plasticity is

a regulation mechanism adjusting the direction of synaptic strength to stabilize firing (Turrigiano and
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Nelson, 2004; Turrigiano, 2008).

Repetitive dendritic stimulation lowers the AP threshold (McNaughton et al., 1994; Ganguly et al., 2000;

Xu et al., 2005) and modifies the axon Nav channel gating resulting in an intrinsic excitability modification

(Ganguly et al., 2000). Those changes in electrical excitability are regulated by STDP (Ganguly et al.,

2000; yu Li et al., 2004). The repetitive activity also produces a persistent firing activity (Sheffield

et al., 2010). The AIS location homeostatically regulates the neuron activity (Debanne et al., 2011). The

changes in AIS position correlate with current thresholds and firing activity (Grubb and Burrone, 2010a).

2.3.4 Action potential

This subsection describes three important aspects of AP, namely, initiation, threshold, antidromic

conduction, and AP velocity. AP back-propagation was described in Subsection 2.2.6.

Initiation

The AIS is where the AP is initiated (Fig. 2.24; Coombs et al., 1957; Fuortes et al., 1957; Eccles, 1964;

Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Häusser et al., 1995; Colbert and Johnston, 1996; Stuart et al., 1997a,b;

Garrido, 2003; Debanne, 2004; Khaliq, 2006; Kuba et al., 2006; Palmer and Stuart, 2006; Meeks and

Mennerick, 2007; Duflocq et al., 2008; Kole and Stuart, 2008; Kole et al., 2008; Kress et al., 2008;

Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2008; Bender and Trussell, 2009; Hu et al., 2009; Kress et al., 2009; Bender et al.,

2010; Foust et al., 2010; Grubb and Burrone, 2010a,b; Kuba et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2010; Debanne

et al., 2011; Bender and Trussell, 2012; Kole and Stuart, 2012; Baranauskas et al., 2013; Evans et al.,

2013; Sasaki, 2013; Hu and Jonas, 2014; Muir and Kittler, 2014; Yoshimura and Rasband, 2014; Gulledge

and Bravo, 2016). Figure 2.24 illustrates the AP initiation at the AIS in a Purkinje cell. Information

processing in biological circuits depends on how, when and where the AP is initiated (Debanne et al.,

2011). In that sense, the processes determining the precise AP timing are in the AIS (Wang et al.,

2014). The AP initiation occurs at the AIS of myelinated (Foust et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2010) and

unmyelinated axons (Meeks and Mennerick, 2007); and in axons of inhibitory (Foust et al., 2010; Palmer

et al., 2010) and excitatory neurons (Meeks and Mennerick, 2007). The functional and morphological
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plasticities of the AIS influence the AP initiation. Stochastic process in ion channel is critical for spike

precision (Schneidman et al., 1998). Cav channels at the AIS regulate AP timing (Bender and Trussell,

2009; Bender et al., 2010).

Fig. 2.24 AP initiation at the AIS in a Purkinje cell. (A) Several APs measured at different regions including the
soma, AIS, axon proper, and first NoR to a somatic electrical stimulation. The AP was initially generated
at the AIS (red trace). (B) A comparison between the APs at the AIS and at the first NoR. The AP is
firstly generated at the AIS than at the first NoR. (C) The onset latency for each trace in function of the
distance from the soma. The AIS region shows the lowest latency. Reprinted from Foust et al. (2010).

Threshold

An important feature of the all-or-none law is the existence of a voltage threshold for AP initiation

(Debanne et al., 2011). Voltage threshold is not a single value nor a simple mechanism, but a range

of values distributed spatially and a complex mechanism depending on several factors in a real neuron

(Debanne et al., 2011). Voltage threshold is lower at the AIS than in the soma and dendrites (Fig. 2.25;

Coombs et al., 1957; Kole and Stuart, 2008). Also, spike threshold is less variable at the AIS than at

the soma (Yu et al., 2008). The voltage threshold reduction increases the probability of AP initiation at

the AIS (Xu et al., 2005). The decrease in Nav channels increases threshold (Azouz and Gray, 2000).

Furthermore, Cav channels raise spike threshold (Bender and Trussell, 2009). Distal AIS has a higher

current threshold than proximal ones (Fig. 2.26; Grubb and Burrone, 2010a; Kress et al., 2010).
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Fig. 2.25 Spatial distribution of AP voltage threshold under somatic current injection. Reprinted from Kole and
Stuart (2008).

Fig. 2.26 AIS position (µm along axon) versus current threshold (pA). Lines indicate linear regression. Reprinted
from Grubb and Burrone (2010a).

Antidromic conduction

APs could be initiated at the axon terminals in the absence of dendritic, somatic or proximal depolarizations

(Sheffield et al., 2010; Sasaki, 2013). Moreover, small hyperpolarizations or depolarizations in the axon

terminals are back-propagated along the axon to change the voltage threshold and increase the probability

to generate an AP (Paradiso and Wu, 2009).
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Conduction velocity

In accordance with Forehand (2009) and Debanne et al. (2011), conduction velocity in axons depends

on the myelin thickness (Huxley and Stämpfli, 1949; Fields, 2015), number of Nav channels (Katz,

1947; Engel and Jonas, 2005), membrane capacitance (Debanne et al., 2011; Baranauskas et al., 2013),

axial resistance (del Castillo and Moore, 1959), outside resistance (Hodgkin, 1939), diameter (Hodgkin,

1954; Ritchie, 1982), temperature (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949), ephaptic interaction (Katz and Schmitt,

1940; Barr and Plonsey, 1992), stimulation frequency (Grossman et al., 1979; Geiger and Jonas, 2000;

Monsivais et al., 2005), stochastic nature of ion channel kinetics (Schneidman et al., 1998; Segev and

Schneidman, 1999), dendrites (Shu et al., 2006; Eyal et al., 2014) and arborization (Rushton, 1951).

Also, oligodendrocytes modulate the conduction velocity (Yamazaki et al., 2007; Fields, 2008, 2015).

Cav channels at the AIS control signal transmission in the axonal three (Llano et al., 1997). In the

axon proper, the activation of GABARs and Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptors (nAChRs) regulate the

AP conduction (Verdier et al., 2003; Debanne et al., 2011). In the axon proper, the activation of

GABAergic receptors blocks the Antidromic Action Potential (aAP) (Verdier et al., 2003). Moreover, the

morphological irregularity eliminates the aAP invasion at the soma (Eccles, 1955). Myelin speeds up the

AP propagation due to the saltatory conduction between NoR (Huxley and Stämpfli, 1949).

2.3.5 Computation

This subsection gives the most important computational functions found in axons, for instance, broadening,

amplification, reduction, integration, filtering, reflection, delaying, and synchronization.

Broadening

The form of the pre-synaptic AP is essential for determining the timing (Sabatini and Regehr, 1999) and

the strength (Augustine, 1990) of synaptic transmission. The AP duration is not fixed (Debanne et al.,

2011). By repetitive stimulation, the AP shape is broadening in duration along the axon (Fig. 2.27; Geiger

and Jonas, 2000; Sasaki, 2013). That short-term broadening regulates the transmitter release efficacy at

the synaptic site (Debanne et al., 2011). The Kv channels at the AIS control the AP waveform (Kole
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et al., 2007). In the axon proper, the activation of GABARs regulates the AP waveform (Verdier et al.,

2003). Temperature is another factor affecting the AP width (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949).

Fig. 2.27 Activity-dependent broadening of pAP. (a) A spike train evoked at 50Hz. (Ba) Superimposition of
several APs. (Bb) Superimposition of the 100th AP for several stimulation frequencies. High-frequency
stimulation increases the AP duration. Reprinted from Geiger and Jonas (2000).

Amplification and reduction

Amplification of the signal had been thought to be achieved solely by dendrites (Schwindt and Crill, 1995)

or soma (Stuart and Sakmann, 1995). However, because of the high concentration of Nav channels, the

axon terminals amplify the electrical signal and enhance the synaptic transmission (Engel and Jonas,

2005). Through repetitive stimulation, the AP amplitude is reduced (Grossman et al., 1979; Geiger and

Jonas, 2000). The AP amplitude and duration also is decreased by synaptic subthreshold potentials

generated in the somatodendritic region (Shu et al., 2006).

Integration

Over the last 60 years, dendrites and soma have been seen as the unique and capable element of

performing analog signal summation (Stuart and Spruston, 2015). If the AIS is where the AP is initiated,

then, the axon is where the incoming synaptic inputs are integrated (Debanne et al., 2011). What is

more, the axon transmits, over a considerable distance, the subthreshold synaptic potentials produced in
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the somatodendritic region (Alle and Geiger, 2006; Shu et al., 2006; Alle and Geiger, 2008). The emission

of the AP is a digital or all-or-none signal that is the result of analog-to-digital conversion (Clark and

Häusser, 2006). In this way, the axon is a device working with analog, digital, and hybrid signals (Fig.

2.28; Clark and Häusser, 2006).

Fig. 2.28 Analog, digital, and hybrid signaling in axons. Analog signals are graded subthreshold PSPs. Digital
signals are all-or-none APs. Hybrid signal are propagated subthreshold PSPs that later generate APs.
Reprinted from Clark and Häusser (2006).

Filtering

Propagation failures is a mechanism filtering the information to post-synaptic neurons (Debanne et al.,

2011). Many types of neurons present conduction failures (Fig. 2.29; Krnjević and Miledi, 1959; Goldstein

and Rall, 1974; Grossman et al., 1979; Lüscher and Shiner, 1990; Wall, 1995; Debanne et al., 1997;

Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Meeks, 2004; Monsivais et al., 2005; Khaliq, 2005). That filtering is due

to axon geometry, frequency stimulation, GABARs, and the conductance of the A-type K+ (Krnjević

and Miledi, 1959; Goldstein and Rall, 1974; Grossman et al., 1979; Lüscher and Shiner, 1990; Zhang and

Jackson, 1993; Wall, 1995; Debanne et al., 1997; Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Khaliq, 2005).

Fig. 2.29 AP propagation failure at an axon branch. The signals are recorded simultaneously. The red arrow
indicates the stimulation of the axon. The firstly generated AP is filtered in the medial branch. Reprinted
from Debanne et al. (2011).
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Reflection

When near to fail, the AP is propagated forwards and backwards or reflected (Baccus, 1998; Baccus

et al., 2000; Debanne et al., 2011). Reflection occurs when the delay between APs exceeds the refractory

period of the axon. That mechanism facilitates twice the synaptic transmission (Baccus, 1998; Baccus

et al., 2000).

Delaying

Axonal delays are crucial for timing-dependent signal integration (Debanne et al., 2011). Axonal delays

depend on propagation velocity (Debanne et al., 2011), axonal irregularities (Manor et al., 1991; Lüscher

et al., 1994), repetitive stimulation (Grossman et al., 1979), ion channels (Faisal and Laughlin, 2007)

and inhibitory synapse.

Fig. 2.30 Diagram showing the electrical interaction between two adjacent axons. The AP in the active fiber
penetrates the resting fiber. The shaded area indicates the active region. Reprinted from Katz and
Schmitt (1940).

Synchronization

An active axon influences the activity of adjacent axons through electric interaction (Fig. 2.30; Katz

and Schmitt, 1940, 1942; Kocsis et al., 1982; Barr and Plonsey, 1992). Figure 2.30 depicts that the

AP in the active axon penetrates the neighboring axon producing a small extracellular potential that

resynchronizes the electrical activity of adjacent axons. Synchronization, polychronization, and resonance
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in neural circuits depend on axonal delays (Bush and Sejnowski, 1996; Maex and De Schutter, 2003;

Izhikevich, 2006).

Transformation from temporal to spatial information

Temporal patterns in the axon are transformed into spatial patterns through the axonal arbor, and the

delays introduce a temporal dispersion of APs (Chung et al., 1970; Muschol et al., 2003).



Chapter 3

Artificial neurons

This chapter describes the three basic types of ANs. It will not consider learning mechanisms, network

structure, nor algorithmic precision due to the purpose of this thesis is not centered at those aspects.

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 refer to the first-, second-, and third-generation models. Section 3.4 details the

compartmental models.

3.1 First generation

First-generation ANNs assume the information transmission between neurons is in an “all-or-none” fashion

(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). The all-or-none law establishes the nerve impulse is a change in the membrane

potential of fixed magnitude and duration whatever the electrical stimulus is generating it (Lucas, 1909;

Adrian, 1914; Pratt, 1917; Adrian, 1931; Rosenblueth, 1935). The all-or-none relation between stimulus

and response implies that a threshold and an absolute refractory period exist (Rosenblueth, 1935). The

threshold separates the stimuli being able from those being unable to produce an AP. On the other hand,

the absolute refractory period separates each AP from others. Thus, the AP firing can be represented by 1

and the AP non-firing by 0. That binary coding does not encode any additional information (Maass, 1997b;

Tam, 2013; Grüning and Bohte, 2014). That binary output and a weighted sum fulfill the all-or-none

principle of neuron communication (Lucas, 1909; Adrian, 1914; Pratt, 1917; Adrian, 1931; Rosenblueth,

1935). This section reviews the two fundamental models from which the ANNs emerged, i.e., the MCP

(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943) and the Perceptron unit (Rosenblatt, 1957, 1958, 1961).
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3.1.1 Models

This subsection reviews the original model of McCulloch and Pitts (1943), its modern interpretation, and

the Perceptron unit.

The McCulloch and Pitts original model

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) were not the first in developing an AN, but Lapicque (1907). However,

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) were the first in constructing a simple model computing the Boolean

operations of AND, OR, and AND-NOT. Those Boolean functions are the building blocks to an ANN

emulating any Boolean function. The aim of McCulloch and Pitts (1943) was not to develop the ANN

research area, but to confirm the neural activity at the neuron level is subject to Boolean laws.

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) based their model on the neuron doctrine, see (Waldeyer, 1891; Bullock,

1959; Shepherd, 1972; Bullock et al., 2005). They wrote “we shall make the following physical assumptions

for our calculus.

1. The activity of the neuron is an "all-or-none" process.

2. A certain fixed number of synapses must be excited within the period of latent addition in order to

excite a neuron at any time, and this number is independent of previous activity and position on

the neuron.

3. The only significant delay within the nervous system is synaptic delay.

4. The activity of any inhibitory synapse absolutely prevents excitation of the neuron at that time.

5. The structure of the net does not change with time.”

From the above assumptions, let N be a network containing c1, c2, � � � , cn ANs where each neuron ci

has a threshold �i > 0. Let Ni (t) be the “action” or firing of a neuron ci at the time t. The peripheral

afferents (input neurons) of N are those ANs having no axons impinging upon them. Let N1, N2, � � � ,

Np be the actions of the input or peripheral neurons and Np+1, Np+2, � � � , Nn the actions of the others.

Let ci1, ci2, � � � , cip be input neurons having respectively ni1, ni2, � � � , nip excitatory synapses upon ci .

Let cj1, cj2, � � � , cjq have inhibitory synapses upon ci . Let �i be the set of subclasses
{
ni1; ni2; � � � ; nip

}
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such that the sum of their members exceeds �i . McCulloch and Pitts (1943) defined the action of a

non-afferent neuron as

Ni (t) = S

{
q∏

m=1

� Njm (t) �
∑
�2�i

∏
s2�

Nis (t)

}
(3.1)

where S is a function,
∑

is a syntactical symbol for disjunction (_),
∏

a syntactical symbol for conjunction

(^), and � is a symbol for negation. The expression
∑
�2�i

∏
s2�

Nis (t) in Eq. 3.1 is a Boolean polynomial

(Pöschel and Rosenberg, 2010). That notation limits the model to Boolean logic and makes the AN to

fire (1) or not to fire (0) (assumption 1). As is seen, this AN does not incorporate any synaptic strength

or weight between connections. Regardless of this, a synaptic strength of 1 may be designated to every

connection without affecting the AN operation. The MCP includes a threshold, which is a fixed number

of active excitatory afferents (assumption 2). The conjoined negations � Njm (t) in Eq. 3.1 absolutely

inactivate the AN when any inhibitory input Njm is active (assumption 4). Also, the MCP operates in

function of previous time instants (Kleene, 1951) (assumption 3). Moreover, timing precision is not crucial

and is omitted because the network structure is static over time (assumption 5).

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) found that any Boolean expression can be constructed by using the

basic Boolean functions of precession (=), disjunction (OR), conjunction (AND), and conjoined

negation (AND-NOT). Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram for each of those operations. Figure 3.1a

corresponds to precession: N2 (t) = N1 (t � 1), Fig. 3.1b to disjunction: N3 (t) = N1 (t � 1)_N2 (t � 1),

Fig. 3.1c to conjunction: N3 (t) = N1 (t � 1) ^ N2 (t � 1), and Fig. 3.1c to conjoined negation:

N3 (t) = N1 (t � 1) � N2 (t � 1). For those operations �3 = 1. That means the OR operation is

performed if either of the two pre-synaptic ANs N1 or N2 make the post-synaptic neuron N3 to fire.

It is obvious that as �3 = 1 and any of the two pre-synaptic ANs has two excitatory synapses, the

threshold will be exceeded. Conversely, the AND operation is implemented if both of the two pre-synaptic

neurons make the post-synaptic neuron to fire. As �3 = 1 and any of the two pre-synaptic neurons have

only one excitatory synapse; the threshold will be surpassed only by the conjoined activity of both. The

AND-NOT is performed by an excitatory and an inhibitory synaptic input. When the synaptic inputs of

both pre-synaptic neurons are active, the output is null because of the absolute inhibition produced by

the inhibitory neuron. Only when the excitatory neuron is active, and the inhibitory one is inactive, a

firing is produced since the two excitatory synapses exceed the threshold. Another interpretation of the

MCP can be found in Kleene (1951).
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Fig. 3.1 Graphical depiction of the MCP solving elemental Boolean logic. (a) Precession operation. (b) OR
operation. (c) AND operation. (d) AND-NOT operation. Reprinted from McCulloch and Pitts (1943).

A modern interpretation of the McCulloch and Pitts model

An interpretation closer to the modern Threshold Logic Unit (TLU) is described by Minsky (1967) and

Rojas (1996). A graphical depiction of the MCP is seen in Fig. 3.2. Assume that n excitatory x1; x2; : : : ; xn,

and m inhibitory z1; z2; : : : ; zm afferent nerves (or axon terminals) reach the soma of a neuron. The

afferent nerves are activated (1) or inactivated (0). If m � 1 and at least one inhibitory afferent nerve

is active (or has the value of 1), the AN is inhibited from firing. Otherwise, the integrative process is

carried out by a simple algebraic sum a of only the excitatory afferent nerves, i.e.,

a =

n∑
i=1

xi (3.2)

where i is an index. The AN activates or fires if the number of excitatory afferents a reaches a threshold

�. Otherwise, the AN inactivates and does not fire, i.e.,

y = f (a) =

 1; i f a � �

0; i f a < �

(3.3)

where y represents the neuron output. Equation 3.3 is the Heaviside’s (1892) step function (see Fig.

3.4a).

Compared to real neurons, the MCP is a caricature (Poirazi et al., 2003; Seung and Yuste, 2013). More

importantly, the MCP provides a lower bound to construct subsequent ANs (Anderson, 2006; Seung and

Yuste, 2013).
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Fig. 3.2 Modern depiction of the MCP. Several excitatory x1; x2; : : : ; xn and inhibitory z1; z2; : : : ; zm afferent
nerves reach the soma of a neuron. If any inhibitory afferent is active, the AN is inhibited from firing.
Otherwise, an integrative process exclusively of the excitatory afferents is carried out. If the integrative
sum a overpasses a threshold �, the AN fire. Otherwise, the AN does not fire.

Perceptron model

Rosenblatt (1957, 1958, 1961) introduced the most useful AN as it is known today. Rosenblatt (1957,

1958, 1961) switched from the symbolic logic expressions of McCulloch and Pitts (1943) to probability

theory. Another confusion in the ANN literature is that the Perceptron is considered as a computational

unit. In contrast, the Perceptron is not a computational unit, but a network of at least three different

processing layers, each with different AN, namely sensory, association and response units. In this work,

we will refer to the Perceptron network as “Perceptron” and to the single unit as “Perceptron unit”

to distinguish between the network and the individual unit. Rosenblatt (1961) introduced the term

“coupling coefficient” to define the synaptic strength. In the Perceptron unit, the tacit distinction between

excitatory and inhibitory afferents nerves disappeared. An excitatory connection is represented by one

positive real value and an inhibitory one by a negative value (Rojas, 1996). Synaptic weights are flat, real,

or analog values. Rosenblatt (1961) defined the information transmission between neurons is carried out

by a “transmission function” that depends on the coupling coefficients of the input connections. It was

Minsky and Papert (1969) who defined the most useful mathematical expression for a Perceptron unit as

y = f (a) =

 1; i f a � 0

0; i f a < 0

(3.4)
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where

a =

n∑
i=1

wixi � � (3.5)

is an integrative process of the pre-synaptic signals x1; x2; : : : ; xn, and w1;w2; : : : ;wn are the coupling

synaptic coefficients from the pre-synaptic neurons. This model does not carry out an absolute inhibition

of the output as the MCP. Nevertheless, its mechanism for firing or non-firing is similar to that of the

MCP. One difference is that the Perceptron unit works with analog-valued inputs. Figure 3.3 plots a

graphical depiction of the classical Perceptron unit. Perceptron units are so-called TLUs, threshold gates,

or Linear Threshold Units (LTUs) (Minsky and Papert, 1969; Rumelhart et al., 1986b; Seung and Yuste,

2013).

Fig. 3.3 Graphical depiction of a Perceptron unit. Several synaptic inputs x1; x2; : : : ; xn of other neurons reach the
soma of a neuron. If the weighted sum a between synaptic inputs and synaptic weights w1;w2; : : : ;wn
overpasses a threshold �, the AN fire. Otherwise, the AN does not fire.

First-generation ANNs are composed of MCP or Perceptron units giving a binary output to a weighted

sum (or dot product) of input values (Maass, 1997b). Some examples of those networks are the Many

Adaptive Linear Neurons (MADALINE) (Widrow and Hoff, 1960; Widrow and Winter, 1988), Hopfield’s

(1982) memory, and Boltzmann machines (Ackley et al., 1985).

3.1.2 Computation

This subsection reviews the computational and learning capabilities, together with the learning complexity,

of first-generation ANs.
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Computational power

Every Boolean function on n variables is computed at most by O
(
2n�1

)
threshold gates (Jeroslow,

1975). Zuev and Lipkin (1989) showed Boolean functions are computed by 
 (2n=n) and O [(ln n) 2n=n]

threshold gates. A threshold gate can calculate at least 

(
2n

2(1�10= ln n)
)
Boolean functions (Zuev

and Lipkin, 1989). Moreover, first-generation ANNs compute any Boolean function in two layers (Rojas,

1996). In addition, a MCP net is a finite automaton (Kleene, 1951).

Learning capacity

The Vapnik-Chervonenkis Dimension (VCD), namely after Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1971), is the

cardinality of the largest set of points an algorithm separates. In other words, the VCD is a measure to

test the learning capacity of ANNs. With m variable weights, VCD (TLU) is 
(m) (Maass and Schmitt,

1997). For analog input values and w weights, the VCD (TLU) is at most O (w logw) (Cover, 1964;

Baum and Haussler, 1989). For either Boolean or analog input values and w weights, the VCD (TLU) is

at least 
(w logw) (Maass, 1994a).

Training complexity

The complexity of training an AN is analyzed by using the consistency (loading) problem (Šíma and Sgall,

2005). The loading problem is the problem of finding AN parameters so that the resulting configuration

is consistent with the training data or examples (Judd, 1990). The loading problem is based on the

Probably Approximately Correct (PAC)-learning framework. The PAC-learning is a framework to test the

learning complexity from examples (Valiant, 1984).

Perceptrons are not PAC-learnable for binary weights (Pitt and Valiant, 1988). That is; the learning

complexity of a single binary AN employing the Heaviside’s (1892) activation function and restricted to

binary weights is NP-complete (Pitt and Valiant, 1988). Perceptrons with delays are not PAC-learnable

unless RP=NP (Šíma, 2003). The learning complexity of a TLU is NP-complete (Vergis et al., 1986;

Megiddo, 1988; Abu-Mostafa, 1989; Judd, 1990; Blum and Rivest, 1992; Roychowdhury et al., 1995).
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Deciding whether the Heaviside’s (1892) unit carry out a Boolean function given in a disjunctive or

conjunctive normal form is co-NP-complete (Hegedüs and Megiddo, 1996).

3.2 Second generation

This section reviews the second-generation AN models.

3.2.1 Models

Second-generation ANs use the same dot product from Eq. 3.5, but use one of the several activation

functions into Eq. 3.4, which represent the transmission of information between neurons in an RBC scheme

(Fig. 3.4; Maass, 1997b; Ghosh-Dastidar and Adeli, 2009; Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012). Figure 3.4

presents several activation functions used commonly in ANNs (Dreyfus, 2005; Du and Swamy, 2006;

Galushkin, 2007; Graupe, 2007; He and Xu, 2009; Du and Swamy, 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2016; da Silva

et al., 2017). Those functions include step, bipolar step, ramp, symmetric ramp, logistic, hyperbolic

tangent, Gaussian activation, linear, and ReLU. The ReLU is the most successful activation function in

ANNs (Schmidhuber, 2015; LeCun et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016). Many other refined activation

functions to resolve specific problems have recently emerged, see for example (Bergstra et al., 2009;

Glorot and Bengio, 2010; Nair and Hinton, 2010; Glorot et al., 2011; Maas et al., 2013; Agostinelli

et al., 2014; Heck and Benavides-Piccione, 2015; Clevert et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2015; Godfrey and

Gashler, 2016; Carlile et al., 2017; Klambauer et al., 2017; Elfwing et al., 2017; Ramachandran et al., 2017).

Activation functions ideally must be Boolean-like to capture the notion of an extension of a Boolean

function (Williams, 1986). Boolean-like means a function is 0 or 1 whenever its inputs are 0 or 1 (Williams,

1986). Whereas activation functions being uniformly monotonic solves linearly separable Boolean functions,

such as the AND and OR, activation functions being monotonic-in-context realize linearly non-separable

problems, such as the XOR (Williams, 1986).
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f (a) =

{
1 i f a � 0

0 i f a < 0

(a) Step or Heaviside’s function.

f (a) =

{
1 if a � 0

�1 i f a < 0

(b) Bipolar step function

f (a) =


1 if a � 1=2

a + 1=2 otherwise

0 if a � �1=2

(c) Ramp function

f (a) =


b if a > b

a if �b � a � b

�b if a < �b

(d) Symmetric ramp function

f (a) = 1= [1 + exp (��a)]

(e) Logistic function

f (a) =
1�exp(��a)
1+exp(��a)

(f) Hyperbolic tangent function

f (a) = exp
[
� (a � c)2 =

(
2�2

)]
(g) Gaussian activation function

f (a) = a

(h) Linear function
f (a) = max (0; a)

(i) ReLU

Fig. 3.4 Activation functions used in the second-generation of ANNs.
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Derivative of activation functions

Activation functions ideally must be derivable if one wants to implement the Error Back-Propagation

Algorithm (EBPA) developed by Rumelhart et al. (1986a). That requisite is not mandatory when other

learning techniques are applied. For example, in Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017) and González-Bonilla

(2017), an evolutionary strategy is used to train a single ReLU-like function to solve complex problems

of pattern recognition. That function is shown in Eq. 3.31. Figure 3.5 gives an example where a single

ReLU-like function solves the well-known problem of Iris Plant separation that contains three classes of

flowers. Such solution is only possible by using the EBPA and an ANN of several layers and AN units

(Devi, 2015; Masarczyk, 2017). It remains controversial whether the activation functions in Fig. 3.4 are

closer to the firing rate of a neuron (Maass, 1997b; Glorot et al., 2011; LeCun et al., 2015). That issue is

treated in Subsection 3.3.6.

Fig. 3.5 Iris Plant separation by using a single ReLU-like function. An evolutionary strategy was used to train a
single ReLU-like function. Reprinted from Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017).

Second-generation ANN include feed-forward and recurrent logistic networks (Zurada, 1992), Radial Basis

Function Network (RBFN) (Broomhead and Lowe, 1988) and DL networks (Schmidhuber, 2015; LeCun

et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016).
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Dendritic pre-processing

There exist other variations of second-generation ANs, such as the morphological Perceptron (Ritter and

Sussner, 1996) and dendritic Perceptron (Cazé et al., 2013). Those models include dendritic pre-processing

operations before the output response is produced.

3.2.2 Computation

Second-generation ANNs approximate any continuous function within a compact domain and range in

a single-hidden layer using sigmoid-like activation functions (Cybenko, 1989; Funahashi, 1989; Hornik,

1991). The VCD for a feed-forward ANN using a logistic activation function for analog input values and

w weights is at most O
(
w2
)
(Koiran and Sontag, 1997). Training a single sigmoid AN is hard (Hush,

1999; Šíma, 2001, 2002). The loading problem of feed-forward networks is NP-complete (Judd, 1990;

Lin and Vitter, 1991; Blum and Rivest, 1992; Hüffgen, 1993; DasGupta et al., 1995; Hammer, 1998;

Kuhlmann, 2000). The EBPA is not efficient for second-generation ANNs at least P=NP (Šíma, 1996).

That means training feed-forward networks with fixed architectures is complicated (Šíma, 2002).

3.3 Third generation

As already mentioned, the most straightforward SN dates back to Lapicque (1907) and the first biologically-

realistic one to Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d). Most SNs have emerged from the study of these two

models, see for instance (FitzHugh, 1961; Nagumo et al., 1962; Lecar and Nossal, 1971; Zeeman, 1972;

Krinskii and Kokoz, 1973; Hunter et al., 1975; Morris and Lecar, 1981; Hindmarsh and Rose, 1984;

Ermentrout and Kopell, 1986; Rose and Hindmarsh, 1989; Kepler et al., 1992; Chialvo, 1995; Gerstner,

1995; Ermentrout, 1996; Gerstner, 1999; Wilson, 1999; Latham et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2000; Izhikevich,

2001; Rulkov, 2001; Cazelles et al., 2001; Rulkov, 2002; Izhikevich, 2003; Brette and Gerstner, 2005;

Rudolph and Destexhe, 2006; Courbage et al., 2007; Yamauchi et al., 2011; Chandra and Babu, 2013).

Nevertheless, it could create even more so because of the several electrophysiological mechanisms of neural

excitability (Izhikevich, 2007). Reviewing existing models in this dissertation is impossible. Hence, for the

sake of simplicity and to understand only the critical features against the first- and second-generation
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models, only four relevant SNs will be reviewed, i.e., the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire model (LIF) (Lapicque,

1907; Stein, 1965; Knight, 1972), the Izhikevich model (IZH) (Izhikevich, 2003), the Hodgkin and Huxley

model (HH) (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952d), and the Spike Response Model (SRM) (Gerstner, 1995, 1999).

3.3.1 Models

This subsection details the most important features of the LIF, IZH, HH, and SRM.

The Leaky Integrate-and-Fire model

Lapicque (1907) was one of the first to model the electrical behavior of a nerve when electrically stimulated;

here from the frog sciatic nerve. Consequently, Lapicque (1907) developed the first AN thirty-six years

before McCulloch and Pitts (1943). Lapicque’s (1907) aim was not to study the computational properties

of neurons but modeling the electrical current dynamics in a membrane patch. He simulated the membrane

current flow in a membrane patch by a passive electrical circuit with a condenser and a parallel resistance

(Fig. 3.6a). Although the membrane electrical properties are too complicated to be represented by an

electrical circuit, the deviations are small enough to be neglected (Jack et al., 1975). The capacitor

represents the membrane capacitance and the resistor the leakage resistance of the membrane (Abbott,

1999). Although his model does not generate APs, he suggested an excitation threshold (“le seuil de

l’excitation”) could be produced when the capacitor is charged to a voltage limit. Later, that idea

was taken by Stein (1965) to add a sudden resetting mechanism when a voltage threshold is reached.

Afterward, Knight (1972) titled it “Integrate-and-Fire.” Today, it is best known as the LIF model (Brunel

and van Rossum, 2007). We consider this model should be called the “Lapicque” instead of LIF to

recognize the significant contribution of Lapicque (1907).

Following Lapicque (1907), the LIF is easily derived from the diagram in Fig. 3.6a. According to the

Kirchhoff’s (1845) law of current conservation, the membrane current Im splits up into capacitive IC and

resistive IR currents, i.e.,

Im = IC + IR (3.6)
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Fig. 3.6 Electrical circuits representing the current flow in a membrane patch. (a) The LIF is represented as a
passive electrical circuit of a capacitor and a resistance in parallel. (b) The HH is represented as an active
electrical circuit with a capacitor and dynamic resistances in parallel.

where, by definition, the capacitive current depends on the membrane capacitance Cm and the voltage

rate of change over time, i.e., IC = Cm � dV=dt. The resistive current is equal to the transmembrane

potential V over the resistance Rm (Ohm, 1827), i.e., IR = V=Rm. From Eq. 3.6, the LIF is then defined

as

Cm � dV=dt = �V=Rm + Im (3.7)

Equation 3.7 is the most straightforward mechanism to describe the membrane voltage and current

dynamics. For generating a sequence of spikes, the transmembrane voltage is restarted to Vrest when it

reaches a threshold Vth, i.e.,

If V � Vth; then V = Vrest (3.8)

Equation 3.8 is not an intrinsic mechanism for generating APs (Izhikevich, 2007; Gerstner et al., 2014).

That is in contrast to the independent mechanism in the HH (see next subsection). As will be seen

in Subsection 3.3.5, the sudden resetting mechanism in Eq. 3.8 has important consequences for the

simulation. A spike train produced by the LIF is depicted in Fig. 3.15.
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According to Lapicque (1907), Jack et al. (1975), Rall (1977), and Shepherd (2008b), if a constant step

pulse of current stimulation Im is applied in Eq. 3.7, its solution is given by

V = V1 [1� exp (�t=�m)] (3.9)

where �m = RmCm is the time constant in time units, and V1 = RmIm is an asymptotic potential

in voltage units. From Eq. 3.9, the voltage V increases exponentially to an upper bound V1 for a

constant current stimulation. When t = �m, the voltage V has reached 1� exp (�1) = 0:63 of its value.

Accordingly, the time constant �m is a factor in determining the time course of the voltage. Furthermore,

the time constant defines the time window of signal integration (Koch et al., 1996). To generate a

sequence of spikes, the threshold Vth must be less than or equal to the upper bound V1. Otherwise, the

voltage V will not reach Vth, and no spikes will be generated.

If the step pulse ends, the voltage V decays exponentially (Jack et al., 1975; Rall, 1977; Shepherd, 2008b)

as

V = V0 exp (�t=�m) (3.10)

where V0 is an initial voltage value. When t = �m the voltage V has decayed exp (�1) = 0:37 of its

value. Figure 3.7 shows the voltage and current behavior for the two cases already described.

Fig. 3.7 Voltage and current dynamics for the Lapicque’s (1907) model during and following the application of a
step current pulse. Reprinted from Jack et al. (1975).
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The Hodgkin and Huxley model

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) proposed a model to describe the mechanisms responsible for the ion

movement and the consequent AP generation and propagation when a membrane patch of the squid

giant axon is electrically stimulated. The HH is the result of several physiological measurements described

in a series of five papers (Hodgkin et al., 1952; Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952b,a,c,d). For those works,

they won the Nobel Prize in Physiology in 1963. The HH is a more general description than that of the

LIF but with active resistances (Fig. 3.5b). The HH works at the microscopic level of VGICs and the

macroscopic level of electrical currents (Häusser, 2000b). The dynamics of AP generation depends on

several factors, for example, the type, concentration, and kinetics of ion channels, membrane capacitance,

voltage, current and time.

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) also assumed the transmembrane current as an electrical circuit (Fig. 3.5b).

The membrane current Im in Fig. 3.5b is equal to capacitive IC and ionic Iion currents, i.e.,

Im = IC + Iion (3.11)

The capacitive current is IC = Cm � dV=dt, and the ionic one is

Iion = IK + INa + IL (3.12)

where IK = �gKn
4 (V � EK) is the K+ current, INa = �gNam

3h (V � ENa) is the Na+ current, and

IL = �gL (V � EL) is the current for the Chloride Ion (Cl�) and other ions. EK , ENa, and EL are

equilibrium potentials for K+, Na+, and Cl�. �gK , �gNa, and �gL together with the variables n, m and h

give the maximal conductances for each ion at a time instant. n, m, and h are dimensionless variables

going from 0 to 1. To provide a biophysical interpretation of such variables, Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d)

supposed K+ pass the cell membrane if four particles n are in a region and Na+ pass if there are three

particles m and h none. m is an activating particle and h is an inactivating one. If expressions for IK ,

INa, and IL are substituted into Eq. 3.12, we have the ion current as

Iion = �gKn
4 (V � EK) + �gNam

3h (V � ENa) + �gL (V � EL) (3.13)
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When capacitive and ion currents are substituted into Eq. 3.11, we have the HH model

Cm � dV=dt = ��gKn
4 (V � EK)� �gNam

3h (V � ENa)� �gL (V � EL) + Im (3.14)

where

dn=dt = �n (1� n)� �nn

dm=dt = �m (1�m)� �mm

dh=dt = �h (1� h)� �hh

(3.15)

n is pictured as the proportion of particles inside the membrane and n � 1 the proportion of particles

outside. The same is for the m and h. The rate constants �’s and �’s in Eq. 3.16 represent the particle

rate of transfer from outside (inside) to inside (outside) and depend on the transmembrane potential

(but not on time).

�n =
0:01(10�V )

exp[(10�V )=10]�1 �n = 0:125 exp (�V=80)

�m =
0:1(25�V )

exp[(25�V )=10]�1 �m = 4exp (�V=18)

�h = 0:07 exp (�V=20) �h =
1

exp[(30�V )=10]+1

(3.16)

The rate constants determine the conductance dynamics and were obtained from physiological

measurements by Hodgkin et al. (1952). Due to they measured an absolute and negative potential

variation, we changed the signs of both transmembrane potentials in the rate constants and equilibrium

potentials considered by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) to get an absolute and positive variation of voltage.

The resulting rate constants are presented in Eq. 3.16 and the resulting equilibrium potentials in Table

3.1. Table 3.1 also lists the value and dimension of the maximum conductances of the HH.

Table 3.1 Equilibrium potentials and maximal conductances of the HH.

Reversal potential Conductance
EK = �12mV �gK = 36mS=cm2

ENa = 115mV �gNa = 120mS=cm2

EL = �10:613mV �gL = 0:3mS=cm2

The key to success of the Hodgkin et al. (1952) and Hodgkin and Huxley (1952b,a,c,d) works was the

separation of the different ionic currents in the axon membrane (see Eq. 3.12). They used the Cole’s

(1949) voltage-clamp technique, which allowed them to maintain a constant voltage during the entire

experimental protocol. The apparatus they constructed and protocol are described in Hodgkin et al. (1952).
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If there is no voltage variation, i.e., dV=dt = 0, then the capacitive current becomes zero, i.e., IC = 0.

Hence, from Eq. 3.11, the measured current is only that of the ions, i.e., Im = Iion = IK + INa + IL. The

Na+ and K+ currents were separated by comparing the ionic current produced in a solution containing

sea water (high Na+ concentration) and the other holding a lower Na+ concentration. The K+ current

was supposed to be the same in both solutions. Thus, the Na+ current corresponded approximately to

the difference of the ionic currents in both solutions. The K+ current was equal to the ion current in the

sea water solution minus the Na+ current.

The Izhikevich model

The IZH is a dimensional reduction of the HH. In fact, once the HH was reduced to a bi-dimensional

system by Krinskii and Kokoz (1973), and Kepler et al. (1992), Izhikevich (2003, 2007) analyzed its

dynamics in the phase plane to propose a new description. Krinskii and Kokoz (1973) found there exists

a relationship between the n and h gating variables of the HH, that is n (t) + h (t) � 0:84. Using that

knowledge, Izhikevich (2007) found h follows the straight line h = 0:89� 1:1n (Fig. 3.8). The variable m

is replaced by an equivalent potential (Kepler et al., 1992). Izhikevich (2007) supposed an instantaneous

Na+ current kinetics, that is m = m1 (V ) where m1 (V ) is a Boltzmann’s function

m1 (V ) =
1

1 + exp
[(
V1=2 � V

)
=k
] (3.17)

where V1=2 satisfies m1
(
V1=2

)
= 0:5 and k is the slope factor of the function. Therefore, the HH is

reduced to a two-dimensional system as

CmdV=dt = ��gKn
4 (V � EK)� �gNam

3
1 (0:89� 1:1n) (V � ENa)� �gL (V � EL) + Im

dn=dt = �n (1� n)� �nn

(3.18)

Equation 3.18 retains the qualitative information of the original HH. From Eq. 3.18, the V and n nullclines

are obtained by making dV=dt = dn=dt = 0 and solving them numerically. Figure 3.9 contains the phase

plane for the n and V variables when Im = 0 and Im = 12. For Im = 0, there is a stable equilibrium point

at the intersection of the n- and V -nullclines. When the current is larger (Im = 12) the equilibrium point
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Fig. 3.8 The linear relationship between the n and h gating variables in the HH. Reprinted from Izhikevich (2007).

Fig. 3.9 Phase plane of the HH reduction for the n and V variables. Phase planes for a stimulation current of
(left) I = 0 and (right) I = 12 . Reprinted from Izhikevich (2007).

losses stability and a limit cycle attractor is created, which corresponds to a repetitive firing.

The critical region is at the intersection of the n- and V -nullclines. The rest of the phase plane describes

the peak and fall of the AP. As in SNs theory, the form of the AP is thought to contain no information

(Abbott, 1994), the dynamics of the peak and fall of the AP was eliminated by Izhikevich (2007).

Therefore, the fast V -nullcline at the intersection is approximated by a parabola and the slow n-nullcline

by a straight line (Fig. 3.10).
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Fig. 3.10 Critical region at the intersection of the n and V variables of the HH. The gray box shows a parabola-like
function near the intersection. Reprinted from Izhikevich (2007).

Accordingly, the IZH was modeled by Izhikevich (2003) as

dV
dt = 0:04V 2 + 5V + 140� n + Im

dn
dt = a (bV � n)

(3.19)

where V is the transmembrane potential, Im is the stimulation current, n is a recovery variable representing

the K+ activation and Na+ inactivation, a is a time scale and b the sensitivity of n to the subthreshold

fluctuations of the transmembrane potential. When the transmembrane potential reaches a maximum of

30mV (see Fig. 3.10) the voltage V and the recovery variable n are restarted, i.e.

If V � 30mV; then

 V  c

n  n + d

(3.20)

where c is the restarting potential and d is the restarting of n. Depending on the threshold, the IZH

exhibits a bursting or a regular spiking (Touboul, 2009a). The threshold of 30mV seems to be the value

where the bifurcation behavior is reduced (Hopkins and Furber, 2015). Observe that Eq. 3.20 cuts off the

spike in the falling phase. That is in contrast to the HH where the AP falling phase is continuous and

autonomous. As a consequence, the LIF and IZH are discontinuous models. Such a characteristic has

important consequences for the numerical simulation (Hansel et al., 1998; Touboul, 2009a, 2011; Skocik

and Long, 2014; Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c,a,b) (see Subsection 3.3.5).
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The Spike Response Model

Another relevant model is the SRM proposed by Gerstner (1995, 1999). Compared to other models, the

SRM is more intuitive and more accessible to perform (Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012). Moreover,

Gerstner (2008) revealed the SRM is a generalization of the LIF. The SRM represents the membrane

potential ui of a neuron i as an integral over the past time. The neuron i fires whenever ui reaches a

threshold �, i.e., when ui (t) = �. The firing time when ui (t) = � is denoted as t fi and the set of firing

times as

Fi =
{
t fi ; 1 � f � n

}
= ft j ui (t) = �g (3.21)

where spikes are labeled such that f = 1 denotes the most recent spike, f = 2 the second last, and so on,

and n is the number of spikes in the spike train Fi (Gerstner, 1999). The last spike in Fi is denoted as tni
or t̂. Two processes influence the membrane potential ui : the spike firing time t fi of neuron i and the

pre-synaptic electrical activity. At t fi the variable ui is reset through a negative contribution �i
(
t � t fi

)
.

A group of pre-synaptic neurons impinging upon neuron i is defined as

�i = fj j j pre � synaptic to ig (3.22)

Depending on whether the pre-synaptic connection is excitatory or inhibitory, a pre-synaptic spike

t fj increases or decreases the membrane potential ui by an amount wi j"i j

(
t � t fj

)
. The following

superposition of timing-dependent contributions gives the state ui of neuron i at time t.

ui (t) =
∑
tf
i
2Fi

�i
(
t � t fi

)
+
∑
j2�i

∑
tf
j
2Fj

wi j"i j
(
t � t fj

)
(3.23)

where �i describes the response of the neuron i to its spikes, "i j models the response of the neuron to

the pre-synaptic spikes �j , and wi j is a synaptic strength. As seen in Chapter 2, the contribution �i is

a realistic assumption for the reason that the bAP in real neurons influences the own cell potential. A

typical form for the kernel �i is calculated as

�i (s) = �� exp (�s=�m)H (s) (3.24)

where �m is a membrane time constant, and H (s) is the Heaviside’s (1892) step function of s (see Fig.

3.4a). The Heaviside’s (1892) function serves to reset �i every time a spike is received. That is, every
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time ui (t) = � the variable � in Eq. 3.24 resets ui (t) to zero. Equation 3.24 is a refractory period in

which an AP is more difficult to be generated (see Fig. 3.11). The kernel "i j describes an EPSP for

excitatory pre-synaptic inputs or an Inhibitory Post-Synaptic Potential (IPSP) for inhibitory pre-synaptic

ones. A typical form is

"i j (s) = fexp [� (s �4) =�m]� exp [� (s �4) =�s ]gH (s �4) (3.25)

where �m and �s are time constants, and 4 is a pre-synaptic transmission delay. The kernels for the SRM

are plotted in Fig. 3.11.

Fig. 3.11 The SRM. (a) When the voltage variable ui (t) reaches the threshold � at time t fi , the voltage ui (t) is
reset to zero and recovered by the kernel �i . The kernel �i is a refractoriness function. (b) The voltage
ui (t) changes after a PSP "i j arrives at t fi . Reprinted from Gerstner (1999).

3.3.2 Post-synaptic potentials

Although most SNs do not include the electrical effect of incoming spikes explicitly as the SRM, it can

be added as a synaptic current

Isyn = gsyn (V � Esyn) (3.26)

where the function gsyn and the parameter Esyn describe different classes of synapses. Inhibitory synapses

are defined for Esyn = �75 and excitatory ones for Esyn = 0 (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Gerstner et al.,

2014). Two simple options to describe gsyn are a simple exponential decay and an alpha function (Jack
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et al., 1975; McKenna et al., 1992; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Gerstner et al., 2014). Exponential decay

is described as

gsyn =
∑
f

�gsyn exp
[
�
(
t � t f

)
=�
]
H
(
t � t f

)
(3.27)

where t f is the time of a pre-synaptic spike, and H
(
t � t f

)
is the Heaviside’s (1892) step function. An

alpha function is defined as

gsyn =
∑
f

�gsyn
[(
t � t f

)
=�
]
exp

[
�
(
t � t f � �

)
=�
]
H
(
t � t f

)
(3.28)

The main difference between those functions is that the alpha function has a non-zero rise time, which

is more realistic than the simple exponential decay. In Eqs. 3.27 and 3.28, the maximum conductance

�gsyn acts as a synaptic weight. In that respect, any SN can receive any spike train by using Eqs. 3.27 or 3.28.

SNNs include Temporal Recurrent Neural Networks (TRNNs) (Dominey, 1995), Echo State Networks

(ESNs) (Jaeger et al., 2007), and Liquid State Machines (LSMs) (Maass, 2002; Maass et al., 2002).

All of those use the new learning paradigm of Reservoir Computing (RC) (Legenstein, 2014). Other

SNN uses learning algorithms based on the biological mechanism of STDP, for example, the Remote

Supervised Method (ReSuMe) (Ponulak, 2005, 2006; Taherkhani et al., 2015). Compared to first- and

second-generation ANNs, the construction of learning algorithms for SNNs is still a developing area

(Taherkhani et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2013).

3.3.3 Action potential dynamics

One of the deductions of the Hodgkin and Huxley’s (1952d) work is that the AP generation is a dynamical

system (Izhikevich, 2007). An SN is in equilibrium when there are no changes in the state variables. A

small perturbation results in small changes of stability (Fig. 3.12a). Large perturbations provoke a spike

(Fig. 3.12b). If a substantial stimulation current is injected into a neuron, this exhibits an activity of

periodic spikes (Fig. 3.12c).
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Fig. 3.12 SNs as dynamical systems. Resting, excitable and periodic spiking related to the stable equilibrium (a
and b) or a limit cycle (c). Reprinted from Izhikevich (2007).

3.3.4 Biological approximation

The IZH reproduces twenty firing patterns or neuro-computational properties and, besides, exhibits a

chaotic behavior (Fig. 3.13; Izhikevich, 2004). Not all models display those firing patterns because some

of them are mutually exclusive (Izhikevich, 2004). These properties depend on the SN formulation. The

IZH has mutually exclusive attributes. To illustrate, the IZH can be a resonator or an integrator. It is

expected the HH can exhibit the same firing patterns as the IZH. Nonetheless, Izhikevich (2004) failed to

determine the parameters for three properties: phasic bursting (Fig. 3.13D), mixed mode (Fig. 3.13E),

and inhibition-induced bursting (Fig. 3.13T). The LIF shows only tonic spiking (Fig. 3.13A), class 1

excitability (Fig. 3.13G), and integration (Fig. 3.13L). Figure 3.14 lists the firing patterns expressed by

other SNs.

3.3.5 Simulation efficiency

In his influential and often-cited article, Izhikevich (2004) claimed the HH is “prohibitive,” that the IZH is

more efficient than the HH, and that the IZH is as efficient as the LIF (Fig. 3.14 top). Such statements

have had a profound impact in the research area of SNs. Figure 3.14 shows the relationship between

the biological approximation (# of features or neuro-computational properties) and the computational

cost (# of FLOPs) of many SNs. FLOPs consist of the number of additions, multiplications, divisions,

subtractions, and exponentiations necessary to simulate an SN per time step update. FLOPs are calculated
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Fig. 3.13 Neuro-computational properties of the IZH. Reprinted from Izhikevich (2004).

from the Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) of the model in question and the numerical method

used to simulate it. In Fig. 3.14, the LIF shows the less biological features but is the cheapest. The IZH is
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Fig. 3.14 Computational cost (# of FLOPs) and biological approximation (# of features or neuro-computational
properties) of simulation for several SNs. Reprinted from Izhikevich (2004).

as biologically plausible as the HH but less expensive, nearer to the LIF. The SRM is not shown because

of not being expressed as ODEs.

We observed Izhikevich (2004) did not carry out any rigorous study to arrive at the statements mentioned

above. He wrote the time steps were chosen to “achieve a reasonable numerical accuracy.” Nonetheless,
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he did not establish any metric to test that “reasonable” accuracy. That resulted in an arbitrary selection

of time steps for the SN simulation and, consequently, in an excessive computational cost for the HH and

related models (see the dotted curve in Fig. 3.14 top) (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c). Those models are

described in FitzHugh (1961), Nagumo et al. (1962), Lecar and Nossal (1971), Wilson and Cowan (1972),

Morris and Lecar (1981), Hindmarsh and Rose (1984), and Rose and Hindmarsh (1989). Without having

measured the accuracy, his study was biased towards an unequal analysis of FLOPs. Also, the errors

produced by the sudden resetting mechanism, such as that of the LIF and IZH, were not considered. In

theoretical and practical works; several other authors such as ourselves have observed something similar,

see for example Humphries and Gurney (2007), Long and Gupta (2008), Touboul (2009a), Skocik and

Long (2014), and Long (2016). Touboul (2009a) revealed the threshold in the IZH affects the firing

pattern. In addition, Skocik and Long (2014) found the HH computational cost is comparable to that

of the IZH. Certainly, the works of Izhikevich (2004) and Skocik and Long (2014) generated a debate,

which we treat in Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017c).

We extended the experiments of Skocik and Long (2014) by using different accuracy and computational

cost metrics and arrived at similar conclusions to theirs (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c). We found the

time steps must be smaller to those suggested by them to achieve an accurate solution. We used the

Voltage Coincidence Factor (VCF) instead of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to measure the

voltage accuracy of a testing simulation against a benchmark simulation. The VCF determines whether

the voltage in a testing simulation is optimal against the voltage in a benchmark simulation (Jolivet

et al., 2008). The RMSE is not a reliable measure of accuracy because it increases the influence of large

differences in the total error (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005; Chai and Draxler, 2014). We used the Spike

Coincidence Factor (SCF) (Jolivet et al., 2008) to measure the temporal coincidence of individual spikes

in a spike train and defined the Global Performance Factor (GPF) (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c) to test

the overall simulation efficiency.

Despite their precise procedure, Skocik and Long’s (2014) work is, in some sense, inaccurate. First, the

timing of the second and last spikes in the simulation was used to calculate a frequency error with which

the temporal information of intermediate spikes disappeared. So, they did not measure whether the spikes

in both testing and benchmark simulations were timing-coincident as they ensured. Second, they used a

single AP to calculate the accuracy of the time course of the voltage instead of all the spikes over the

entire simulation window. That is important because of the numerical method, time step and discontinuity
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errors shift the simulation (Mascagni and Sherman, 1998). Figure 3.15 displays a considerable spike train

shift when the simulation of the LIF, IZH, and HH was solved using the parameters suggested by Skocik

and Long (2014). Skocik and Long (2014) stored the �’s and �’s of the HH into tables to enable lookups

to reduce the computational cost of the simulation.
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Fig. 3.15 Spike train shift of the LIF, IZH, and HH. Black lines correspond to the voltage time course from a
benchmark simulation. Blue lines correspond to the solutions suggested by Skocik and Long (2014). Arrows
correspond to the same spike in testing and benchmark simulations. Reprinted from Valadez-Godínez
et al. (2017c)

Computational cost description

The computational cost and accuracy are the two global variables to decide whether a simulation is

efficient or not (Bhalla et al., 1992; Hines and Carnevale, 1995; Mascagni and Sherman, 1998; Mureşan

and Ignat, 2004; Brette et al., 2007; Skocik and Long, 2014; Naveros et al., 2017). Knowing how these

two variables quantitatively behave, an optimal simulation could be found. These two variables have

not been described correctly when the SN simulation efficiency is addressed. What is more, there is a

trade-off between them.

To the knowledge of the author, Valadez-Godínez et al. 2017d were the first to describe how the

computational cost quantitatively behaves. The computational cost of simulating a particular SN when

stimulated by a constant input current rises in a power-law complexity as the step length reduces. Figure

3.16 reveals the power-law distribution for different SNs when solved by various numerical algorithms and

time steps. The algorithms used were the Forward Euler (FE) (Euler, 1768), Heun (HE) (Heun, 1900),
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Fig. 3.16 Computational cost complexity of SN simulation: (a and b) LIF, (c and d) IZH, and (e and f) HH.
Numerical methods: FE, HE, EE, and RK4. Continuous lines are the power-law functions fitted to an
average CPU time. Lower plots are the linear form of the power-law behavior in upper plots. Reprinted
from Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017b).

Exponential Euler (EE) (Pope, 1963; MacGregor, 1987), and Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta (RK4) (Kutta,

1901). According to (Newman, 2005; Clauset et al., 2009; Demana et al., 2011), the power-law function

is designated as

� = axb (3.29)

where a is the coefficient of variation or proportion and b is the power.

Even though many studies have utilized the execution time of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) from a

computer to measure the computational cost for over 40 years, the power-law complexity had not been

identified, see for instance (Moore and Ramon, 1974; Bhalla et al., 1992; Hansel et al., 1998; Mattia

and Del Giudice, 2000; Lee and Farhat, 2001; Mureşan and Ignat, 2004; Lytton and Hines, 2005; Ros

et al., 2006; Rudolph and Destexhe, 2006; Brette et al., 2007; Humphries and Gurney, 2007; Morrison

et al., 2007; Rangan and Cai, 2007; Sun et al., 2009; Stewart and Bair, 2009; Zheng et al., 2009; Long

and Fang, 2010; Kaabi et al., 2011; Touboul, 2011; Börgers and Nectow, 2013; Skocik and Long, 2014;

Hopkins and Furber, 2015; Naveros et al., 2017). That finding is significant because of the fluctuating

CPU time is represented by a well-defined function to analyze the computational cost easily. Other studies

have measured the computational cost qualitatively through FLOPs (Izhikevich, 2004; Long and Fang,
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2010; Skocik and Long, 2014).

The power-law functions are scale invariant (Newman, 2005). That means the proportion coefficient a in

Eq. 3.29 may be used as another measure of the computational cost (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017b). Thus,

apart from FLOPs and CPU time used commonly in literature, we have proposed the power-law function

and the proportion coefficient as two new metrics for the computational cost description (Valadez-Godínez

et al., 2017d,b).

Accuracy description

Whereas Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) were the first to deal with the problem of SN simulation, Moore

and Ramon (1974) were the first to study multiple numerical techniques and time steps to obtain an

efficient simulation. Since then, countless works have appeared. In most of those, the accuracy level

was shown to converge monotonically to the exact solution with the time step reduction (Moore and

Ramon, 1974; Bhalla et al., 1992; Hines and Carnevale, 1995; Hansel et al., 1998; Rotter and Diesmann,

1999; Shelley and Tao, 2001; Lee and Farhat, 2001; Izhikevich, 2004; Lytton and Hines, 2005; Brette,

2006; Ros et al., 2006; Tonnelier, 2006; Morrison et al., 2007; Rangan and Cai, 2007; Zheng et al.,

2009; Stewart and Bair, 2009; Sun et al., 2009; Long and Fang, 2010; Henker et al., 2012; Skocik and

Long, 2014; Hopkins and Furber, 2015; Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c; Naveros et al., 2017). Other

works have presented a non-monotonic behavior, but little attention was paid on its precise description

and its causes (Humphries and Gurney, 2007; Touboul, 2009b, 2011; Börgers and Nectow, 2013). We

have found a precise description of the non-monotonic behavior (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017b). The

non-monotonic behavior is a consequence of the SN sensitivity to the time step (Valadez-Godínez et al.,

2017b). Figure 3.17 in the upper panels (a, b, and c) reports a normalized accuracy through the VCF of

the LIF, IZH, and HH for several numerical methods in function of the time step. It is evident that the

voltage accuracy does not converge monotonically (there are fluctuations) with the time step for any of

the SNs and numerical methods. The LIF and IZH show a remarkable non-monotonic increase as the

time step reduces. Conversely, the HH shows a monotonic-like function. That is contrary to numerical

methods theory and most practical studies where the numerical solution converges monotonically to the

exact solution. If few and sparse time steps had been used, the non-monotonic function could not be

possible. It can be seen each numerical method produces a different accuracy behavior for each SN. Then,
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the influence of a specific numerical method and time step for an SN is different for others. Surprisingly,

most simulation software assumes that a solution supplied by a numerical algorithm and time step to an

SN also is provided to another SN. Hence, the accuracy behavior has to do with the numerical method,

time step, and SN intrinsic properties. The inherent properties have a marked influence because of the

SNs might be distinguished from each other by the accuracy patterns each one produces. A consequence

of the accuracy non-monotonicity is that some steps being larger than others provide more accurate

and efficient solutions than shorter ones (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017b). That is contrary to theory in

numerical methods. Theory says smaller steps tend to approximate more and more the exact solution

(Hairer et al., 1993; Butcher, 2008; Chapra and Canale, 2010; Griffiths and Higham, 2010; Gautschi,

2012; Hackbusch, 2014). Contrary to the LIF and IZH, the HH provides no discontinuity errors because

of its continuous description.

Fig. 3.17 Computational cost (CCF) and accuracy (VCF) of SN simulation. (a and d) LIF, (b and e) IZH and (c
and f) HH. Numerical methods: FE, HE, EE, and RK4. Reprinted from Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017b).

Discontinuity errors

The LIF introduces a discontinuity error whenever a spike is produced (Hansel et al., 1998). That error

depends on the time step h, i.e., O (h), and is accumulated over the entire simulation. More importantly,

the IZH introduces two discontinuity errors: one for the voltage variable V and other for the adaptation

variable n (see Eq. 3.19). In addition, the error in the adaptation variable n depends on the error of

the voltage variable V (Touboul, 2011). In contrast to other bi-dimensional models, such as the quartic
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(Touboul, 2009b) or the adaptive exponential (Brette and Gerstner, 2005), the IZH adaptation variable

blows up without a threshold value (Touboul, 2009a, 2011). That makes the model sensitive to threshold

values. Specifically, a small change from 32:9 to 33 in the threshold value results in two different firing

patterns (Touboul, 2009a). The after-spike reset point (voltage and adaptation variables) is affected

and, thus, the model dynamics. The time step has to be tiny to simulate the IZH accurately (Touboul,

2009a; Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c,a,b). For example, if the time step is not small enough, the IZH

presents a different spike firing pattern to the expected result (Touboul, 2009a; Valadez-Godínez et al.,

2017b). That is in agreement with our results given in Fig. 3.17 and with those of other practical works

(Humphries and Gurney, 2007; Skocik and Long, 2014). Given these points, the IZH is not as efficient as

Izhikevich (2004) ensured.

Optimal simulation

Now that it is possible to describe the computational cost and accuracy behavior precisely, we have

proposed a methodology to obtain an SN optimal simulation (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017b). The

problem of finding such a simulation was viewed as an optimization one (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017c,a).

The numerical method and time step form a vector of decision variables in the decision space while the

computational cost and accuracy represent another vector of objectives in the objective space (Deb, 2001;

Coello Coello et al., 2007). In this scheme, a vector in one space corresponds to another vector in the

other space. By using the duality principle in optimization, an optimal solution in the decision space will

be that maximizing the complement of the computational cost (or minimizing the computational cost)

and maximizing the accuracy in the objective space (Deb, 2001).

Each objective function has its upper limit. Due to the Computational Cost Factor (CCF) and VCF are

normalized measures, their maximal solution is 1. A vector formed by such maximal solutions in the

objective space is called a utopian or ideal vector that is non-existent for practical considerations (Deb,

2001; Coello Coello et al., 2007). Figure 3.18 provides the solutions in the objective space for the (a) LIF,

(b) IZH, and (c) HH. The abscissa corresponds to the VCF and the ordinate to the CCF. For clearness,

Figure 3.18 only presents the nearest points to the utopian point: from 0:8 to 1 for both VCF and CCF.

The utopian point is impossible to reach because it is improbable maximizing one objective without

consequences for the other. It is evident the points for the LIF, and HH are closer to the utopian point
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than that of the IZH. That means the IZH is less efficient than the LIF and HH (Valadez-Godínez et al.,

2017b). Figure 3.18 reveals a given numerical method and time step exhibits a different solution for

each SN. If one wants to simulate an SN optimally, one must find the numerical method and time step

producing the nearest solution to the utopian point.

Fig. 3.18 The objective space for the (a) LIF, (b) IZH, and (c) HH simulations. The objective space is defined
by the CCF and the VCF. The used numerical methods were FE, HE, EE, and RK4. Reprinted from
Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017b).

The LIF is optimally simulated with the HE and a step of 0:0736ms, the IZH with the HE and a step

of 0:0021ms, and the HH with the RK4 and a step of 0:0529ms (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017b). Fig.

3.19 plots the accuracy of the optimal simulations is nearer to the benchmark ones. From those optimal

simulations, the IZH is 383% more expensive than the HH, and the HH is 2; 012% more than the

LIF. The optimal simulations of the LIF, IZH, and HH consume 0:07%, 2:47%, and 0:17%, of the

computational cost spent by the benchmark simulation. In other words, the computational cost for any SN

was drastically reduced up to its minimum value and that the accuracy was increased up to its maximal

value. Therefore, the LIF is the most efficient, followed by the HH, and lastly by the IZH. To sum up,

the Izhikevich (2004) statements are not true when the optimal simulations of the SNs are compared.

We found the SN simulation is affected by the time span and firing rate (Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017a).

The efficiency reduces linearly as the simulation window and firing rate increases. When the efficient

simulations are compared, the HH gives the highest efficiency for any time span and firing rate whereas

the IZH provides the lowest. In all cases, the IZH computational cost is closer to that of the HH rather

than that of the LIF. Notably, the IZH could be more expensive than the HH.
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Fig. 3.19 Comparison between an optimal (blue line) and a reference (black line) SN simulation. (a) LIF. (b) IZH.
(c) HH. Reprinted from Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017b).

3.3.6 Coding capabilities

Adrian (1926b,a, 1928), and Adrian and Zotterman (1926a,b) were the first to measure the relation

between response and stimulus applied to a muscle in the frog. They found the firing rate increases

with the stimulus strength. The SN output can be encoded by counting the number of spikes generated

by one or multiple ANs in a time window (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Gerstner et al., 2014). Several

encoding and decoding functions can be found elsewhere (Abbott, 1994). As we have mentioned, it

remains controversial whether the activation function in the second-generation ANs is closer to the firing

rate of a neuron (Glorot et al., 2011; Goodfellow et al., 2016). Fig. 3.20a reveals that the firing rate of

the LIF follows the form of a ReLU-like when stimulated by a constant input current during a time span.

According to Gerstner and Kistler (2002); Gerstner et al. (2014), the LIF firing rate per ms is expressed

as

� =

(
RmCm ln

RmIm

RmIm � Vth

)�1
(3.30)
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Fig. 3.20 RBC scheme for several SNs: (a) LIF , (b) IZH , and (c) HH.

Besides, we have found the IZH firing rate also follows a ReLU-like behavior for a constant stimulation

current (Fig. 3.20b; Valadez-Godínez et al., 2017). The IZH firing rate per s under conditions in

Valadez-Godínez et al. (2017) is

� =

 2:324Im � 1:898 Im � 3:8 µA=cm2

0 otherwise

(3.31)

where Im is a constant stimulation current. On the other hand, the HH fires approximately at

� = 27 ln (Im � 1) (3.32)

for a constant input stimulation Im (Fig. 3.20c; Agin, 1964). Being that, the ReLU is the activation

function closer to the biological firing rate rather than the other activation functions mentioned in

Subsection 3.2.1. However, it remains an open issue the quantitative comparison between them and the

ReLU. It is better to use Eqs. 3.30, 3.31, and 3.32 than simulating the ODEs in Eqs. 3.7, 3.14, and 3.19

when a constant current and an RBC scheme are used. The simulation of an SN is useful for problems

where the input and output use an SBC scheme.

Whereas the RBC is relatively a simple encoding scheme, the SBC requires a more detailed description

(Rieke et al., 1996; Recce, 1999; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Ponulak, 2006). New SBC schemes have

emerged, see for example (de Charms, 1998; Borst and Theunissen, 1999; Gabbiani and Midtgaard, 2001;

Liu et al., 2001; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Izhikevich et al., 2003), because the precise spike-timing is

essential for information processing in real neurons (Abbott, 1994; Bohte, 2004). Beyond the controversy

whether real neurons use an RBC or an SBC scheme (Bohte, 2004), SNs support both configurations

(Recce, 1999). Some SBC schemes are time to first spike, latency coding, rank coding, resonant burst

coding, coding by synchrony, and phase coding (Fig. 3.21).
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Fig. 3.21 Temporal coding schemes of SNs. (A) First spike. (B) Latency coding. (C) Rank coding. (D) Resonant
burst coding. (E) Coding by synchrony. (F) Phase coding. Reprinted from Ponulak (2006).

The maximum amount of information available by the RBC, when the spikes are counted, is log2 (n + 1),

and for binary code, n (Thorpe et al., 2001). Here, n is the number of SNs used. From a combinatorial

point of view, spike times have a capacity of n log2 (T ) and log2 (n!) if the rank order is considered,

where n is the number of neurons emitting a spike train, and T is a time span in ms (Thorpe et al.,

2001; Paugam-Moisy and Bohte, 2012). To be brief, the SBC capacity is higher than the RBC. That

gives a higher coding capacity to SNs.
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3.3.7 Computational power

To prove SNNs are more powerful than previous ANNs generations, Maass (1997b) used two simple SNs:

a rectangular-shaped pulse (“Type A”) and a triangular-shaped pulse (“Type B”) (Fig. 3.22). These

models are sufficiently simple to avoid the complications in detailed models (Maass and Schmitt, 1999).

The Type A neuron coincides with the Perceptron unit when synaptic delays are zero (Šíma, 2003; Šíma

and Sgall, 2005).

Fig. 3.22 Type A and B SNs. Reprinted from Maass (1997b).

We first analyze the case for binary input and output. The computational power for Boolean functions is

proven by defining the Coincidence Detection Function (CDF). The CDF or pattern-matching function is

formally defined by a binary function CDF : f0; 1g2n ! f0; 1g (Maass, 1997b) as

CDF
(

x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn

)
=


1; i f xi = yi = 1 f or some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng

0; otherwise

(3.33)

Maass (1997b) demonstrated the CDF is computed by a Type A model, 
 [n=log (n + 1)] threshold

gates, at least 

(
n
1=2
)
piecewise polynomial gates, and at least 


(
n
1=4
)
logistic gates.

The computational power for functions with analog inputs and a binary output is proven by defining the

Element Distinctness Function (EDF), EDF :
(
R
+
)n
! f0; 1g (Maass, 1997b), as
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EDF
(

x1; : : : ; xn

)
=



1; i f xi = xj f or some i 6= j

0; i f j xi = xj j� 1 f or al l i ; j w ith i 6= j

arbitrary ; otherwise

(3.34)

where xi encodes the firing times. The EDF is computed by a Type A neuron (Maass, 1997b, 2001),


(n log n) threshold gates, and 
 [(n � 4) =2� 1] logistic gates.

Furthermore, Maass (1997b) found any threshold gate is computed by O (1) neurons of Type B and

that any circuit with s threshold gates, for real input values form [0; 1]n is simulated by a network of

O (s) models of Type B. A Boolean function of n variables f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g computable by a Type A

model is computed by a disjunction of at most O (2n � 1) threshold gates (Maass and Schmitt, 1997).

The threshold number of a Boolean function is the smallest number of threshold gates necessary to

compute the function (Schmitt, 1998). The following was found by Schmitt (1998) for a Type A neuron

with n inputs. The threshold number of an SN is �(n). The threshold order for an SN is at least 

(
n
1=3
)

and that with n � 2 inputs is at most O (n � 1). There exists a Boolean function of n variables (for

n � 2) having threshold order 2 and cannot be computed by an SN. There is no
∑

� unit with fixed

values capable of simulating an SN. A Type A neuron computes at most 2n2+O(n log n) threshold gates

(Maass and Schmitt, 1997).

SNNs are much less powerful if the increasing and decreasing segments of the PSPs were neglected (Fig.

3.22; Maass and Ruf, 1995). Moreover, by using the increasing and decreasing segments of the PSPs, a

fixed SNN of finite size can be constructed to simulate any Turing (1937) machine in linear time (Maass,

1994b, 1996). SNN are more powerful than Turing (1937) machines (Maass, 1994b, 1996). Those results

make the SNs more powerful than first- and second-generation neurons.
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3.3.8 Learning capabilities

Maass and Schmitt (1997) and Maass (2001) estimated the limits on the VCD of the SNs based

on the programmable parameters (weights, delays, and thresholds). With n variable positive delays,

VCD (Type A) is 
(n log n), even with fixed weights (Maass and Schmitt, 1997). With n real-valued

inputs and a binary output, VCD (Type A) is O (n log n) (Maass and Schmitt, 1999). With n real-valued

inputs and a real-valued output, pseudodim (Type A) is O (n log n) (Maass and Schmitt, 1999). That

implies the learning complexity of an SN is greater than the learning complexity of a TLU. What is more,

the VCD of a common ANN has to be polynomial (Šíma and Sgall, 2005). A single SN can act naturally

as a coincidence detector; meanwhile a first- or second-generation ANs cannot (Maass and Schmitt, 1997;

Schmitt, 1998). Today, the area of SNNs is still an active field exploring its capabilities (Taherkhani

et al., 2015; Reljan-Delaney and Wall, 2017). A single SN learns simple Boolean functions (Schmitt, 1998).

The class of Boolean functions with n inputs and one output computed by an SN are defined as S xy
n

where x is the input coding type, and y is the output coding type. x is b for Boolean values and a for

real or analog values; the same is for y (Maass and Schmitt, 1999). Then we have that the classes S bb
n

and S ab
n have VCD �(n log n) and that the classes S aa

n has pseudo-dimension �(n log n) (Maass

and Schmitt, 1997, 1999).

Let N be an SNN of Type A neurons, where delays, weights, and thresholds are programmable parameters,

and let  be the number of edges of the directed acyclic graph N . Then VCD (N ) is O
(
2
)
(Maass

and Schmitt, 1999).

Maass (2001) considered a noisy SN close to the SRM with a probability of spontaneous firing or not

firing. For any given ", � > 0 one may simulate any given feed-forward sigmoid-like ANN N of s units

with linear saturated activation function by a network NN;";� of s +O (1) noisy SNs with delay coding

(Maass, 1997a, 2001). As a consequence, the SNNs are universal approximators, in the sense that given

any function F : [0; 1]n ! [0; 1]k it is approximated with a precision of " > 0, in temporal coding, by a

noisy SNN with a single-hidden layer (Maass, 2001).

Legenstein et al. (2005) claimed an SN could learn with STDP any map from input to output spike trains

that it could be implemented stably. STDP endows SNs with universal learning capabilities for Poisson
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input spikes Legenstein et al. (2005). SNNs are capable of encoding the time series in spike trains (Maass,

2001). SNNs are universal to approximate any continuous function in a single-hidden layer in temporal

coding (Maass, 2001). An SNN can simulate any threshold circuit (Maass, 1996).

3.3.9 Training complexity

“Given a set of labelled examples from f0; 1gn�f0; 1g, does there exist a function S bb
n that is consistent

(i.e., that does agree with) all examples?”(Maass and Schmitt, 1997, 1999). The computational complexity

for such a problem using an SN with binary delays (Maass and Schmitt, 1997, 1999) or arbitrary real-

valued delays (Šíma and Sgall, 2005) is NP-complete. Besides, the consistency problem of an SN with

programmable weights, delays, and threshold is also NP-complete (Šíma and Sgall, 2005). An SN with

arbitrary synaptic delays are not PAC-learnable and does not allow robust learning unless RP=NP (Šíma

and Sgall, 2005). An SN with binary coded inputs does not allow robust learning if RP = NP (Šíma,

2003). The representation problem for SN is proved to be co-NP-hard (Šíma, 2003). These results imply

the learning complexity for an SN is much larger than for a threshold gate (Maass and Schmitt, 1999).

“This should not be interpreted as saying that supervised learning is impossible for a spiking neuron.

However, it tells us that it will become quite difficult to formulate rigorously provable positive learning

results for spiking neurons” (Maass and Schmitt, 1999)

3.4 Compartmental models

SNs are point neurons representing the current dynamics only to a restricted part in a real neuron,

generally the soma. Conversely, the information processing within a single neuron depends on the spatial

structure and time (Rall, 1964). If one wants more realistic models, that fact must be considered.

3.4.1 Cable theory

Thomson (1854) developed “the equation of electrical excitation in a submarine telegraph wire, perfectly

insulated by its gutta percha covering.” Such an equation agrees with the Fourier’s (1822) heat conduction
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equation in a solid conductor. Importantly, Ohm (1827) modeled the electricity flow as the heat flow

using the Fourier’s (1822) equation. It was Maxwell (1873) who prove the electricity and heat flows are

two different phenomena. Nevertheless, Thomson’s (1854) cable theory and Ohm’s (1827) electricity flow

have the common origin at the Fourier’s (1822) equation of heat conduction. For a comprehensive review

of the influence of Fourier’s (1822) equation see Narasimhan (1999). It is noteworthy that the current

flux in a neuron is different from that in a wire. In a neuron, it is the result of ions moving in a dielectric

material (low electrical conduction) and in a cable, the effect of ions moving in an electrical conductor

(Holcman and Yuste, 2015).

A core conductor is a model of a long thin cylinder of the membrane with a nucleus of a conductive

medium wrapped by another conductive medium (Rall, 1977), similar to the nerve fibers (Plonsey and

Barr, 2007). A core conductor cylinder is derived from the Thomson’s (1854) cable equation. Since

Cremer (1899) and Hermann (1905), several authors have developed the cable theory for nerve fibers,

for a review see Bogue and Rosenberg (1934) and Rall (1977). Hodgkin and Rushton (1946) were who

calculated for the first time the cable equation constants experimentally giving a biological meaning to

the cable equation. For this reason, they established the fundamental assumptions of cable theory to

nerve fibers. Later, it was Rall (1959) who extended the Hodgkin and Rushton’s (1946) theory from

axonal structures to dendritic ones. Lastly, Rall (1964) proposed his compartmental modeling where

interconnected cylinders form the neuron structure. From Hodgkin and Rushton (1946), Rall (1959),

Jack et al. (1975), and Shepherd (2008b), it might be summarized the most important assumptions for

simulating a general neuron structure:

1. The neuron morphology is a uniform cable-like structure composed of several cylindrical segments

with a conducting core, an external conducting medium and a surface membrane with resistance

and capacity.

2. The electrical properties of the cell membrane are assumed to be uniform.

3. The external medium has an infinite conductivity.

4. The electric potential is assumed to be constant throughout the conducting core or external fluid.

5. The internal potential and current are assumed to be continuous at cylindrical junctions.

6. The electrical current along the cylinder flows axially through an Ohmic resistance.

7. The axial current is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area of the cylinder.
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8. The electrical current across the membrane is assumed to be inversely proportional to the membrane

surface.

9. The membrane impedance is assumed to consist of an Ohmic resistance in parallel with a perfect

capacitance.

10. The membrane electromotive force is assumed to be in series with the membrane resistance and

constant for the entire membrane.

11. Under steady state conditions and in the absence of current flow, the electric potential difference

across the membrane has a resting value equal to the electromotive force.

Those assumptions were proposed three years after the assumptions of McCulloch and Pitts (1943). That

means compartmental models have been developing in parallel with the ANN.

3.4.2 Linear core conductor

The main contribution of cable theory is that the spatial dependence of voltage is reduced to one

dimension. Consider the cylinder depicted in Fig. 3.23. Let x be the distance (cm) along the cylinder

and that the intracellular medium provides an Ohm’s (1827) resistance ri per unit length (
=cm) to

electric flow. If the core conductor is uniform, then ri is constant for all x . Let 4x = x2 � x1 be a length

increment as depicted in Fig. 3.23A, then the core or axial resistance is given by ri4x (k
) (Fig. 3.23B).

Let Vi1 and Vi2 be the intracellular potentials (mV) at points x1 and x2, as shown in Fig. 3.23A. So,

4Vi = Vi1 � Vi2 is the potential difference between points x1 and x2. Let ii be the core current (µA)

passing between those points, as shown in Fig. 3.23B. If 4x is small enough, i.e., 4x ! 0, to cancel a

change in the core current ii , the Ohm’s (1827) law implies that

ii ri4x = �4Vi (3.35)

where the minus sign means the voltage V must decrease as x increases when a positive current ii flows.

As 4x ! 0, Equation 3.35 is rearranged as

@Vi=@x = �ii ri (3.36)
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Fig. 3.23 Derivation of cable equation. (A and B) Relation of core current to the increment in voltage and in
length. (C and D) Relation between membrane current and change in core current. Reprinted from Rall
(1977).

As indicated in Figs. 3.23C and D, a portion of current must escape from the core across the cell

membrane. Let im be the outward membrane current per unit length (µA=cm) and �4ii = ii1 � ii2

the amount of current escaping outward across 4x , as indicated in Fig. 3.23D. In consequence, the

Kirchhoff’s (1845) law of current conservation implies that im4x is equal to the amount of current going

across the cell membrane, i.e.,

im4x = ii1 � ii2 = �4ii (3.37)

Again, taking the limit 4x ! 0, Equation 3.37 gives

@ii=@x = �im (3.38)

Differentiating Eq. 3.36 with respect to x yields

@2Vi=@x
2 = �ri@ii=@x (3.39)

Substituting Eq. 3.38 into Eq. 3.39, we have the equation for the membrane current, that is

im = (1=ri) @
2Vi=@x

2 (3.40)

According to Jack et al. (1975) and Rall (1977), Equation 3.7 of membrane current can be rewritten as

im = cm � @Vi=@t + Vi=rm (3.41)
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From Equations 3.40 and 3.41, we have

(1=ri) @
2V=@x2 = cm@V=@t + V=rm (3.42)

Constants im, cm, rm, and ri are expressed regarding the unit length and related to Im, Cm, Rm, and Ri ,

which are expressed regarding the unit area, as

im = 2�a� Im = �d � Im

cm = Cm� 2�a = Cm��d

rm = Rm=2�a = Rm=�d

ri = Ri=�a
2 = 4Ri=�d

2

(3.43)

where a is the cable radius and d the diameter. From Eq. 3.43, Equation 3.42 is rewritten as

(a=2Ri) @
2V=@x2 � Cm@V=@t � V=Rm = 0 (3.44)

It may be said that Eqs. 3.42 and 3.44 are the simplest biophysical systems representing the spatiotemporal

current flow in a neural structure (Hodgkin and Rushton, 1946; Rall, 1959; Jack et al., 1975; Shepherd,

2008b). Those equations, which might be used indistinctly, are linear, passive, and one-dimensional.

Passivity is due to the fact membrane resistance is constant. Linearity is because there exists a direct

relation between membrane voltage and current. That is to say; the membrane resistance is independent

of voltage and time (Jack et al., 1975). One-dimensionality is because the axial current flows solely in

one dimension along the cylinder.

Multidimensional core conductor

The one-dimensional core conductor can be extended for two- or three-dimensions (Jack et al., 1975).

Two-dimensional models consider the spread of core current radially and in a cylindrical shell along the

core axis. Three-dimensional models include a current spread in a volume shell along the core axis.
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Space and time constants

Let

� =
√
rm=ri =

√
(Rm=Ri) (a=2) =

√
(Rm=Ri) (d=4) (3.45)

and

�m = rmcm = RmCm (3.46)

then Eqs. 3.42 and 3.44 are reduced to

�2 � @2V=@x2 � �m � @V=@t � V = 0 (3.47)

where � is the space constant (cm) and �m the time constant (ms) (Hodgkin and Rushton, 1946; Rall,

1964; Jack et al., 1975; Rall, 1977; Shepherd, 2008b). Equation 3.47 is similar to the Fourier’s (1822)

heat conduction equation, Ohm’s (1827) electricity flow equation, and Thomson’s (1854) cable equation.

Temporal and spatial influence

If a steady state where V depends only on t, but not on x , is defined, then �2 � @2V=@x2 = 0 and Eq.

3.47 becomes

@V=@t = �V=�m (3.48)

The solution of Eq. 3.48 is a simple first-order decay (Hodgkin and Rushton, 1946; Rall, 1964; Jack et al.,

1975; Rall, 1977; Shepherd, 2008b)

V = V0 exp (�t=�m) (3.49)

where V0 is an initial voltage when t = 0. From Eq. 3.49, when t = �m, the initial voltage will have

reached exp (�1) = 0:37 of its final value (Rall, 1977; Shepherd, 2008b). Equation 3.49 is the same

as Eq. 3.10. As a consequence, when the spatial variable is omitted, cable equation gives the simplest

voltage dynamics presented in Fig. 3.7. Thus, a third-generation model is derived from a compartmental
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model if the spatial variable is omitted.

If a steady state where V depends only on x , but not on t, is defined, then @V=@t = 0 and Eq. 3.47

becomes

�2@2V=@x2 � V = 0 (3.50)

If a voltage V = V0 is maintained at x = 0 in a core conductor extending from x = 0 to x = 1, the

solution of Eq. 3.50 is given as (Jack et al., 1975; Rall, 1977; Shepherd, 2008b)

V = V0 exp (�x=�) (3.51)

Equation 3.51 reveals an exponential decrement with distance and � plays a similar role to �m where

voltage will have decreased exp (�1) = 0:37 of its final value when x = �. Space constant determines

the tendency for current to spread along the cylinder and depends on the ratio between the membrane

resistance Rm and axial resistance Ri together with the cylinder radius a (Eq. 3.45; Rall, 1977; Shepherd,

2008b). Figure 3.24 reports the dependence of � when the diameter is left the same. It is observed that

the potential decays more rapidly when the membrane resistance is shorter than the axial resistance (Rall,

1977; Shepherd, 2008b). Thus, membrane resistance is a critical factor for current spreading. Figure 3.25

demonstrates the dependence of � when the diameter of a cylinder varies. The voltage decays more

rapidly to thin cylinders (Shepherd, 2008b). Hence, the diameter is an important factor influencing the

current spread in a neural structure. Time and space constants determine the extent an AN executes

space-time computations.

3.4.3 Non-linear core conductor

Membrane resistance is strongly dependent on voltage and time (Hodgkin et al., 1952; Hodgkin and

Huxley, 1952b,a,c,d; Jack et al., 1975). That is to say; membrane resistance is not a passive but an

active one. Cable equation in Eq. 3.44 can be extended to active conductances as

(a=2Ri) @
2V=@x2 � Cm � @V=@t � f (V; t) = 0 (3.52)
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Fig. 3.24 Dependence of the space constant for the membrane and axial resistances when the diameter is left the
same. (A) Potential profiles for three cases of the space constant. (B) Location of the space constant
for the three cases. Reprinted from Shepherd (2008b).

Fig. 3.25 Dependence of the space constant for the diameter. (A) Potential profiles for the cases when the specific
membrane and axial resistances are fixed. (B) Three axon profiles. Reprinted from Shepherd (2008b).

where f (V; t) is an arbitrary non-linear function of voltage and time. A relatively simple model accounting

for active conductances is the HH (Jack et al., 1975). By substituting Eq. 3.13 into Eq. (3.52) we have
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(a=2Ri) @
2V=@x2 � Cm � @V=@t � �gKn

4 (V � EK)� �gNam
3h (V � ENa)� �gl (V � EL) = 0 (3.53)

In Eq. 3.53, the time and space constants are dynamical parameters depending on voltage and time

(Koch et al., 1996). Every ion conductance has its own time and space constants. Equation 3.53 is, in

fact, the equation used by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) to simulate the AP conduction in the squid axon.

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) not only developed the first biophysical description of the AP generation

but were the first in simulating the AP propagation along a realistic structure. They considered the axon

as cable-like. Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) found that the AP dynamics in the axonal model matched

with the biological axon.

Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) faced the problem of solving the Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) in

Eq. 3.53 by using a complicated numerical method and a mechanical calculator (Hodgkin, 1976). It was

not until Rall (1964) segmented the neural structure into cylinders to facilitate the simulations.

3.4.4 Compartmental modeling

The problem with Eq. 3.53 is that obtaining an analytic solution for space and time variables is difficult

(Meunier and Segev, 2002). For solving such a problem, Rall (1964) introduced the compartmental

modeling to solve the equation numerically on the spatial structure. Today, his theory is used for modeling

and studying the electrical behavior of neurons in a realistic and detailed manner, see for example (Traub

et al., 1991; Pongrácz et al., 1992; Mainen et al., 1995; Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Meeks and

Mennerick, 2007; Kress et al., 2009; Poirazi and Pissadaki, 2010; Cazé et al., 2013; Markram et al., 2015;

Yi et al., 2017). According to Ermentrout and Terman (2010), the basic algorithm for calculating the

membrane current on each cylinder is as follows

1. For each cylinder, j , with radius aj and length Lj in µm.

a) Compute the surface area Aj =
(
2�ajLj

)
� 10�8 in cm2.

b) Calculate the continuous volume Qj = Lj=
(
�a2j

)
� 104 in cm�1.

c) Calculate the coupling resistance Rjk between compartments j and k as Rjk =

(Ri=2)
(
Qj +Qk

)
in 
.
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d) The total membrane current in mA for cylinder j and all cylinder k connected to j is

I jm =
∑

k connected j

(
Vk � Vj

)
=Rjk (3.54)

To convert I jm in mA to µA=cm2 we have to divide by the surface area of cylinder j and multiply by 103

the membrane current, that is, I jmAj � 103.

3.4.5 Models

This subsection gives a review of the compartmental models used to study spines, dendrites, and axons.

Most of the studies have separated each subcellular element owing to the difficulty of studying them at

the same time.

Spines

Spines are active rather than passive elements. Passive models of spines were used to study the electrical

compartmentalization due to the difficulty to access the small protrusion experimentally.

Passive models

Rall (1970, 1974, 1978) and Jack et al. (1975) were the first to study spines through models of passive

conductances where spine stalk influence for compartmentalization was first investigated. These works

explored the electrical consequences of the spine stalk. Spine morphology has been traditionally represented

as small coupled cylinders (Fig. 3.26; Brown et al., 1992). Figure 3.26 depicts three connected cylinders

representing the head, stalk, and dendritic shaft and Fig. 3.27a contains the equivalent electrical circuit.

The head consists of a membrane resistance (Rh) and a capacitance (Ch) in parallel. The dendritic shaft

includes another resistance (Rm) and a capacitance in parallel (Cm); and an axial resistivity (Ra) connecting

a dendritic segment with another. Both spine head and dendritic shaft connect through a spine neck

resistance (Rn). Figure 3.26a illustrates that an EPSP in the spine head is filtered (compartmentalized) to

the dendritic shaft and Fig. 3.26b reports that an EPSP induced in the dendritic shaft is not filtered to the

spine head. Figure 3.27 shows the EPSP amplitude increases linearly with the spine neck resistance. This
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Fig. 3.26 Electrical compartmentalization in a spine model. (a) An EPSP at a spine head is filtered to the dendritic
shaft. (b) An EPSP elicited at the dendritic shaft is not filtered to the spine head. Reprinted from Brown
et al. (1992).

Fig. 3.27 Passive model of a spine. (a) Electrical circuit representing a passive spine attached to a adjacent
dendrite with a synapse with conductance Gsyn and reversal potential Esyn. The spine consists of a head
input resistance (Rh), spine head capacitance (Ch) and neck resistance (Rn). The adjacent dendrite
consists of an axial resistance (Ra), membrane capacitance (Cm) and membrane resistance (Rm). (b)
Current-clamp simulations demonstrating the filtering of EPSPs by spines (top). The EPSP amplitude
increases with the spine neck resistance (bottom). Reprinted from Tsay and Yuste (2004).
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model predicted the results mentioned in Subsection 2.1.3 concerning the electrical compartmentalization.

Also, Wickens (1988) and Zador et al. (1990) predicted the biochemical compartmentalization in a similar

model including Ca2+ dynamics.

Active models

Diamond et al. (1970) and Jack et al. (1975) suggested spines could contain active conductances, such

as that of Na+ and K+, to isolate input voltage or generate APs. Following these suggestions, Miller

et al. (1985) and Perkel and Perkel (1985) designed the first active spine models including Na+ and

K+ channels. Those studies were followed by that of Shepherd et al. (1985), Shepherd and Brayton

(1987), Gamble and Koch (1987), Rall and Segev (1988), and Segev and Rall (1988). Spine models

endowed spines with Na+ and K+ channels to generate APs (Tsay and Yuste, 2002, 2004). Moreover,

Na+ conductance density is essential to support the bAP (Fig. 3.28).

Fig. 3.28 Active model of a spine. (a) An spike (red) is generated in an active spine but not in a dendritic shaft
(black). (b top) The bAP can be enhanced by regulating Na+ conductance: AP at soma (black), AP in
apical dendrite with weakly Na+ conductance (blue), AP in apical dendrite with higher Na+ conductance
(red). (b bottom) The ratio between AP amplitudes at the soma and dendrites is sigmoid-like with
respect to the Na+ density. (c) Low Na+ densities exhibit a differential decremental invasion of somatic
APs of the apical dendrites (left). High Na+ densities produce a satisfactory bAP invasion in the apical
tree (right). Reprinted from Tsay and Yuste (2004).
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Dendrites

Electrotonic properties of dendrites and spines are defined by the membrane resistivity, membrane

capacitance, and intracellular resistivity (Fig. 3.29; Spruston et al., 2016). These three parameters

influence the summation of synaptic potentials. High values of intracellular resistivity and low values of

membrane resistivity filter the synaptic potentials as they travel passively towards the soma (Spruston

et al., 2016). Synaptic potentials are more attenuated as they are further from the soma (Spruston et al.,

2016). The local synaptic potentials are more significant as synapses move further away from the soma

in the dendritic arbor. That is due to the higher input impedance and smaller capacitance in distant

locations (Spruston et al., 2016). That means the current is more difficult to traverse the membrane

than the axial core.

Axons

Because of the form and structure of axonal trees are complex (Ropireddy et al., 2010), axons are

generally simulated by a cylinder (soma) and a set of interconnected cylinders representing the axon

hillock, AIS, and axon proper (Fig. 3.30; Traub et al., 1994; Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Meeks and

Mennerick, 2007; Kress et al., 2010; Munro and Börgers, 2010; Gulledge and Bravo, 2016).

3.4.6 Computation

This subsection reviews the Boolean logic computed by spines and dendritic models.

Spines

Koch and Poggio (1983a,b) were the first to suggest passive spines could resolve basic Boolean logic

because of the excitation and inhibition present at a spine. Theoretically, Shepherd and Brayton (1987)

found models of active spines with passive parent dendrites implement the basic logic operations of

AND, OR, and AND-NOT. They constructed a dendritic spine system as in Fig. 3.31a. Active spines
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Fig. 3.29 Effects of intracellular Ri and membrane resistance Rm on EPSP attenuation. The central column
illustrates the simulations under control conditions; the left column represents a lower-Rm case; the right
column represents a lower-Ri case. Reprinted from Spruston et al. (2016).

Fig. 3.30 An axon model. Reprinted from Munro and Börgers (2010).
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are numbered from 1 to 4 and passive parent dendrites from 5 to 12. Figure 3.31b confirms the AND is

solved when only two excitatory inputs excite two adjacent spines (1 and 2), and solely the spines in the

system respond to the inputs with an AP. The OR is solved when only one excitatory input excites one

spine (spine 1), and solely the spines in the system respond to the input (Fig. 3.31c). The AND-NOT

is performed using both an inhibitory and excitatory synapse (Fig. 3.31d). When both synapses are

active, spines give a null response. When excitatory synapse is active and inhibitory synapses is inactive,

spines respond with an AP (graphical depiction not shown). Otherwise, the response is null. Those

Boolean functions are solved in a saltatory way for the reason that the spine neck imposes the electrical

compartmentalization.

Fig. 3.31 A spine system solving elemental Boolean logic. (a) Diagram of a dendritic branch giving rise to four
spines (left). Representation of branch and spines in terms of cylindrical segments (center). Representation
of segments as compartments interconnected by nodes (right). (b) Responses to simultaneous synaptic
excitation of spines 1 and 2, simulating an AND gate. (c) Responses to synaptic excitation of a single
spine (spine 1), simulating an OR gate. (d) Interactions between and excitatory and inhibitory response,
simulating an AND-NOT gate. Reprinted from Shepherd and Brayton (1987).
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Dendrites

Rall (1967) was the first to suggest the logic capacity of dendritic trees Segev et al. (1994). But, were

Koch et al. (1982, 1983) who demonstrated that models of dendritic arbors carry out logic operations,

such as the AND and AND-NOT, in dendritic subunits. In another vein, Burger (2013) has demonstrated

a dendritic bifurcation solves the AND and OR operations.



Chapter 4

The fourth generation neuron

This chapter shows how to construct an arbitrary fourth-generation model and how the model solves

elemental Boolean logic on each microcompartment. Section 4.1 contains the procedure to construct

a fourth-generation neuron. Section 4.2 gives the numerical method to simulate the current flow for

each interconnected cylinder. Section 4.3 reviews the Boole’s (1854) logic and details how the neuron

input-output relationship represents his logic. Section 4.4 describes the results for each microcompartment.

4.1 Construction

The morphology construction was the first problem we faced. That problem is not so simple to solve

because of several intrinsic and extrinsic factors influencing the developing of the neural structure (Jan and

Jan, 2003; Parrish et al., 2007; Luczak, 2013; Torben-Nielsen and Cuntz, 2013; Cuntz, 2013). Moreover,

the rules generating the structure are largely unknown (Jan and Jan, 2003; Cuntz et al., 2007; Parrish

et al., 2007; Cuntz, 2013). Thus, developing algorithms to construct realistic structures is complicated

(Luczak, 2013).

Mathematically, the neuron morphology is described as a non-cyclic graph (Torben-Nielsen and Cuntz,

2013). Stem segments sprout from the cell body and the branches emerge from the stem segments.

In turn, dendritic segments and branch points form the branches. Branch points are bifurcation points

dividing a parent dendrite from its daughter segments. A termination point is the ending of a segment.

From graph theory, the cell body, branch, and termination points constitute the set of nodes. The

segments are the edges of the graph.
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4.1.1 The conservation laws of space, matter, and conduction time

Ramón y Cajal (1899) enunciated three laws for the economy of space, matter, and conduction time.

Those laws determine the wiring principles for neuron morphology. In that sense, Cuntz et al. (2007)

introduced an algorithm that builds a neuron structure by optimizing the wiring and the path from the

root to the nodes in a dendritic tree. That corresponds to the three optimization laws of Ramón y Cajal

(1899). From a set of input points in space, the algorithm connects the input points to the root node by

using a modified version of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) method of Prim (1957). The Extended

Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) of Cuntz et al. (2007) begins at the root node Po (large black dot in

Fig. 4.1A) and connects the unconnected points Px (red circles) to the nodes of the tree Pi (black circles).

An unconnected point Px is connected to the nearest node Pi in the tree by using a cost function Dx;i .

The cost function Dx;i consists of a wiring cost jPiPx j (or distance between an unconnected point and a

node), and of a path length cost jP0 ! Px j (or the path along the tree from the root to the unconnected

point). Whereas the wiring cost optimizes the space and matter, the path length cost optimizes the

conduction time (Cuntz et al., 2010; Cuntz, 2013, 2016). Additionally, a balancing factor (bf ) determines

the influence of the path length cost (Fig. 4.1B). The balancing factor produces different morphologies.

Hence, we have

Dx;i = jPiPx j+ bf jP0 ! Px j (4.1)

Other algorithms can be found elsewhere (Ascoli, 2002; Luczak, 2013; Cuntz, 2016). However, the EMST

suffices for our purposes. The optimization of charge transfer is achieved by a quadratic fit of the diameter

tapering (Cuntz et al., 2007). The input points can be randomly generated with or without following a

Dendritic Density Field (DDF) (Fig. 4.2; Cuntz, 2012). The former results in a random structure and the

latter in a structure similar to that of a known type of neuron.

4.1.2 Procedure to construct morphologies

We established the following general methodology to construct an arbitrary neuron morphology to

fourth-generation neurons:

1. Generate a set of random points in the space (Fig. 4.3a). The points distribution could follow a

specific DDF.
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Fig. 4.1 Generating dendritic structures using optimized graphs. (A) Extended MST algorithm to optimize the
graph. Unconnected carrier points (red) are connected one by one to the nodes of a tree (black). Red
dashed lines indicate three sample Euclidean distances to the nodes of the tree for sample point P. (B)
Example trees grown on homogeneously distributed random carrier points in a circular hull starting from
a root located at its center (top). Plotted as a function of the balancing factor bf, the trees range from
perfect MST (left) to almost direct connections from the root to any point (right). Reprinted from Cuntz
et al. (2010).

Fig. 4.2 DDF for various types of neurons: starburst amacrine cell, dentate gyrus granule cell, and pyramidal
cell. The DDF is obtained from neuron reconstructions. The input points are generated following the
distribution density of the dendritic field. Later, the input points are linked to form a dendritic structure
similar to an actual structure. Reprinted from Cuntz (2012).

2. Define a root node and connect the points by using the EMST algorithm (Fig. 4.3b).

3. Resample the tree to equidistant nodes.

4. Add spatial noise to follow the real appearance of a neuron structure (Fig. 4.3c).

5. Apply diameter tapering to optimize charge transfer between compartments (Fig. 4.3d).
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6. Attach spines to the dendritic tree (Fig. 4.3e).

7. Repeat steps 1 to 5 to create an axonal structure (Fig. 4.3f,g,h).

8. Create the soma of the cell.

9. Attach dendrites and axons to the soma (Fig. 4.3i).

Fig. 4.3 Construction of an arbitrary fourth-generation neuron. (a) Generation of a set of random points in the
space. (b) Connection of the points by using the EMST algorithm. (c) Resampling of the dendritic tree
to equidistant nodes and adding of spatial noise to follow the real appearance of a neuron. (d) Applying
diameter tapering to optimize charge transfer between compartments. (e) Attaching spines to the dendritic
tree. (f-h) Creating an axonal structure. (i) Arbitrary fourth-generation neuron.

Cuntz et al. (2010) developed the TREES toolbox for analyzing, manipulating, and generating neural

structures. That was developed in MATLAB®(MATLAB, 2015) and the source code is freely available

at http://www.treestoolbox.org/. Among other several useful functions, the TREES toolbox contains

many of the necessary procedures to generate an arbitrary neuron structure. For example, the gdens_tree

function calculates a DDF of a given neuron reconstruction. The rpoints_tree function distributes a set

of spatial points following a DDF. The MST_tree function implements the EMST algorithm for a set of

arbitrary spatial points. The resample_tree function resamples a structure to a given segment length.

The jitter_tree function adds spatial noise given a standard deviation. The quaddiameter_tree generates

the segment diameters to optimize charge transfer. The spines_tree function randomly attaches a set of

http://www.treestoolbox.org/
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spines to the dendritic tree. The cat_tree function concatenates two structures into a single one. The

surf_tree returns the area surface, and the cvol_tree function gives the constant volume of the cylinders.

4.1.3 Geometrical properties

Figure 4.4 shows the geometrical parameters for all cylinders in our model: (a) length in µm, (b) diameter

in µm, (c) surface area in µm2, and (d) volume in µm3. Table 4.1 shows the geometric properties for

spines.

Table 4.1 Geometric parameters of the spines in a fourth-generation neuron.

Structure
Lenght
(�m)

Diameter
(�m)

Surface area
(�m2)

Volume
(�m3)

Spine head 0.5 0.5 1.5708 0.0982
Spine neck 1.7321 0.05 0.5442 0.0034

The soma was a cylinder with 20 µm in length and 10 µm in diameter. Regardless of an unrealistic shape

for this component, its total surface area (628 µm2) is what matters to reproduce a realistic current

dynamics (Traub et al., 1991).

The axonal structure consisted of two main sections: the AIS and the axon proper. The AIS is a cylinder of

21 µm length and was located 21 µm from the soma or axon hillock. The axon proper was constituted by

three cylinders giving a total length of 59 µm from the AIS. The diameters for those cylinders is indicated

in Fig. 4.4b. For simplicity, we did not consider axonal varicosities, boutons, neither arborizations.

4.1.4 Electrical properties

We used the essential membrane current description of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952d) for each compartment

and common electrical parameters. Although including some weaknesses, the HH provides a basic

framework to study neuron excitability (Meunier and Segev, 2002). The weaknesses are no relevant to our

study. The HH includes only two ion currents, does not derives its macroscopic current from microscopic

descriptions (opening and closing of individual ion channels), lacks ion channel noise, assumes a uniform

distribution of ions, and does not consider the electrodiffusion of ions in the electric field (Meunier and

Segev, 2002; Holcman and Yuste, 2015). For each cylinder, the intracellular resistivity Ri was 100
� cm
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Fig. 4.4 Cylinder geometrical properties of a fourth-generation neuron. (a) Length in µm. (b) Diameter in µm. (c)
Surface area in µm2. (d) Volume in µm3.

(Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Meeks and Mennerick, 2007) and the capacitance Cm was 1 µF=cm2

(Sah et al., 1988; Traub et al., 1994; Migliore et al., 1995; Kopysova and Debanne, 1998; Migliore et al.,
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1999; Lazarewicz et al., 2002; Meeks and Mennerick, 2007; Kress et al., 2010; Spruston et al., 2016). The

ion governing the active current dynamics were that of K+, Na+, and Cl� from Eq. 3.13. The maximal

conductances for each cylinder are shown in Table 4.2. The highest Na+ conductance is given to the AIS,

the region of AP initiation. Spines also posses a high Na+ because they are thought to generate Na+ spikes.

Table 4.2 Ionic conductance densities (mS=cm2) in a fourth-generation neuron.

Structure �gNa �gK gL

Spine neck 0 0 0.00
Spine head 1200 360 3.00
Dendritic shafts 10 15 0.16
AIS 2400 360 1.85
Axon proper 120 36 0.30
Soma 120 36 0.30

As Hodgkin et al. (1952) made their measurements from the absolute voltage of 0mV instead of

Vrest = �60mV (the resting membrane potential), we had to shift the equilibrium potentials shown in

Table 3.1 by using Eshif t = Eion � Vrest , where Eion is the equilibrium potential for a specific ion in

function of the absolute resting potential of 0mV and Eshif t is the shift equilibrium potential in function

of Vrest = �60mV. Hence, we used the shifted potentials EK = �72mS=cm2, ENa = 55mS=cm2, and

EL = �49:387mS=cm2 instead of those in Table 3.1. In addition, the rate constants �’s and �’s in Eq.

3.16 were calculated by Hodgkin et al. (1952) on the same absolute voltage of 0mV. Thus, we calculated

the rate constants in function of the voltage vm = V � Vrest . Note that V is the measured voltage just

inside and outside the membrane, while vm is the measured membrane voltage from its voltage at rest.

Therefore vm = 0 when V = Vrest . The ion channel kinetics was the same of that of (Hodgkin and

Huxley, 1952d) and shown in Eq.3.16. In Eq. 3.16, function �n is indeterminate for V = 10 and function

�m for V = 25. Using the de L’Hospital (1716) rule for those functions, we have �n = 0:1 for V = 10

and �m = 1:0 for V = 25 (Cole et al., 1955).

4.2 Simulation

The current flow was simulated by using Eq. 3.53. The spatial current dynamics was solved numerically

by the compartmental modeling given in Subsection 3.4.4. The temporal current dynamics was solved by

a traditional numerical method. Without taking into consideration the simulation efficiency, we decide on
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the simplest one, the FE (Euler, 1768).

The length of cylinders can be discretized as 4x . Let j be the index for each cylinder in the neuron

structure. Similarly, let i be the index for each time instant 4t. Also, we have a potential 4V in a

time instant i and for each compartment j , i.e., 4V i ;j . Accordingly, i = 0 means the initial time instant

t = 0, and j = 0 means the first cylinder in the neuron structure, generally the soma. Thus, according to

Plonsey and Barr (2007), the general algorithm to solve the cable equation in function of the spatial and

temporal variables is as follows:

1. For each cylinder j with radius aj and length Lj in µm,

a) Compute the surface area, Aj =
(
2�ajLj

)
� 10�8 in cm2, and the continuous volume

Qj = Lj=
(
�a2j

)
� 104 in cm�1

b) Initialize V = Vrest = �60mV at t = 0, that is, V 0;j = �60mV.

c) Compute the initial values n0;j = �n= (�n + �n), m0;j = �m= (�m + �m), and h0;j =

�h= (�h + �h) for v = V � Vrest = 0 at t = 0 (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952d).

d) In order to maintain the current equilibrium at rest, it is necessary to calculate the leakage

conductance �gL for each cylinder as

�g0;jL =
(
��g0;jK n40;j

(
V 0;j � EK

)
� �g0;jNam

3
0;jh0;j

(
V 0;j � ENa

))
=
(
V 0;j � EL

)
(4.2)

That is because of the conductance varies for each cylinder.

2. For each i ,

a) For each segment j ,

i. For each segment k connected to segment j

A. Calculate the coupling resistance between compartments j and k as Rjk =

(Ri=2)
(
Qj +Qk

)
in 
.

B. Calculate the membrane current I i ;jm in mA for segment j and k

I i ;jm =
∑

k connected j

(
V i ;k � V i ;j

)
=Rjk (4.3)

ii. Multiply I i ;jm by 103 and divide by the surface area Aj to obtain µA=cm2.
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iii. Calculate

4V i ;j =
(
I i ;jm � �gi ;jK n4i ;j

(
V i ;j � EK

)
� �gi ;jNam

3
i ;jhi ;j

(
V i ;j � ENa

)
� �gL

(
V i ;j � EL

)) 4t
Cm

(4.4)

i. Compute �ni ;j = �i ;j
n

(
1� ni ;j

)
� �nn, �mi ;j = �i ;j

m

(
1�mi ;j

)
� �mm, and �hi ;j =

�i ;j
h

(
1� hi ;j

)
� �hh.

ii. Using the FE, we update the variables V i+1;j+1 = V i ;j +4V i ;j , ni+1;j+1 = ni ;j + �ni ;j ,

mi+1;j+1 = mi ;j + �mi ;j , hi+1;j+1 = hi ;j + �hi ;j .

4.3 Testing protocol

In this section, we describe the testing configuration to show a fourth-generation neuron solves elemental

Boolean logic. First, Boole’s (1854) theory is described. Second, Boole’s (1854) theory is interpreted in

the neuron input-output processing.

4.3.1 Boolean logic

According to Boole (1854), language is an instrument of the human reasoning, and the language operations

are carried out by a symbolic or sign system. Literals, such as x and y , represent things, classes of things,

adjectives to describe things, or ideas. On the other hand, signs, such as +, �, �, and =, represent

operations or relations of things.

If the literal x represents “white things” and the literal y represents “all sheep” or the class “sheep,”

then xy stands for “white sheep.” No matter the order in which symbols are placed, xy and yx represent

equally the same class of things “white sheep.” That is

xy = yx (4.5)
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which is the first law of thought (Boole, 1854). That law is commutative and represents an arithmetical

multiplication. The symbol “=” represents is or are.

Also, we can collect classes of objects. For example, “men” and “women” can be represented by x and y ,

respectively, and the disjunction by +. Thus we have the law

x + y = y + x (4.6)

which is distributive and + represents the arithmetical addition.

If the two symbols have the same significance, their combination xy leads to xy = x . As x and y have

the same significance, i.e., x = y , then y can be substituted to yield xx = x or

x2 = x (4.7)

which is another law of thought (Boole, 1854). Equation 4.7 means that “white white” is the same as to

say “white.” In other words, “white white sheep” is the same as “white sheep.” Moreover, from 4.7 we

have

x(1� x) = 0 (4.8)

which is the principle of contradiction (Boole, 1854). That principle is the fundamental axiom of philosophy

that establishes it is impossible for anything to possess a feature and at the same time not to possess it

(Boole, 1854). Hence, Boole’s (1854) algebra does fit with that principle. For example, if in Eq. 4.8 x

means the class “men” and 1� x the class of “not-men,” the result is false. The sign � means except

and represents the arithmetical operation of minus. Thus, from Eq. 4.8, “men” are at the same time

“not-men” is false.

The only numbers satisfying Eq. 4.7 are 0 and 1. That is, 02 = 0 and 12 = 1. Thus, the Boole’s (1854)

algebra is a system where literals admit only the values of 0 and 1. They represent the probability lower

(0) and upper (1) limits, the nothing (0) and universe (1) of a collection of objects, and the truth-values

of False (0) and True (1) in a logical proposition.
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If a literal x expresses a quality, we can affirm an object posses the quality x as

x = 1 (4.9)

and deny that quality as

x = 0 (4.10)

According to Boole (1847), if we operate on two literals x and y , the possible logical cases for the

conjunction x ^ y are

0 ^ 0 = 0

0 ^ 1 = 0

1 ^ 0 = 0

1 ^ 1 = 1

(4.11)

which is the AND logical function (Boole, 1854). Algebraically, that is

f (x; y) = xy (4.12)

where f (x; y) = 1 when both x and y are 1, and f (x; y) = 0 otherwise.

On the other hand, if we operate a disjunction x _ y , we have the following cases

0 _ 0 = 0

0 _ 1 = 1

1 _ 0 = 1

1 _ 1 = 1

(4.13)

which is the OR logical function Boole (1854). In algebraic terms that is

f (x; y) = x + y � xy (4.14)

where f (x; y) = 1 when x or y is 1, and f (x; y) = 0 otherwise.
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Moreover, if we operate a negation �x , on a single variable, we have the following cases

�0 = 1

�1 = 0

(4.15)

which is the NOT logical operation. Algebraically, we have

f (x) = 1� x (4.16)

where f (x) = 1 when x = 0 and f (x) = 0 when x = 1.

Boole’s (1854) system consists of additions, multiplications, and negations of the values of 0 and 1. The

addition is performed by the OR function, the multiplication by the AND function, and the negation by

the NOT function. The primary functions are of two variables (Boole, 1854). Thus, the basic Boole’s

(1854) operations are performed algebraically by Eqs. 4.12, 4.14, and 4.16.

The NOT cannot be performed through a single synaptic connection. An auxiliary connection is necessary.

That is why McCulloch and Pitts (1943), Koch et al. (1982), and Shepherd and Brayton (1987) extended

the NOT to the AND-NOT operation, which uses two variables. The AND-NOT or x ^ �y derives as

follows

0 ^ �0 = 0

0 ^ �1 = 0

1 ^ �0 = 1

1 ^ �1 = 0

(4.17)

where the last two terms are the NOT function performed when x is 1. Algebraically it is defined as

f (x; y) = x � xy (4.18)

It is important to note that the AND-NOT is not the same as the AND negated or x ^ y operations.
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4.3.2 Input stimulation

For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that the PSPs arrive synchronously to a given microcompartment.

Asynchronous PSPs or timing-dependent configurations will be left for future works. The PSPs were

simulated by using the alpha function in Eq. 3.27. We performed several experiments for spines, dendritic

compartments, axon, and soma.

Following McCulloch and Pitts (1943), Boolean logic is solved by a microcompartment in the sense that

a synaptic connection may be active (1) or inactive (0). The microcompartment may respond to the

synaptic stimulation with a supra-threshold potential (1) or not (0). Whereas the synaptic connections

are the independent variables, the microcompartment response is the dependent variable or function

output. We assume only two synaptic connections (or independent variables) and a single response (or

dependent variable). Depending on the synapse type, the connection can produce an EPSP or an IPSP.

For a given Boolean function, the value of 0 means that the synaptic connection does not produce any

PSP. The value of 1 means that an EPSP or an IPSP from the alpha type is produced at the synaptic

contact.

4.4 Computation

This section shows the capacity of fourth-generation neurons to solve Boolean logic.

4.4.1 Spines

Fig. 4.5 shows the spine capacity to solve elemental Boolean logic. Fig. 4.5a depicts the neuron model

and Fig. 4.5b the dendritic shaft containing the studied spines. Spines were numbered from 1 to 4 and

the dendritic microcompartments from 5 to 7.

Figure 4.5c illustrates the OR operation. Two synaptic inputs (green) make contact with spine 1 (orange)

(left). The maximal conductance for each input was defined manually as 0:2 nS. The parent dendrite is

shown in light blue. Electrical signals are numbered from 1 to 7 and correspond to each segment in Fig.
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Fig. 4.5 Boolean logic in a single spine. (a) Neuron model. (b) A dendritic shaft model containing a set of spines.
(c) OR operation performed by a single spine model. (d) AND operation performed by a single spine
model. (e) AND-NOT operation performed by a single spine model.

4.5b. It is shown that spines 1, 2, 3, and 4 respond with a spike. Dendritic compartments 5, 6, and 7

respond with a graded signal. That is consistent with the saltatory conduction theory in spines due to the

high resistance imposed by the spine neck (Shepherd et al., 1985). The synaptic conductance suffices for

generating a supra-threshold potential when both EPSPs act synchronously. Note that the spike in spine

1 is a contribution of the current in spine 1 and the current in the others. On the other hand, a single

synaptic signal does not produce any response in spines neither in parent dendrites (right).

Figure 4.5d shows a spine solving the AND operation. Any synaptic contact produces a response from

spines and dendritic compartments. In this case, the maximal conductance for both synaptic connections
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was 0:4 nS. The synaptic strength must be stronger to produce a spike with a single contact. Observe

that the generation of the responses are faster when the two synaptic connections are active. Injected

current sums for both EPSPs.

Figure 4.5e shows a spine solving the AND-NOT operation. The AND-NOT is performed by an excitatory

(green) and an inhibitory (orange) synaptic connection (left). If the two connections are active, spines and

dendrites do not respond. If only the excitatory synapse is active, a response from spines and dendrites

is produced (middle). On the other hand, if only the inhibitory synapse is active, the response is null.

The conductances were 0:4 nS and 0:1 nS for excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively. Observe

that the conductance for the excitatory connection is consistent with that of the AND operation. The

inhibitory conductance is lower than that of the excitatory one. The inhibitory synapse has a remarkable

effect for inhibiting the powerful membrane depolarization synchronously.

Spine cooperation

Boolean logic also is solved cooperatively by spines. As in the previous case, Figure 4.6b gives the dendritic

shaft containing the spine system. Spines were numbered from 1 to 4 and the dendritic microcompartments

from 5 to 7.

Figure 4.6c presents two adjacent spines solving the OR operation cooperatively. Two synaptic

inputs (green) impinge spine 1 and 2 (orange), respectively (left). Spines (1, 2, 3, 4) and dendritic

microcompartments (5, 6, 7) respond with a spike. If only one synapse is active on a spine, the response

fails (right). That means the spine cooperation is necessary to produce a response. The maximal

conductance for each input was defined manually as 0:3 nS.

Figure 4.5d provides the AND operation in spine cooperation. Two synaptic inputs (green) make contact

with spines 1 and 2 (orange) (left). Any spine stimulation produces a response from the spine. Note that

when both synaptic contacts are active, the response is faster.

Figure 4.6e shows a spine system solving the AND-NOT operation. An excitatory (green) and an inhibitory

(orange) synaptic connections make contact with spines 1 and 2, respectively (left). If the two synaptic
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Fig. 4.6 Boolean logic in a spine system. (a) Neuron model. (b) A dendritic shaft model containing a set of
spines. (c) OR operation performed cooperatively by two spine models. (d) AND operation performed
cooperatively by two spine models. (e) AND-NOT operation performed cooperatively by two spine models.

connections are active, the response is annihilated at both spines. If only the excitatory synapse is active

on either spine, a response is produced (middle). On the other hand, if only the inhibitory synapse is

active, the response is null. The conductances were 0:4 nS and 0:3 nS for the excitatory and the inhibitory

synapses, respectively. This configuration is interesting in the sense that a spine inhibits the adjacent

spine. For that, it is necessary a higher conductance for the IPSP than when the inhibition is produced at

the same spine (Fig. 4.5e left).
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Each spine in the dendritic tree solves the elemental Boolean functions similarly. Spikes generated at any

spine are propagated over the dendritic tree until reaching the AIS. At the AIS, another spike is generated

and propagated along the axon and back-propagated towards the dendritic tree (data not shown).

4.4.2 Dendrites

This section reports the Boolean logic performed in dendritic branches. Figure 4.7 shows a dendritic

arbor solving the (c) OR, (d) AND, and (e) AND-NOT functions. In Fig. 4.7b, a dendritic shaft with the

numbered segment is shown. We eliminate spines to avoid signal contamination due to the AIS could

generate an AP that invades the dendritic tree (Tzilivaki and Poirazi, 2018).

Local Boolean logic

Figure 4.7c illustrates the OR operation. Two synaptic inputs (green) make contact with the dendritic

microcompartment (light blue) (left). The output potentials are numbered from 1 to 4, which correspond

to each microcompartment depicted in Fig. 4.7b. It is shown that the microcompartments respond with

a Nav spike when the microcompartment 1 is stimulated. Here, contrary to spines, there is a depreciate

delay between signals. The maximal conductance for each input was defined manually as 1 nS. That

conductance is higher than that for spine stimulation. Dendritic microcompartments are less excitable

than spines due to their lower conductance. A single EPSP does not produce any response in dendritic

microcompartments (right).

Figure 4.7d shows a dendritic microcompartment solving the AND operation. Any synaptic contact

produces a response from dendritic compartments. In this case, the maximal conductance has to be

twice than that for the OR operation to generate a dendritic spike with a single EPSP. Observe that the

potential, when the two connections are active, has a more pronounced rise phase and a higher amplitude

than that for a single one. That is because of the high current load.

Figure 4.7e shows a dendritic microcompartment solving the AND-NOT operation. If the excitatory and

inhibitory connections for the microcompartment 1 are active, the response is annihilated (left). If only
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Fig. 4.7 Local Boolean logic in a dendritic microcompartment. (a) Neuron model. (b) A dendritic shaft. (c) OR
operation performed by a dendritic microcompartment. (d) AND operation performed by a dendritic
microcompartment. (e) AND-NOT operation performed by a dendritic microcompartment.

the excitatory synapse is active, a spike is produced (middle). On the other hand, if only the inhibitory

synapse is active, the response is null. The conductances were 2 nS and 1 nS for the excitatory and the

inhibitory synapses. Observe that the conductance for the excitatory connection is consistent with that

of the AND operation. The inhibitory conductance is lower than for the excitatory one. The inhibitory

synapse has a remarkable effect of inhibiting the membrane depolarization synchronously.
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Global Boolean logic

Figure 4.8 shows a dendritic arbor solving the (b) OR, (c) AND, and (d) AND-NOT functions globally. In

Fig. 4.8a, the neuron model with the numbered segment is shown. The testing segments were numbered

from 1 to 3 where the input microcompartments are 1 and 2 and the output microcompartment 3 (the

soma).

Fig. 4.8 Global Boolean logic in a dendritic tree. (a) Neuron model. (c) OR operation performed by two
separated dendritic microcompartments. (d) AND operation performed by two separated dendritic
microcompartments. (e) AND-NOT operation performed by two separated dendritic microcompartments.
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Figure 4.8b illustrates the OR operation. Two synaptic inputs (green) make contact with two

microcompartments located in a different dendritic shaft (light blue) (left). The output signals are

numbered to each microcompartment as 1 to 3. The microcompartments respond with an AP. Observe

the slower influence of the EPSP at the input microcompartments. Those EPSPs are propagated through

the dendritic arbor up to the soma and AIS. At the AIS an AP is generated, which is back-propagated

towards the dendritic tree. Observe that the AP arrives first at the soma (red trace) than at distal

dendritic branches (blue trace). Similar behavior was seen for the AND and AND-NOT operations. The

maximal conductance for each input was defined manually as 1 nS. A single EPSP does not produce any

response (right).

Figure 4.8c shows a dendritic tree solving the AND operation globally. Any synaptic contact produces

a response from dendritic compartments. The maximal conductance has to be twice than that for the

OR operation to produce a dendritic spike with a single EPSP. Observe that the potential when the two

connections are active has a more pronounced rise phase and a higher amplitude than for a single one.

Similarly, the AP is firstly produced at the AIS and back-propagated.

Figure 4.8d shows a dendritic tree solving the AND-NOT operation. If the excitatory and inhibitory

connections from the input microcompartments are active, the response is null (left). In this case, the

synaptic conductance for any PSP has to be similar to guarantee the signal annihilation. If only the

excitatory synapse is active, a spike is produced at the AIS (middle). Moreover, if only the inhibitory

synapse is active, the response is null. The conductances were 2 nS for both PSPs.

In this configuration, the axon integrates the dendritic signals at the AIS to generate an bAP. That is

consistent with experimental evidence described in Section 2.3.

4.4.3 Axons

Figure 4.9 shows an axon model solving the (b) OR, (c) AND, and (d) AND-NOT functions. Figure 4.9a

depicts the numbered microcompartments used in this test. The input microcompartment 1 corresponds

to the AIS and the outputs were measured at the soma (microcompartment 2) and at the axon terminal

(microcompartment 3). Most of the excitatory and inhibitory contacts in real neurons are located at the
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AIS.

Fig. 4.9 Boolean logic in an axon microcompartment. (a) Neuron model. (b) OR operation performed by an
axonal microcompartment. (c) AND operation performed by an axonal microcompartment. (d) AND-NOT
operation performed by an axonal microcompartment.

Figure 4.9b gives the OR operation performed by an axonal model. Two excitatory inputs make contact

with the AIS (left). The maximal conductance for each input was defined manually as 0:3 nS. Electrical

signals 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the AIS, soma, and axon terminal. Observe that the APs in the axon

and soma are larger than in dendrites and spines (the all-or-none nature of APs is best defined at the

axon). That is because of the different distribution of ion channels. The synaptic conductances producing

Boolean logic at the axon are lower than that of dendrites due to the lower threshold at the axon. The
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synaptic conductance suffices for generating an AP when both EPSP act synchronously. Note that the

spike is firstly generated at the AIS (red trace). That is consistent with experimental evidence. On the

other hand, a single PSP does not produce any AP (right).

Figure 4.9c shows an axon microcompartment solving the AND operation. A single synaptic contact

produces a response from the AIS. Observe that the generation of the responses are even faster when the

two synaptic contacts are active.

Figure 4.9d shows an axon microcompartment solving the AND-NOT operation. If the two connections

are active, the AP generation is annihilated by the conjoined activity of synapses (left). If the excitatory

synapse is active, a response is produced (middle). Furthermore, if only the inhibitory synapse is active,

the response is null (right). The conductances were 0:6 nS for both EPSP and IPSP. Observe that those

conductances must be similar to support the AP annihilation. The AP generation is a chain reaction

being difficult to stop once it is generated.

4.4.4 Soma

This section reports the Boolean logic performed by the somatic compartment. Although the mechanism

is similar to the other subcellular domains, it is important to note some features. Figure 4.10 shows

the soma capacity to solve elemental Boolean logic. Figure 4.10a depicts the employed neuron model.

The somatic microcompartment is numbered as 1, the AIS compartment as 2 and a dendritic terminal as 3.

Figure 4.10b illustrates the OR operation. Two synaptic inputs (green) make contact with the soma (dark

blue) (left). The maximal conductance for each input was defined manually as 1 nS. Electrical signals

are numbered according to the microcompartment in Fig. 4.10a. The three microcompartments shows a

response. Although the somatic compartment was stimulated, the AP was initiated at the AIS (green

trace) and back-propagated to the soma (dark blue trace) and dendrites (light blue trace). From the

AIS, the AP is conducted in two directions. That is, the AP is back-propagated toward the soma and

dendrites and ortodromically conducted towards the axon terminal (data not shown). A single EPSP does

not produce any response at the AIS (right).
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Fig. 4.10 Boolean logic in a somatic microcompartment. (a) Neuron model. (b) OR operation performed by
a somatic microcompartment. (c) AND operation performed by a somatic microcompartment. (d)
AND-NOT operation performed by a somatic microcompartment.

Figure 4.10c shows the soma solving the AND operation. It is shown that any somatic stimulation

produces a response at the AIS, and consequently at the soma and dendritic terminals. In this case, the

maximal conductance for both synaptic contacts was 0:4 nS. The synaptic strength must be stronger to

produce a spike with a single contact. Observe that the generation of the responses are faster when the

two synaptic contacts are active. Injected current sums for both EPSPs.

Figure 4.10d shows a spine solving the AND-NOT operation. It is shown that if the two connections are

active, any spine does not respond (left). Although, spine subthreshold potential is the highest. If only the
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excitatory synapse is active, a response is produced (middle). In another vein, if only the inhibitory synapse

is active, the response is null (right). The conductances were 2 nS for both excitatory and inhibitory

synapses.



Chapter 5

Discussion, conclusions, and future work

This chapter provides the discussion (Section 5.1), conclusions (Section 5.2), and future work (Section

5.3).

5.1 Discussion

A consequence of electrical compartmentalization in spines is the linear integration of PSPs. In that

respect, the spine distribution can be seen as an ANN integrating the incoming inputs linearly (Yuste,

2010). Figure 5.1 gives a schematic diagram of such a network where the cells in the bottom layer

integrate the inputs of the cells in the top layer linearly. That means we can represent the integrative

mechanism as an MCP or Perceptron (Yuste, 2010). As a hypothesis, the MCP does not correspond to a

whole neuron, but to a single micrometric spine.

The whole dendritic tree is seen as a two- or three-layer ANN of the second generation where dendritic

clusters are sigmoid-like integrators (Fig. 5.2; Poirazi et al., 2003; Häusser and Mel, 2003; Tzilivaki and

Poirazi, 2018). Thus, in principle, a fourth-generation neuron has at least the same computational power

as a two-layer ANN.

Herz et al. (2006) defined five levels of abstraction for a single neuron: (i) detailed compartmental

models, (ii) reduced compartmental models, (iii) single-compartment models, (iv) cascade models, and

(v) black-box models. Detailed compartmental models reconstruct the neuron anatomy to study the

information processing spatially. Because of their computational cost, detailed models are reduced to

few somatodendritic compartments. Two compartments are sufficient to understand somatodendritic
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Fig. 5.1 Model circuit of spiny excitatory neurons seen as an ANN. ANs in the bottom layer integrate linearly the
incoming inputs from the cells in the top layer. Reprinted from Yuste (2010).

Fig. 5.2 Pyramidal neuron seen as a two-layer ANN. Reprinted from Poirazi et al. (2003).

interactions and relevant computations. Single-compartment models ignore spatial structure and serve to

study, for example, ion currents to spike generation. Cascade models are more conceptual than single-

compartment models. Those study the computational aspects and include linear filters and non-linear

transformations. Black-box models do not incorporate any biophysical aspect. They receive a set of inputs

and respond with an output. In those levels of abstraction, it is clear that first- and second-generation

ANNs belong to the levels iv and v. Whereas third-generation are in the levels iii and iv, fourth-generation

belong to the levels i and ii. Thus, the generations advance from abstract to more detailed levels. However,

that does not imply that a detailed model or fourth-generation neuron cannot be reduced to as a black-box

model.
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5.2 Conclusions

We have given a survey about computation in real neurons and defined the canonical neuron as a complex

plastic machine functioning at the electrical, biochemical and molecular levels. They are divided at least

into three morphological and functional subcellular domains containing several microcompartments. The

whole neuron is a compartmentalized entity where functional and morphological processes are carried out

in space and time.

We have presented a survey including all AN generations. Whereas the first three generations assume

the whole neuron as an indivisible computational unit, fourth-generation ANs considers the neuron as a

divisible one. First and second generation of ANs are abstract points working with binary and analog

input and output. Third-generation neurons work with binary and analog values encoded in the time

domain. Fourth-generation models work with binary and analog values encoded in the space-time domain.

Fourth-generation ANs use space as a resource for computation. As the generations advance, ANs are

more realistic, more complex to study, computationally more powerful, have higher learning capacities,

give a greater training complexity, and support a higher encoding capacity.

This monograph has shown several morphological and functional anomalies between early AN models

and the biological neuron. As a result, a conceptual reform to ANNs has been given. The ANN theory

does not consider the morphological compartmentalization of real neurons nor the specialized functions

on each microcompartment. ANNs consider the neuron as an indivisible unit. We have shown a single

neuron is computationally a divisible entity. The ANN theory assumes the somatic AP generation. In

real neurons, the AP is generated in the axon, precisely at the AIS. ANN theory considers the voltage

threshold for AP initiation as a fixed value. Real neurons have a variable threshold that decreases from

the AIS to other regions. ANNs computes solely at the electrical level. Notwithstanding, real neurons

calculate at the electrical, biochemical and molecular levels.

We have proposed a new methodology to construct fourth-generation neurons. By using that methodology,

we constructed an arbitrarily fourth-generation neuron including spines, dendrites, and axon. We have

given electrical and morphological properties realistically to every subcellular microcompartment. We

found each microcompartment solves the OR, AND, and AND-NOT operations locally and globally by

paired and synchronized synaptic stimulation. We have found a fourth-generation neuron is a divisible
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computational entity formed by several computational subunits at the electrical level. Fourth-generation

ANs process information in the space-time domain by considering the spatial dimension of the morphology

and the temporal dynamics of active conductances. The compartmentalized computations broke down

the point neuron dogma that has prevailed during the last 75 year in ANN. We found third-generation

ANs derive from fourth-generation ones when the spatial variable in the cable equation is eliminated.

The fourth-generation neuron is an interconnected set of microcompartments. Each microcompartment

simulates the current dynamics temporally by the membrane description used by third-generation models.

Thus, a fourth-generation neuron represents a set of interconnected third-generation ANs. That last is

also supported by the view of the spine distribution and dendritic tree as an ANN.

The assumptions about the morphology and electrical properties distributed over the cell membrane

make fourth-generation neurons more realistic than their previous ones. However, that assumption makes

the fourth-generation ANs more expensive to be simulated in a computer and more complicated to be

studied. This work is not a conclusive one. It gives a first step or a hint to start a new multidisciplinary

research area. There are a set of open issues that have to be resolved in the future.

Apart from the above, we have developed a procedure to find the numerical method and the time

step obtaining an optimal SN simulation. We have rejected the statements made by Izhikevich (2004)

about SN simulation. That is, the IZH is not as efficient as he stated. Two new metrics to describe the

computational cost of SN simulation were given.

5.3 Future work

In this section, some guidelines to develop the next ANNs generation are given. Firstly, the theoretical

framework must be developed. It is important to determine lower and upper bounds for the computational

capacities theoretically. Secondly, it remains to study to which extent Boolean logic can be performed in

a fourth-generation neuron and how many Boolean functions can be solved. Thirdly, other important

aspects to be studied are the timing-dependent and spatial-dependent computations together with the

sequential and concurrent aspects of information processing. Fourth, other research lines are to determine

the computational power, learning complexity, learning capacity, and coding capacity of fourth-generation

ANs. Fifth, it remains to study the limits of information processing between nodes in a fourth-generation
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neuron and how that information affects the interaction with other ANs in a network. Sixth, our theoretical

results remain to be proved experimentally. Seventh, another line is that of finding to which extent

microcompartments in a fourth generation neuron are computationally independent units. Eighth, new

algorithms to construct fourth-generation neurons by using intrinsic and extrinsic factors should be

developed. Ninth, algorithms based on morphological and functional plasticity should be addressed. Tenth,

strategies to increase the simulation efficiency must be developed in order to reduce the computational cost

of fourth-generation models. Eleventh, new learning mechanism for fourth-generation neurons by using a

neurocentric and a synaptocentric point of view are to be developed. Twelfth, it is necessary to study

how to increase the computational capacity by including biochemical computations in fourth-generation

ANs. Thirteenth, future studies should be carried out to build a framework where the central aspects of

realism are defined. Are assumptions the only factor determining the realism level of a neuron model?

Fourteenth, synapses are also considered as microcompartments. Thus, it is necessary to integrate them

as a part of fourth-generation neurons.
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